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FOREWORD 
The work discussed in this report was performed under Contract 
NAS 4-589 for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Flight Research Center. The data pkocessing and digital simulation 
was performed under subcontract by the International Business 
Machines Corporation. 
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Section 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this report is to summarize the Phase I study of the 
X- 15 Data Display System under contract NAS4-589 for the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Flight Research Center. 
The objectives of this program are to develop signal enhancement and 
display techniques which present certain physiological and environmental 
parameters of interest to the medical monitor in a manner which is 
most readily comprehended by him. The usual methods of presenting 
this data (strip chart recorders, etc. ) require constant monitoring if 
the observer is to detect significant changes in the parameters. In 
addition, the degradation of the data due to noise, motion artifact, and 
poor transducers makes the observer’s task just that much more 
difficult. Methods of reliably extracting heart and respiration rates 
from noisy data, enhancing ECG waveforms for display and detecting 
changes in the ECG waveform were investigated in the Phase I study. 
The data processing and digital simulation was performed under 
subcontract by the International Business Machines Corporation. 
This work was directed toward enhancement of information contained 
in four physiological signals: the electrocardiogram (ECG), Korotkow 
sound (KS), suit-helmet pressure differential (SHPD) and cuff pressure 
(CP). In particular, the initial effort was directed toward reliably 
measuring the heart rate and respiration rate from the electrocardio- 
gram and suit-helmet pressure differential signals, respectively. 
As a firm ground work was established, the efforts proceeded toward 
enhancement of the ECG waveform and investigation of techniques for 
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improved reliability in the automatic readout of acoustic blood 
pressures obtained through appropriate combined processing of 
Korotkow’sound and cuff pressure signals. 
The techniques of bandpass filtering, autocorrelation, power 
spectral density and averaging were investigated. Bandpas s 
filtering was applied to all signals with bandwidths controlled 
in accord with the signal bandwidth desired in the output. Auto- 
correlation and power spectral density techniques were applied 
to the ECG and SHPD signals in an attempt to enhance the desired 
rate information. The effect of averaging over many cycles to 
lessen the noise degredation was investigated to determine ways 
of providing the ECG complex in a cleaner form. 
The investigations are presented as separate sections in this report. 
Each report section will discuss the general formulation of a 
technique and the results obtained through its specific applications. 
Section 2 discusses the physiological signals that were obtained 
from the NASA Flight Research Center at Edwards AFB, and their 
conversion for the purpose of our study. The autocorrelation 
function and the results of its application to ECG, SHPD and KS 
data are presented in section 3. In section 4, the autocorrelation 
function is transformed to the frequency domain in the form of 
the power spectral density function, which was computed for ECG, 
SHPD and KS signals. Section 5 contains a presentation of digital 
filtering and its applications in which the effect of reduced bandwidth 
was studied for the ECG, SHPD, and KS signals. The formulation, 
technique of application, and the results obtained through applying 
waveform averaging to the ECG signal are p-resented in section 6. 
Section 7 presents the technique of zero crossing detection, the 
signal preconditioning required in its use and how it may be applied 
to the ECG and SHPD signal to obtain the fundamental rates. To 
2 
assist in a quantitative evaluation of technique failure and reliability 
estimation; ECG synthesis, and noise synthesis techniques and 
programs were developed and are discussed in section 8. Although 
the scope of the present effort did not permit completion of these 
last two investigations, the intent and preliminary results are 
indicated. Section 9 presents a discussion of the application of 
these studies to a pattern change subsystem for the ECG waveforms. 
And finally, the results of these investigations are summarized in 
section 10 along with an evaluation of their applicability to the 
Data Display System and recommendations on future courses of 
study . A report of the results of the Phase I extension investigations 
is included in Appendix II. 
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Section 2 
X- 15 PH’?SIOLOGICAL SIGNALS 
The physiological signals (electrocardiogram, suit-helmet pressure 
differential, Korotkow sound and cuff pressure) obtained from the 
pilots on the X- 15 aircraft in flight were recorded on FM-FM 
modulated analog tape. Liaison was initiated with NASA personnel 
at the Flight Research Center to select typical segments of the signals 
for use as experimental data for testing and investigating digital 
simulation techniques. The signals selected represented varying 
degrees of degradation such that the investigations could proceed 
in a step-wise manner. The intelligence bandwidths of the signals 
were established, and analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) pre-filter 
selections and sampling rates were specified. 
The general noise content of the signals ranged from little or no 
noise to the point where no signal identification could be made. The 
ECG signal was generally quite good but contained regions where the 
signal-to-noise ratio was significantly below the critical value 
required for a standard cardiotachometer or an averager, paced 
by attempted R-wave detections, to operate with desired performance. 
The respiration signal (S-HPD) had a high signal-to-noise power 
ratio but displayed a very erratic nature due to artifact. The low 
cyclic power-to-DC power ratio presented obvious problems with 
respect to applying thresholding techniques for respiration rate. The 
cuff pressure signal was essentially free from noise, and it was quite 
apparent that low-pass filtering would handle any degradation 
encountered. The Korotkow sound signal, which must be used in 
conjunction with the CP to predict acoustic blood pressures, was 
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essentially, totally corrupted by noise and artifact. In .the data 
selection, no KS signal identification could be made for any of 
the flight records. 
The A-to-D conversion process required close interaction with 
Air Force personnel at the Digital Data Processing Branch, 
Edwards AFB, to establish the ADC ground rules. Some signal 
pre-conditioning was required before the ADC could be initiated. 
A timing signal was dubbed onto the analog records, strip-charts 
produced with the appropriate signal bandwidths, the sampling 
rates selected and the modes of multiplexing identified. An 
extensive post-ADC effort was required to properly label the 
data, eliminate spurious output from the ADC gear, and to get 
the data into an IBM word compatible format. The total data 
obtained encompassed approximately 20 flight minutes of all 
four physiological channels. The ADC operation was checked 
by the production of digital plots and comparison with the strip 
charts. 
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Section 3 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF NOISE 
DEGRADED PERIODIC SIGNALS 
The autocorrelation function showed promise in the enhancement of 
the rate information contained in noise degraded signals due to unique 
properties. The first of these is the fact that in construction of the 
autocorrelation function, all phase information is integrated out, thus 
leaving only the basic harmonic structure of the signal. A second 
important property is the action of autocorrelation on additive band- 
limited white noise, for which autocorrelation produces an exponen- 
tially decaying function of lag. The definition of the autocorrelation 
function, Q(T) of a time function, x(t) is given by 
T/2 
9 (7) = Lim + J x(t) x(ttT ) dt. 
T+=J -T/2 
(1) 
Let a degraded signal xd(t) be represented as the sum of a clean 
signal x,(t) and an independent bandlimited noise function xn(t) 
x,(t) = xc(t) t xn(t). 
Then the autocorrelation function of x,(t) is represented by 
&(‘I = 9, (7) + 9, (7). 
(2) 
(3) 
The power spectrum of the noise function is assumed to be u 2 from 
0 to fi cycles per second and drops rapidly to zero above fl cp:. When 
this power spectrum function is Fourier transformed into the time 
domain, thus producing the autocorrelation function, the result becomes 
(4) 
When the clean signal i’s a periodic function of time with H harmonics, 
it can be r.epresented as the Fourier series 
H 
xc(t) = c ai cos(i w. t + q), 
i=l 
where & o represents the base rate (1st harmonic or fundamental 
frequency) of the signal. 
The autocorrelation function of x,(t) is 
H 
Gc(T) = + c af cos(i w.7) 
i=l 
The clean signal power is given by the autocorrelation at zero lag 
H 
$,(O) = Uf = + 1 af . 
i=l 
(5) 
(6) 
If independent, additive, 
in the total signal, again 
function will be given by 
3 
periodic noise components, xp(t), are present 
the cant ribution to the autocorrelation 
G,(T) = U;cos(w’pT), (8) 
where CJ 2 
P 
is the power and w’ 
P 
is the angular frequency of xp(t). 
With the above relations, we see that if the degraded signal xd(t) con- 
tains a clean periodic component xc(t) mixed with a random bandlimited 
noise component x,(t), then the autocorrelation function of the noisy 
x,(t) becomes (from equations (3), (4), and (6)): 
H 
+d (‘1 =$I 
2 
afcos (i w. 7) t an e -87 
i=l 
Now from (6) it is seen that #c(7), the autocorrelation of the clean 
periodic component xc(t), is a periodic function of lag (7). The 
fundamental angular frequency of Gc(T) is tie radians/set. The 
fundamental cyclic frequency of l,!,c(T) is 
f 
0 
= wo/2 n cps 
(9) 
(10) 
The period of $c(T) is 
7 
0 
= l/f 
0 
= 2 G/L”, seconds/cycle. (11) 
Another important feature of QC(T) is that its maximum value occurs 
exactly once per cycle, and at a known constant phase which is in- 
dependent of 9% in (5). This peak amplitude occurs at 7 = 0, 
7 =T 
0’ 
T=2To, “*, and its value is given by (7) as of. 
Thus, we see that yld(T) contains a periodic component $J(T) with 
peak amplitude U: and period To, and an exponentially decaying 
component en(T) with initial amplitude U 2 
n and decay time constant 
7 n’ 
where ?n is the reciprocal of the noise bandwidth. 
‘n 
= k seconds. (12) 
To determine the signal-to-noise power ratio of x,(t) from $d(T ), we 
first compute the total power at zero lag 
#d(O) (13) 
9 
We next take 
Tl = kTo 
i. e., we take Tl as some multiple of To, such that 
71 
2 4.61 7 . 
n 
(For example, for a noise bandwidth of .fi = 10 cps and 7 = 0. 1 n 
sec., Tl 2 . 46 seconds). 
For each Tl, we have WC(T) at a peak value (from (6), (II), and (14)) 
(14) 
(15) 
+,“I’ = qc(kTo) = U “, (16) 
and we have t(T) decayed to a very small value 
-4. 61 87 n = 02e -4’ 61 = .Ol o2 
n n (17) 
Hence, to a good approximation, ed(Tl) becomes 
qd(Tl) = qd(kTo) = u 2 C 
From (13) and (18) we can readily compute clean signal-to-noise and 
degraded signal-to-noise power ratios from degraded signal auto- 
correlation values at 7 = 0 and 7 = Tl. 
7 
L 
Q= $ Y)dtT+dto) - (Yd(Tl)) 
n 
(18) 
(19) 
10 
2 
*d -= 
a2 n 
o2 t a2 
y- 
n 
= ~d(“)/(v]d(o) - +& 1) = Qtl (20) 
One thing we can conclude from the above analysis is that for a 
periodic signal degraded by random noise, computation of the auto- 
correlation of the degraded signal will enable us to determine both the 
frequency of the periodic signal as well as the signal-to-noise power 
ratio. For example, in applying autocorrelation to a degraded rythmic 
EGG signal, we would expect to be able to determine heart rate HR 
by computing the values of lag 7 at which $ d(T) peaks. The lag 
interval between any two such successive lag values should give us 
the heart period To, from which we could compute HR from 
HR = 60/ 7. beat s/minute (21) 
3. 1 Normaliz,ed Autocorrelation Functions 
To make the analysis and technique independent of gain variations 
and absolute power levels in the signal conditioning chain, it is best 
to introduce and work with the normalized autocorrelation function, 
R(T). R(T) is simply defined and calculated from (11.(~) as follows: 
R(T) = $‘(T)/# (0) (22 1 
from which we have a value of unity for the normalized autocorrelation 
at zero lag, 
R(0) = 1 (23) 
which means we are adjusting the relative power of the input signal 
to one unit (In physical terms R(0) = 1 watt). 
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Reformulation of previous relations in terms of normalized auto- 
correlation functions gives, for 
Xdb ) = x,(t) •t x,(t), 
Rd(7) = Q Qtl Rc(7) + dT R,(T) 
where: 
Rc(7) = 
R&d = 
' H a 2 cos 
2 r i 
20 i= 1 C 
H 
1 
ri cos (iWoT), 
i=l 
R,(T) = e -" 
o2 
Q 
=02 n 
H 
z a!cos(iWoT) 
i=l ' 
(iw, 7) =- 
: af 
i=l 
with r. = 
1 
Equation (25) can be rewritten by defining 
Q 1 
PC = Qtl “n =a+l; 
giving 
Rd(T) = p, Rc(7) + p, R,(T) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
I.2 
Now we see that: 
Since 
Since 
(32) 
(33) 
Rd(0) = p, Rc(0) = p,+p, =.#- = 1 
Rd(T1) = P, Rc(Tl) + P, Rn(Tl) 
Rc ‘Tl ) = Rc(kTO), we have Rc(71) = Rc(0) = 1'. 
-4.61 
Rn(71) = emfiT = e- ‘l”n Se , we have R,(T~) s.01 
Thus, to a good approximation, (33) becomes: 
Rd(71) = p 
Q = - 
C Qtl 
(35) 
The ability to discriminate the normalized degraded autocorrelation 
peaks in terms of signal-to-noise power ratio or quality, Q, is now 
easily studied with the aid of expression (35) which related Q to p,, 
the peak amplitude Rd has after the noise component of Rd has decayed. 
Consider the following chart which depicts corresponding values of 
Q, P,, and P, 
Q .Ol .05 .lO .20 .25 .50 .75 1.0 2.00 4.0 8.00 19.00 
p, .Ol .05 .09 .17 .20 .33 .44 .5 .67 .8 .89 .95 
p, .99 . 95 .91 .83 .80 .67 .56 . 5 .33 .2 .I1 .05 
We see that for small values of signal-to-noise ratio Q, p,, is also 
small and approximately equal to Q, and t.he ability to discriminate 
the peak values of Rd (7) is limited. For intermediate values of Q, 
Q=. 5 to 1, pc changes from . 33 to . 5, less than Q changes. In this 
13 
- 
range, the ability to detect R(T).peaks is good. For high quality 
signals, p, approaches 1. 
3.2 Applying Autocorrelation to Measure Periodicity 
How well measurement of 7. from Rd(7) can be made also depends 
on other parameters of the autocorrelation process, such as: the 
harmonic structure of xc(t), both the bandwidth and shape of the 
spectrum of x 
C’ 
which affect the relative amplitudes of the subpeaks 
of R (7); the relationship between To and 7 
C 
n, the period of xc and the 
time constant of x . 
n’ 
the degree of aperiodicity of x and the integra- 
C 
tion time T for which Rd(7) is computed; the variation, if any, in 
harmonic structure of SC(t), i. e., aberrant beats which give rise 
to waveform changes; and the resolution of any discrete process by 
which Rd(7) might be computed, the measure of resolution being 
AT. 
To study the effects and to determine the control required of these 
and other parameters of the autocorrelation process in its ability 
to yield rate information about degraded input signals were major 
tasks of the investigation. In performing the investigation, an auto- 
correlation program was developed and tested. This program was 
applied to the degraded input data prepared by A-to-D conversion of 
X- 15 flight tapes. Autocorrelation runs were made on all four (ECG, 
SHPD, KS, CP) signals. The most extensive set of runs were made 
on ECG signals. 
For the purposes of digital simulation, the signal is represented by a 
series of signal amplitudes sampled every At seconds from the 
continuous signal; x. 
1 
= x(i At), and the normalized autocorrelation 
function is computed by the approximation 
14 
N/2 
L x. x. ii-j 
R. = 
3 
R(j AT). = ji',,' 
1 xf 
(36) 
i=l 
Here N is the total number of points in the signal time series, 
and N/2 is the number of sampling intervals contained in the 
integration interval. The program to digitally compute the auto- 
correlation function based on equation (36) was written to operate 
on an IBM 7094, and to provide printer listings and printer plots 
as outputs. 
3.3 ECG Autocorrelation Runs and Results 
Five major sets of autocorrelation runs were made on X-15 
flight ECG signals. The following chart depicts characteristics 
of these runs. 
Number Number 
Flight Integration A t-Time A t-Lag Cases 
Run Set Segments Times T Increments Increments In Run Set 
Preliminary 
Unfiltered 8 
Preliminary 
High Pass 3 
Preliminary 
Band Pass 1 
Parametric 
High Pass 3 
Parametric 
Band Pass 1 
2 to 3.5 set .5ms .2to3ms 8 
1 set . 5ms .5ms 3 
1 set 2.5 to 20 ms 2.5 20 to ms 4 
.4 to 1 set 5 to 50 ms 5 to 50 ms 45 
.4 to .65 set 2. 5 to 100 ms 2.5 to 200 ms 34 
69 
15 
3.3.1 Preliminary Unfiltered Runs 
The preliminary unfiltered runs were made on raw signals selected 
from eight different segments of ECG flight data to obtain an initial 
idea of what normalized autocorrelations of clean and degraded raw 
ECG signals look like. The heart rates in the segments used for 
these runs varied from about 120 to 150 bpm. For the integration 
times and maximum lags used in the autocorrelation runs, this meant 
that the data segments were about 10 heart cycles in duration, with 
about five beats or peaks in the autocorrelation function. 
One of the preliminary unfiltered run cases was for one of the least 
noisy or highest quality ECG segments in the data. Figure 1 repre- 
sent s such a relatively clean ECG signal segment from X- 15 Test 
l-45. The pilot’s heart rate at that time in flight is easily computed 
as 120 bpm. The normalized autocorrelation function of this signal 
was computed and plotted. A plot of normalized autocorrelation 
amplitude as a function of lag 7 in seconds comprises Figure 2. 
(Manual interpolation between discrete computed points was made to 
provide a smooth continuous curve. ) It is of interest to note several 
things from this plot. 
First, it is clear that the four peaks of Rd(7 ) are unmistakable: they 
occur at T= 0, . 504, 1. 006, 1. 509, and 2.005 seconds of lag. The 
average heart period 7 
0 
can be estimated either by computing any of 
the four peak-to-peak lag intervals (. 504 or . 502 or .503 or .496 sec. ), 
or by dividing the lag at any peak by the number of cycles or beats 
covered by that lag value. ?he estimate in either case is very close 
to . 5 seconds/beat, giving (from equation 21): 
HR = 6015 = 120 bpm (37) 
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The second subpeak appears to be due to the correlation of the T-Wave 
of a cycle with the R-Wave of the folldwing cycle, and T-R peak lag 
value (. 32 sec. in Figure 2 ) probably a measure of the time interval 
from T peak to following R peak. This interpretation checks the 
fact that the sum of the R-T interval and the T-R intervals as so 
defined and measured is equal to the R-R interval: 
.19 t .31 = .5 sec. = 70 (39) 
This point bears further investigation, but it can be suggested here 
that it might well be feasible and economical to compute several of 
the ECG segment intervals using autocorrelation techniques on clean 
or averaged ECG signals. 
To summarize conclusions for this clean signal case, it is clear that 
a very high discrimination factor for heart cycle detection and, hence 
rate determination is attainable through ECG autocorrelation. This is 
primarily due to the harmonic structure or spectra of the ECG signal 
which produces one well defined, high amplitude spike in the auto: 
correlation function for each heart period of lag. This sharp spike 
in the ECG autocorrelation has some of the appearance of the R wave 
in the ECG itself, but it should be remembered that all ECG segments 
(P, Q, R, S, and T) of the ECG signal contribute to the autocorrelation 
spike amplitude and shape. 
Another preliminary unfiltered case was that of an ECG segment from 
X-15 Test 1-41 exhibiting considerable noise. The lower trace of 
Figure 3 is a plot of this degraded ECG segment. (The slanted straight 
lines on this trace are due to a digital plotting process artifact and can 
be ignored). A plot of the normalized autocorrelation of this degraded 
ECG appears in Figure 4. 
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which agrees very well indeed with the rate computed from the ECG 
signal itself. 
A second interesting feature of the Rd(7) in Figure 2 is the relative 
amplitude and sharpness of the spikes. For such spikes, it is fair 
to assume the noise time constant 7n to be 0. 1 sec. or less (noise 
bandwidth fi 210 cps). With this assumption, 7l = . 5 seconds, and 
we can compute the signal-to-noise ratio Q as 
Q = 
Rd(. 5) .98 Rd(0) - Rd(. 5) = 1 - .98 = 49 (38) 
A high signal-to-noise ratio is also confirmed by the relative symmetry 
and regularity of the normalized autocorrelation waveform. 
Another point of interest about Figure 2 is that the mean value of Rd(7) 
is not zero. A good estimate of RdT7); about . 15 units of amplitude. 
This represents a non-cyclic or DC component in the autocorrelation 
function. We can verify the DC component present in the ECG sig’nal 
from Figure 1. Such a DC component raises the amplitude of the sub- 
peaks, reducing the spread between subpeak and peak amplitudes. To 
keep this spread as large as possible for ease and reliability of using 
autocorrelation for rate measurement, it is desirable to reduce or 
eliminate the DC component of the signal. This matter will be discussed 
more fully later. 
A final point at this time is the matter of interpreting the subpeak 
amplitudes and the associated subpeak lag values. Preliminary study 
of this question seems to indicate that the first subpeak is due to R-T 
segment correlation within a cycle and the R-T peak lag value (about 
. 19 seconds in Figure 2) is a measure of t’he time interval between the 
peak of the R-Wave and the peak of the T-Wave of the same cycle. 
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The almost zero average amplitude of the ECG is reflected in the small 
mean value of the autocorrelation. The effects of the noise are evident 
in R (7) as both reduction of the amplitude of major peaks and as an 
d 
increase in number and variety of subpeaks. 
For this case, the seven peaks occur at lags of = 0, .390, . 775, 
1. 175, 1. 57, 1.96, and 2. 36 seconds; and the peak-to-peak lag 
intervals are . 390, . 385, . 400, . 395, . 390, and . 400 second. An 
estimate of average period is? = . 394 sec., from which the rate is 
readily computed as: 
HR = 60/. 394 = 152 bpm (40) 
Based on previously stated assumptions, the quality or signal-to-noise 
ratio is 
Q = 1.8 
In spite of this low ECG quality, the spread in the peak and subpeak 
amplitudes in the first cycle is still . 54., showing that the autocorrela- 
tion still gives a good discrimination ratio. 
An ECG segm’ent from X-15 Test l-48 was selected as a preliminary 
unfiltered run case exhibiting very heavy degradation. The ECG plot 
is the lower trace of Figure 5; Figure 7 is the normalized autocorrela- 
tion plot for this case. Although a great deal of noise is present, 
particularly of high frequency which produces pseudo R-waves in the 
ECG, the one-per-cycle spikes of Rd( 7) are clearly discernible, 
demonstrating the ability of the autocorrelation technique to discriminate 
signal information reliably even with a signal-to-noise ratio of less 
than one. For this case: 
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Rd(7) peaks six times at T = 0, . 428, . 875, 1. 328, 1. 76, 
and 2.21 sec. 
Peak-to-peak lag intervals are: . 428, . 447, . 443, .442, 
and . 45 sec. 
Average period is7 = 5 2.210 = .442 sec. 
HR 60 =- = 136bpm 
.442 
Q = .85 
The spread between peak and subpeak amplitudes in Rd(7) in the 
first period of lag has dropped to . 33 for this case. This somewhat 
low spread could be partly increased if the DC component were 
removed before autocorrelation with the same 2. 5 second integration 
time. 
3. 3.2 Preliminary High Pass Runs 
Following the study of the results of the preliminary unfiltered runs, 
various methods of improving the ability of rate extraction of auto- 
correlation processes as well as methods of reducing computation 
in such processes w,ere sought. As a result, several changes in the 
process were formulated before specifying and conducting the second 
set of preliminary runs. These changes were: introduction of high 
pass ECG filtering; reduction of autocorrelation integration time; and 
reduction in maximum lag T 
m’ 
Consider two noise degraded periodic signals x 
dltt) and x,,(t), and 
their normalized autocorrelation functions Rdl(~) and Rd2(~). 
Signal xdl contains a DC component and x d2 does not; otherwise they 
are assumed identical. For such signals, if x0 represents the DC 
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amplitude, we have 
XdW = x,(t) t xn t x0 
Xd2W = x,(t) + x,(t) 
Rdl(‘r) = [ l : x”, ] [pcRc(r) +p,R,(‘r) + x: 
Rd2(T) = pcRc(~ ) + P,R,(T ) 
(42 1 
(43) 
(44) 
From the se expressions, it can be determined that the spread 
A Rdl between peak and subpeak amplitudes of Rdl(7) is less than 
the spread ARd2 of Rd2(~) in the following ratio 
A Rdl 1 BP_ = 
A Rd2 1 t x2 
(45) 
(46) 
Thus, to make the spread fLRd as large as possible, it is desirable 
to filter out any DC component from xd(t) before computing its auto- 
correlation. The maximum possible spread is necessary to get the 
best discrimination ability for Rd(r) spike discernment. For this 
reason, it was decided to filter the raw ECG signals with a high pass 
filter to remove DC components. 
Another consideration arose in studying the results of the first set of 
preliminary runs. This was that the variation of the peak-to-peak lag 
intervals was small so that computation of any lag interval, such as 
the first, would yield a good estimate of average period. Further- 
more, since decreasing the maximum lag reduced the extent of the 
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computation, choosing 7 m( 
maximum lag) to be just larger than 
the expected period seemed both workable and efficient. Moreover, 
if determination of individual beat-to-beat periods rather than multi- 
beat averages is to be made, it is necessary to reduce integration 
time to less than two periods (i. e., T -Z 2To). 
To enable study of the effects of high pass filtering and reduced 
integration time, the second set of runs was made. In these runs, 
DC was “filtered” out of the raw ECG signals simply by computing 
and then subtracting out the mean. The high pass filtered data were 
then autocorrelated using a one-second integration time. 
The segments used in these runs were the same segments discussed 
in the first run set, from X-15 Tests ,1-45, l-41, and l-48. As 
noted previously, plots of the raw ECG signals appear in Figures 
1, 3, and 5, respectively. The major effect of the high pass filter- 
ing on the plots would be a shift in the vertical scale values. The 
normalized autocorrelation functions for these three cases are plotted 
in Figures 6, 8, and 9. 
To display the effect of the high pass filtering and the shorter integra- 
tion time, various parameters of both the unfiltered and filtered runs 
computed from autocorrelation functions on each of the three seglnents 
are shown in the following table. 
x-15 
Test 
Number 
l-45 
l-45 
l-41 
l-41 
l-48 
l-48 
Filtering 
Unfiltered 
High Pass 
Unfilt e red 
High Pass 
Unfilt e red 
High Pass 
Heart Rate 
-- 
119. 7 bpm 
118. 3 bpm 
152. 3 bpm 
153. 0 bpm 
135. 7 bpm 
137.9 bpm 
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It can be seen from this table that the one or two cycle average agrees 
quite well with the five or six cycle average of heart rate, so that for 
rate computation, the shorter integration time is quite adequate. It 
might be noted here that the 70 percent shorter integration time 
effects about an 84 percent reduction in computation time. Thus, for 
these cases at least, the reduced integration time has no adverse 
effect on rate determination. 
We also note from the table and from the plots that the spread A Rd 
between the peak and subpeak amplitudes is increased by filtering and 
T reduction for high Q (Test l-45) data; in contract A Rd is reduced 
when the same process is applied for low Q (Test l-41 and l-48) 
data. This effect on A Rd can probably be explained as follows: 
For test l-41, the DC component of Rd(r) is large (See Figure 2) 
and hence the expected improvement in spread produced by mean 
extraction of high pass filtering which is predicted by expression (46) 
is appreciable. In addition, Q is high and so we have a small loss of 
noise cancellation effect together with the reduced averaging that 
occurs with shorter integration time. This reduced averaging could 
well permit any noise present to boost the subpeak amplitude more 
than peak amplitude, since more subpeaks than peaks occur in R(T). 
So, reduced averaging is accompanied by reduced spread to a degree 
dependent on noise. Thus, the large spread increase due to filter- 
ing offsets any small spread decrease, since x (the DC component 
of xd) is large and noise is small for the Test p-45 ECG. 
The reverse situation is true, however, for the ECG signals from 
Tests l-41 and l-48. For l-41, x is close to zero and Q is less 
than 2. So, the A Rd spread is 10s: due to less averaging and none is 
gained by high pass filtering in this case. For the case of Test l-41 
data, the two opposite effects are both present in almost equal degrees 
and the change of spread is small. There is a slight spread loss, how- 
ever, due to the very low signal-to-noise ratio. 
The above results show that the improvement predicted by expression 
(46) are realized in practice by high pass filtering prior to auto- 
correlation. They also show that short integration tirne is workable, 
even though it can result in some spread reduction if Q is low. 
3.3.3 Preliminary Bandpass Runs 
It is clear that increasing Q will increase spread in autocorrelation 
amplitudes and thus the reliability of autocorrelation tachometry. 
From a study of both flight and synthetic ECG spectra, an under- 
standing was gained of the general relationships between A R and 
ECG bandwidth. For clean ECG spectra it was found that AR would 
be small if less than the third harmonic of the ECG were fed into the 
autocorrelation. Increasing the bandwidth beyond the third harmonic 
in successive steps would give increases of spread, but these in- 
creases would become successively smaller and become negligible 
after inclusion of the 12th harmonic of the heart rate. 
Parallel to this is consideration of noise spectra and their effect on 
AR when mixed with a clean ECG and the bandwidth of the degraded 
signal varied before autocorrelation. If the noise spectrum is flat, 
for example, bandwidth reduction would result in a proportional or 
linear reduction of noise power. 
Combining these two factors, we would expect for white noise degrada- 
tion, increase in spread A R with bandwidth reductions which would 
still pass some harmonics beyond the third but below the 13th and no 
frequencies below the fundamental. To test these ideas, a degraded 
flight ECG was bandpass filtered with four different upper frequency 
cutoffs, and the bandpassed signals were autocorrelated. The digital 
bandpass filtering is discussed later (Section 5). The four passbands 
used were: 
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. 5 to 40 cps 
. 5 to 20 cps 
. 5 to 10 cps 
. 5 to 5 cps 
The filtered ECG segments are plotted in Figures 71, 72, 73, and 
74. Autocorrelation of the se bandpassed ECG’ s constituted the 
third set of preliminary runs. The normalized aut oco rrelation 
functions are plotted in Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13. 
Elimination of high frequency noise is observed by noting the smooth- 
ing of autocorrelation waveform with a lowering of the high frequency 
cutoff. The effect of elimination of the higher ECG harmonics is to 
widen the spikes centered at T = 0, .43 and .86 seconds; as bandwidth 
is reduced. 
The ECG segment used for the bandpass runs was from X-15 Test 
l-48. This same segment was used for one of the cases in each of 
the other two sets of preliminary autocorrelation runs. To aid in 
comprehensively studying the effects of the process variations of 
pre-autocorrelation high pass and band pass filtering and integration 
time reduction on this same data segment, several parameters of 
the processes and results are depicted in the chart on the following 
page. (Figure 14) 
The small but regular increase in computed heart rate with bandwidth 
reduction is probably due to two causes. Recall that 
x,(t 1 = x,(t) + x,(t) 
We also have from our previous analysis: 
Rdh) = pcRc(r) + P, e -87 = pcRc +P R n n 
(2) 
(47) 
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Now as degraded signal bandwidth is reduced, we note from the 
chart an increase in Q or signal-to-noise power ratio through Cast 5. 
From this we can conclude that the noise bandwidth in the degraded 
signal after filtering is less than it was before filtering, at least 
until we reach Case 6. 
As regards Case 6, we note from the chart that here the highest 
harmonic of x,(t) being passed is the second. Now from ECG spectral 
analysis we find a power peak in x,(t) at the third harmonic, so that 
in reducing x d bandwidth here, we have lost the largest power compo- 
nent of x 
C’ 
This not only explains the drop in Q for this case, but 
also does not eliminate the possibility of a reduction of noise band- 
width even here. 
We argue then that there is probably a general reduction in xnband- 
width accompanying reduction in x bandwidth. 
d 
This means that in. 
expression (47), /I becomes smaller as preautocorrelation filtering 
bandwidth is restricted. From this we see that Rn will take longer 
to decay, as we go through the cases from 1 to 6. Also, the rate of 
fall of Rn for T near T 
0 
will increase as p becomes smaller. So 
near the spike peak at T = T 
0’ 
the noise component of Rd is larger 
and falling more quickly when x d bandwidth is small. 
Now, the effect on the shape of the autocorrelation spike tip due to 
reduction of xc bandwidth is to blunt it or round it. Combining the 
xd bandwidth lowering effects we have, due to R , a raising of the 
n 
left side of the blunt R 
C 
spike relative to the right side. The result- 
ant assymetrical spike shape can be observed well in Figures 11, 12, 
and 13, the autocorrelation functions for Cases 4, 5, and 6. 
The other cause of this spike distortion is due to low frequency 
periodic noise components still degrading the ECG. They can be seen 
in Figures 63 and 64, plots of filtered ECG signals. One of these 
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periodic noise components has an amplitude roughly equal to the 
amplitude of second harmonic of an ECG, and a frequency of about 
. 6 cps, a period of 1.6 seconds, and a quarter period of .4 second, 
which is close to 7 . 
0 
This noise component thus has a large negative 
slope in the neighborhood of the spike peak, and hence will distort 
the spike shape of Rd(7) as did the narrow band white noise exponen- 
tially decaying component of Rd(~). 
With the causes of increased spike assymetry with decreased xd 
bandwidth identified, we now turn to the effect of the distortion on 
the computation of To and HR. Raising the left side of a blunt spike 
relative to the right side can be seen to displace the maximum ampli- 
tude to the left. In other words, the peak value of autocorrelation 
amplitude Rd(~) occurs at a smaller lag with reduced pre-autocorrela- 
tion filter bandwidth for the type of degradation present. This means 
a smaller computed value of 7 o, and a larger computed value of HR 
as xd bandwidth is reduced, the effect which required explanation. 
The amount of peak left shift is thus dependent on type. and amount of 
degradation, as well as pre-autocorrelation filter parameters. We 
next note from the chart that several indices of reliability (Spike 
Amplitude Rd(70), Spike Width A TV, Q, and Spread ARd) are all 
nearly maximized in Case 5. Since the highest harmonic of xc passed 
by the filter is the 4th, the characteristics of Case 5 agree with our 
predictions from spectral analysis. 
3.3.4 Discussion of Optimal High Performance Tachometry 
For further development of autocorrelation cardiotachometer tech- 
niqu e, we can argue that a coarse or low resolution autocorrelation 
of bandpass filtered degraded‘ signal x 
dF 
will give best economy and 
reliability for spike detection, since here our spike is wide and of 
high amplitude with good spread. Once having achieved reliable spike 
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detection, we can proceed in either or both of two ways. 
If our cardiotachometry process is to yield average heart rate, we 
can simply measure spike occurrence rate by any of several processes 
familiar to us from conventional cardiotachometry which is based 
on R-wave detection rather than R 
d 
(7) spike detection. 
Suppose we wish an accurate measure of individual heart periods, 
as well as a better estimate of autocorrelation peak amplitude 
Rd(70) for purposes which go beyond tachometry. We can then use 
our coarse value of To as the first approximation to a finer value. 
With this, we can consider a high resolution autocorrelation process 
on the unfiltered or wideband degraded signal, but with a limited 
span of lag variation required now since our coarse approximation 
is in the neighborhood of the spike peak. Furthermore, we can say 
something about how rough our coarse value is since we have studied 
spike width as a function of filteris bandwidth and heart rate. 
This two- stage, coarse-fine approach to tachometry signal processes 
could result in a reliable, economical high performance process 
de sign. 
3.3.5 Parametric Autocorrelation Runs / 
To support the development of the sort of autocorrelation processes 
just described, two sets of parametric autocorrelation runs were 
made. One set was made on high pass filtered ECG segments from 
Tests l-45, l-41, and l-48, and contained 45 cases. Previously 
described bandpass filtered ECG data from Test l-48 was used in 
the second run set which included 34 cases. 
The purpose of these runs was to determine the effect on the degraded 
ECG autocorrelation process when sampling resolution At, integration 
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time T, filter passband PB, and signal segment xd were paramet- 
rically varied. These variations were introduced in the hope that 
examination of run .result s would help in determining which adjust - 
ment s of process parameters gave good tradeoffs among reliability, 
accuracy, and economy. 
To make the runs, each case was defined and specified in terms of 
the xd segment and process parameters to be used for the computa- 
tion. 
Values of the parameters used are charted below. 
Parameter 
- 
xd, ECG Segment 
No. of Values Values 
3 Test l-45, Test l-41, Test l-48 
At, Resolution 15 2. 5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 
40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100, 140, 
200 ms 
T, Integration Time 36 T values ranged from 400 to 
1000 ms 
PB, Passband 
I 
4 
I 
High Pass, .5+40 cps, 
. 5+20 cps, .5+10 cps 
I 
The . 5+5 cps passband was not included in view of the preliminary 
bandpass run results. The lag increment AT was made equal to time 
sampling resolution A 7 in each run case. Some resolutions were 
deliverately made very coarse to force cases where the reliability 
indices would be low. This was done to aid in process trade-off 
decisions involving high resolution for reliability in spike detection 
versus low resolution for economy in computation. 
Computer outputs from the parametric autocorrelation. runs were of 
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T-Integration Time 2.5 BBC 1 sec. 1 8BC. 1 BBC. 1 sec. 1 sec. 
At - Sampling 
Interval .5 ms .5 ms 2.5 ms 5 ms 10 ms 20 ms 
f - Sampling s 2000 sps 2000 400 sps sp.5 200 (lps 100 BP6 50 sps 
Frequency 
HR - Heart Rate 135.7 bpm 137.9 bpm 138zbpm 138.6 bpm 138.9 bpm 140.2 bpm 
- 
Rd(rb) - Autocor. .46 .4S .52 .69 .7 .62 
Spike Amplitude 
A--S - Autocor . 15 ms 13 ms 20 ms 35 ms 55 ms 90 ms 
Spike Width* 
-~~ Q - Quality. .S5 --x2 1.05 2.1 2.33 1.5 
SIgnal to Noise 
A Rd - Autocor. .33 .31 .31 .48 .46 .04 
Spread 
H, f, - Highest 34th 34th - 17th 8th 4th 2nd 
Harmonic Passed 78.2 cps 76.2 cps 39.1 cps 16.4 cps 9.2 cps 4.6 cps 
--__ 
l Unfiltered after Pre-ADC Filtering which had Passband of O-60 cps 
** Measured at Rd(.r) = .3 
PROCESS PARAMETERS AND RESULTS OF X-15 TEST l-48 ECG AUTOCORRELATION 
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two types. One type was a listing output L containing paired values 
of rand R(7) for each value of 7from T = 0 to T = T at increments m 
of AT. The second type of output was a printer plot P making a 
graph of the paired values to enable immediate visual comprehension 
of the autocorrelation function shape. A machine listing and plot were 
specified as the output for each case. 
In view of the extent of the parametric high pass and bandpass runs, 
involving 79 cases in all, it is not feasible to detail completely all 
of the results in this report. The specifications and highlights of the 
results for each case are listed in chart form in Figures 15 and 16, 
which are discussed below. In addition, sample machine outputs 
were selected to represent machine output listings and plots of several 
cases. Replicas of machine outputs appear in Figures 17 through 58. 
In the charts, all time and lag values (T, At = A 7, and PO to be 
defined later), are in milliseconds, ms; all lower and upper cutoff 
frequencies (fLC +fHC), specifying the passband PB through which 
Xd 
was filtered prior to autocorrelation, are in cycles per second, 
cps. 
The passband for the high pass run cases was determined as follows. 
The low frequency cutoff due to removal of the mean from xd can be 
.6 shown to be fLC 7 2T cps. The T dependence holds since the mean 
Xd 
value was computed as a 2T second average. The high cutoff is 
due to the preconversion filtering on the analog flight signals. For 
the ECG analog flight tape playback in conversion, fHC was specified 
as 80 cps. 
Several indices have been defined and applied, which are useful in 
measuring and evaluating the effect of the parametric variations 
specified for the rtin cases. One such index is the number of multi- 
plications required to compute the lagged products (x. & 1 i+j) which are 
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needed to calculate a single value of autocorrelation R.. This index 
J 
is measured by the number of sampling increments Akin the integra- 
tion time T. It is called NT, and so we have 
T NT === fST samples per integration (48) 
where 
At = seconds per sample 
fS 
= 2 samples per second 
At 
T = seconds per integration 
Due to the nature of the discrete autocorrelation algorithm, the maxi- 
mum lag 7 
m 
is one lag interval AT less than integration time T in each 
run case (7, is the largest value of T for which Rd(71 was computed). 
Also, the tiumber of lag intervals per integration time NAT is one less 
than the number of lag values in T: s 
7 
=NT - 1. 
Therefore, 
7 m = T - AT = (NT - ~)ATZ= (NA )(A@ (49) 
NT = 1 t Tm/AT. 
Chart entries of NT values are made in the column following theA’ 
column. 
The e. and Rd(qO) h t c ar entries are the values corresponding to the 
peak of the largest spike itl Rd(7) following the fall of the half- spike 
centered at the origin (7 = 0). The criteria for proper spike detection 
were that 
43 
and 
13 - To I< oTs, the spike width at Rd = . 3 (50) 
Rd(qo) >. 3 (51) 
A 
where To is a more accurate estimate of heart period than 7 , and 
0 
To is obtained from the highest resolution autocorrelation. 
Whenever condition (50) or (51) is unsatisfied, the ?, and Rd(go) 
entries in the charts are enclosed in parentheses. 
Two measures of autocorrelation amplitude spread were used. Spread 
measure AR is the spread between R(qo) peak and the highest sub- 
peak for any lag following the origin half- spike (i. e. , the half- spike 
peaked at 7 = 0) zero-crossing, 7 . Spread measure AR’ is the 
difference between the R(3) peaktnd the highest subpeak following 
the lag value 7 = 250 ms. The AR’ spread measure is of interest 
in average rate computation, since ~~<250 ms corresponds to 
HR >240 bpm. Thus, subpeaks at lags less than 250 ms could be 
excluded from consideration if the autocorrelation cardiotachometer 
were not required to measure rates above 240 bpm. In the charts, 
R’d 
entries were made only for those cases where its value was 
significantly different from the Rd value. 
Another index is the number of samples per heart cycle, N 
sphc 
N 
sphc 
is a measure of resolution with respect to heart period, and 
therefore is useful for comparing cases of the autocorrelation process 
involving different heart rates. It is readily computed from: 
7 
N = -0 samples/heart cycle 
sphc At (52) 
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A different index provides another useful measure in evaluating relia- 
bility of spike detection. This index is the number of discrete 
autocorrelation values contained in the spike width, or the number 
of “hits” per spike. It is denoted N sprs’ 
the number of samples per 
autocorrelation spike, and is determined by counting the number of 
discrete Rd values which are on the spike with amplitudes above some 
threshold value. In determining spike width PT~, the level . 3 was 
used as the normalized autocorrelation value at which to measure it. 
For consistency, . 3 was defined as the spike base level for counting 
N 
sprs’ 
Values of N sphc 
and N sprs 
for each case are in Figures 
(15) and (16). From considering the previous two indices, we find 
that an easily computed measure of efficiency is the ratio 
N 
E =F 
sphc 
(53) 
which is the proportion of “hits” or points on the spike yielded by 
discrete autocorrelation computations and also is normalized with 
respect to heart rate. Chart treatment of E is discussed below. 
The L-Figure and P-Figure chart columns contain the figure numbers 
where a replica machine listing (L) or plot (P) for the case appears 
in this report. Nineteen cases were selected to represent machine 
outputs of the parametric HP run. These 19 cases illustrate auto- 
correlations of three x 
d 
signals with five different resolutions for 
each, plus four additional cases of special interest. Simila rly , 14 
cases were selected for output detailing from the parametric BP run, 
covering three passbands and nine resolutions. Listings and plots are 
in Figures 17 through 58. 
To illustrate the manner of determining some of the chart entries frc 
the computer listings, the plots included from the BP run have 1:~~ 
marked as follows: All pairs of (7, R) values on the spike peaking at 
45 
? have been underlined, the number of such pairs being N - the 
s;ike peak pair (9 
sprs’ 
0’ 
R) has been boxed with solid lines; the largest 
subpeak has been boxed with dashed lines. 
The effectiveness of each run is depicted in the E column of the 
charts. Missed or falsely performed autocorrelation spike detections 
are identified by the codes M or F, respectively, as the Column E 
entry. Such M and F cases were determined by applying criteria 
(50) and (51). An “M” code means inequality (51) did not hold and an 
“F” code means that inequality (50) did not hold. All other cases 
)re sulted in reliable detection. For this majority of cases, the 
efficiency E was computed from expression (53) and its value entered 
in Column E. 
Having introduced this material on the parametric runs, we can now 
discuss several interesting features of the results. For example, in 
run-case HP-20, the spike period is grossly miscalculated as 
Q = 100 ms because 7;11 
=O395 ms. 
= T -AT = 350 ms was low compared to r. 
In HP-25, spike present is detected but period i is indicated as 
500 ms which is more than (l/2 )AT~ from the “true” value of T = 
395 ms. The autocorrelation listing values of Rd around 7. arz: 
R(350) = -. 25, R(4QO) = . 36, R(450) = -. 14, R(500) = . 41. It is 
seen,here that quantization error is large due to the coarse resolu- 
tion (At = 50 ms), since in case HP-21 where AT= 5 ms, we have 
R(500) = . 09, from Figure (23) listing. 
In run case HP-35, a miss resulted since 
7 - 7 = 442 - 400 = 42 ms 
0 
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which is less than a half-spike width, so 7m was not large enough to 
penetrate the 70 spike. In the last HP case, Number 45: the second 
Rd spike at T = 2~~ was detectable with an Rd threshold of . 3, but 
the spike at one heart period of lag r. was not. From the listing for 
HP-45,’ R(450) = . 008 g R(T~), but R(850) = . 44 : R(270). Also of 
interest is the largest R value in the neighborhood of To, which was 
R(550) = .27. 
The missed detection in BP Case 17 was due to excessive quantiea- 
tion error in the sampling (AT = 140 ms) of xdF. This was also the 
cause of the false detection in BP Case 33, and the partial cause of 
other missed detections in BP cases. 
In HP run Cases 33, 38, and 43, for each of whichAt = 15 ms, sub- 
peak amplitudes greater than . 3 were observed, making AR quite 
small. In Case 33, R(255) = . 43; in Case 38, R(255) = . 39; and in 
Case 43, R(255) = .35. Thus, the highest of these overthreshold 
subpeaks is lowered with increased integration time T, which agrees 
with previous results regarding usual AR improvement with greater 
T due to averaging effects. 
Subpeak amplitudes were above . 3 in the BP Cases 12 and 32: 
BP Case 12: R(300) = . 37, AR = . 79, At = 60 ms 
BP Case 32: R(280) = . 38, AR = .26, At = 70 ms 
Here, we see that in contrast to the three HP run cases (33, 38, 43) 
where a similar thing occurred, we have large spread in the BP 
cases. These are particular cases of one generally seen advantage 
of band limiting degraded signals prior to autocorrelation: larger 
spread. For At resolutions as coarse as .60 ms, no AR spreads 
below .25 occurred in the band pass runs. Also seen from these 
results is that large HP subpeaks resulted at medium resolution 
(At = 15 ms), whereas large BP subpeaks were only found at coarse 
resolutions (At = 60, 70 ms). 
Regarding the matter of reliability and economy it was found, for 
wide band ECG signals, that reliable spike detection with a high 
quality xd was possible with a sampling rate f of 20 sps with an 
S 
effectiveness measure of E = . 09. For a low quality ECG, reliable 
detection required an fs of 40 sps, with E = . 06. For a very noisy 
Xd’ . an fs in the range from 100 sps to 200 sps was needed for relia- 
bility; where E, which varied from . 011 to . 046, was quite dependent 
on fs and T. 
When appreciable bandlimiting of a heavily degraded xd was applied 
prior to autocorrelation, reliable detection was possible with a 
sampling rate as low as f 
S 
= 15 sps, with a high effectiveness 
measure of E = . 125. 
3.3.5 Summary of ECG Autocorrelation Investigation 
We will nowconclu de the di scu s sion of aut oco rrelat ion ca rdiotacho- 
metry technique investigation. Fine resolution ECG autocorrelation 
permits reliable and accurate measurement of heart period TV, from 
which rate HR is easily determined. 
If individual ECG period measures are desired, the integration time 
parameter T of the autocorrelation process must be les s than 27 
0 
but greater than 70. (This can be achieved either by increasing 
7. from small values until a spike is computed, or by determining an 
approximate period q. by other procedures and then checking for 
positive spread or minimal slope, particularly against any peak or 
/7! 9 :! 
“subpeaks” in the neighborhoods of +, -+,-f-s l .* , T min 1 
To measure average period (a.nd thereby average rate), the individual 
periods can be averaged. Alternately, a large T equal to the rate 
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averaging time can be used, and the average period ? estimated 
0 
from the lag interval between successive autocorrelation spikes. 
This latter method is uneconomical for large HR averaging times. 
Without sacrificing reliability, it is possible to bring about a trade- 
off of some accuracy in 7 
0 
determination for more economy in com- 
putation by lowering resolution of the autocorrelation process with 
clean ECG’s, and by a combination of lowered process resolution 
and band lilniting heavily degraded ECG’s prior to autocorrelation. 
Finally, pre-autocorrelation bandpass filtering improves process 
reliability, particularly with low quality signals. 
3.4 Autocorrelation of Respiration Signal 
To investigate the utility of autocorrelation for respiration tachometry, 
a suit-helmet pressure differential (SHPD) signal segment was 
selected. This SHPD segment, from X-15 Test l-48, was auto- 
correlated with the .computer program previously described, with 
a7 = 12 seconds. A hand plot was prepared from the machine 
output listing and appears in Figure 59. The peaks of the normalized 
autocorrelation are not as spiked as those from the ECG runs. This 
is due to the narrower bandwidth of the respiration signal as well as 
to its large aperiodicity. The peaks are well enough defined to permit 
an easy estimate of respiration rate, which is 24 respirations per 
minute. 
Although the spread AR is low at . 11, the consistent way in which 
the peak values exceed an R = . 3 threshold indicates that reliable 
respiration rdte determination is possible with autocorrelation of 
the SHPD signal. 
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3.5 Autocorrelation of Korotkow Sound Signal 
The X- 15 test data converted and available for study contained no 
signals in the Korotkow sound channel which could be clearly dis- 
tinguished from noise. It was decided to attempt to determine 
whether autocorrelation of this data would help to determine presence 
of KS signals in the KS channel and thereby aid in blood pressure 
mea su rement under such conditions. This attempt was made by 
autocorrelation runs of two segments of KS channel data. One 
segment was chosen from a flight portion when the cuff pressure 
(CP) signal was low and constant, and hence when KS would not be 
expected. The other segment was chosen from a flight portion 
for which the cuff pressure signal level would lead one to expect 
presence of a sound signal in the KS channel, provided the sensor 
and what followed it were working. The results of these runs are 
plotted in Figure 60 (CP constant), and Figure 61 (CP Ramp). 
The results do not enable any confidence in the statement that sound 
was present in one case and absent in the other. No discernible 
periodicity occurs in either case, and similar peak amplitudes 
appear in the two cases. 
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Section 4 
POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY 
The power spectral density function of a signal x(t) gives power 
density Sx(f) as a function of frequency f. Sx(f) is the frequency 
domain transform of the autocorrelation function. As in the auto- 
correlation function, all the basic frequency information in a signal 
is present and all phase information absent in the spectral density 
function. Since the autocorrelation function and the power spectral 
density function are Fourier transform pairs, the power spectral 
density function, Sx(f), may be obtained through Fourier trans- 
forming the autocorrelation function, J/J x(~ ), into the frequency 
domain. 
CD 
Sx(f) = 2 J v1x(7) co s(2 nf7)dT (54) 
0 
The possible utility of the power spectral density function in period 
direction applications stems from the fact that a pure cosine compo- 
nent of x(t), having an angular frequency i0 will be transformed 
irJ 0 
into a sharp spike centered at f. =e 
1 
cps in the frequency domain. 
These sharp spikes are commonly known as “spectral lines” or 
“delta functions. I’ A band limited white noise component of x(t) 
appears in Sx(f) as a power base shift; hence, it will not obscure the 
recognition of sufficiently large periodic constituents. Thus, the 
power spectral density of a signal plus noise time function 
(Xdh 1 = x,(t) t x,(t) t x (t))function will take the form of a power base 
P 
shift on which is superimposed power level spikes at the signal ha rmon- 
its and at the periodic noise frequencies. 
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In actual applications of power spectral density analysis, we are con- 
fronted with the problem that the upper limit of integration in (54) 
cannot go to infinity, since the autocorrelation function can be com- 
puted only to some finite maximum lag, 7 m’ 
Thus (54) is approximated 
bY 
7 
m 
Sx(f) = 2 ; qx(7) cos(2 nf 7 )dT 
0 
(55) 
which explicitly assumes that q (T>Tmax) = 0, and may imply a dis- 
continuity in q (7) at T= Tmax. If a discontinuity in the autocorrelation 
function exists, which is generally the case, minor power spikes will 
appear around the period defining spectral lines, thereby indicating 
erroneou s frequencies. This is commonly known as Gibb’s Phenomen- 
on, and can be combatted by applying a lag window (Hamming) trunca- 
tion to the autocorrelation function and making the appropriate amplitude 
adjustments to (55). 
7 
~J’(T)=~(T) 
[ 
.54t.45c0sT ' ] 
max 
(56) 
7 
S(f) = 4 JmaX q~' (7) cos(27if T)dT (57) 
0 
The digital approximations for equations (11) and (12) are as follows: 
r 
$J (r at) = R = RX< 54 t .46 cos -!!- r 
m-l 
S(i Af)=S.=2 Pt 
1 [ 
Rot2 c 
r=l 
Rrcos(2 TI i r A f At) 
t Rmcos(2 ni m Af At)] (59) 
(58) 
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where m represents the maximum index in the autocorrelation computa- 
tion, m At = Tm. 
The power spectral density functions of several ECG signals were 
computed in order to investigate rate detection ability afforded by 
the signals’ power spectra. Figure 62 represents the power spectrum 
of a relatively noise-free ECG signal with a fundamental frequency 
(heart rate) at 110 beats per minute. To verify the qualitative harmonic 
power structure of this signal and to investigate the utility of a syn- 
thetic ECG signal (to be discussed in Section 8), the power spectrum 
in the form of Fourier coefficients was constructed for a proposed 
synthetic ECG signal (see Figure 63). The harmonic structure of the 
live (flight) ECG and the synthetic ECG were qualitatively similar 
except for the fundamental power levels. The low fundamental power 
of the live ECG was attributed to low frequency attentuation in the 
recording loop. 
Figures 64 and 65 represent the power spectral density functions of 
ECG signals xd, degraded by low and high bandwidth noise, respectively. 
The power base shift due to any bandlimited white noise present in 
Xd 
cannot be completely presented through digital simulation due to 
the limiting of sample size and quantizing errors. However, noise 
corruption does become apparent in these power spectra displays. 
A study of flight ECG spectral form was made from the power spectral 
density plots of the segments of X- 15 flight ECG data. Examination 
of the flight ECG spectra showed that with a high signal to noise power 
ratio and with the spectra peak at the third harmonic of R-R frequency 
the power density of the fundamental R-R frequency is about l/3 that 
of the peak. Above the third harmonic, power decreases and is more 
than 20 db below peak level at the 12th .harmonic. Thus, the flight 
ECG appears to have an intelligence bandwidth of about 3-l/2 octaves 
above the fundamental, the ECG power spectra peaking at the 3rd 
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harmonic and decreasing at about 10 db/octave above the peak. The 
noisy- signal spectra extends beyond the clean-signal spectra in 
bandwidth. In the cases of spectral analysis performed, significant 
noise power appeared over twice the bandwidth of the signal power. 
Heart rate determination from the power spectral density function of 
xd appears quite unreliable due to the lack of good discrimination of 
the fuhdamental power spike. The higher harmonics of the ECG 
complex could be utilized in logic circuits to estimate the fundamental 
frequency, but periodic noise components would probably render this 
technique unreliable. It seems apparent at this time the additional 
expense of Fourier transforming the ECG autocorrelation function 
into the frequency domain is not justified for purposes of heart rate 
determination. 
The power spectral density function of the suit-helmet pressure 
differential, (see Figure 66 for a typical sample) was investigated 
with respect to rate measuring utility. The S-HPD signal has the 
nature of an “almost periodic” function; hence it yields a rather 
simple harmonic structure. However, due to aperiodicities, the 
fundamental or rate determining power spike has a large spread but 
indicates a good discrimination of an averaged respiration rate. 
Figure 66 shows the average respiration rate over 27. 7 seconds to 
be approximately 24. 3 respirations per minute. This value agrees 
very well with the breathing rate determined by autocorrelation of 
S-HPD discussed in Section 3 and plotted in Figure 59. If the S-HPD 
signal were first bandpass filtered (with passband tuned to the respira- 
tion rate band), the power spectrum would yield even better rate 
discrimination than indicated by Figure 66. However, it is felt that 
in addition to autocol’relation, other techniques, less expensive than 
spectral density analysis can be formulated without sacrificing 
reliability for respiration rate determination (see Section 7 on 
zero-crossing detection). 
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The power spectrum of the Korotkow sound signal channel was investi- 
gated in an attempt to determine the clean signal characteristics. 
Two signal segments from test 1 - 48 were chosen in a manner similar 
to the one used in Korotkow sound autocorrelation for illustration. 
Figure 67 represents the power spectral density function of a data 
segment of the Korotkow sound channel where cuff pressure was low 
and constant and no sound expected, whereas the power spectrum of 
a segment for which presence of Korotkow sound would be expected 
(while cuff pressure was on its ramp portion) appears as Figure 68. 
To aid in studying the Korotkow sound spectrum, it was decided to 
establish the heart rate in the flight portion for the latter case, and 
hence the fundamental frequency of any Korotkow sound power compo- 
nents present; and compute the ECG spectral distribution for the same 
flight portion. To do this, the autocorrelation and power spectral 
density functions of the time-corresponding ECG segment were com- 
puted, and appear as Figures 69 and 70, respectively. The funda- 
mental frequency of the ECG segment f. is 2. 5 cycles per second and 
should correspond to the fundamental frequency of the Korotkow sound 
signal. Figure 68 indicated a significant power level around 2. 5 cycles 
per second that did not appear in the first (low constant cuff pressure) 
case (Figure 67). However, the noise structure of the two Korotkow 
sound segments were quite dissimilar; hence, no reliable judgment 
as to the presence of clean signal power can be made. 
Due to the extremely low or zero signal to noise ratio of the degraded 
signals available for test, the utility of power spectral density for lo- 
cating the presence of Korotkow sound power could not be properly 
investigated. To establish and apply the necessary criteria of utility, 
a number of flight Korotkow sound signals ranging from high to low 
quality would be required, or a substitute set of signals would have to 
be synthetically generated. 
The power spectral density function is in general an expensive technique 
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II 
for obtaining the fundamental frequency of a signal, but it is of utility 
in determining harmonic structure. There are many factors which 
tend to make the power spectrum unreliable: 
Round-off errors incurred during large amounts of 
computation, 
Effects of the limitation of the sample size, 
Complications due to the harmonic structure of a signal, 
Effects of band-limited white and periodic noise. 
Excellent knowledge of flight ECG harmonic structure from spectral 
density runs was obtained. Spectral analysis yielded reliable result s 
in respirotachometry, but was unwieldy in cardiotachometry. Its 
utility in Korotkow sound detection could not be conclusively studied 
due to inadequate available data. 
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Section 5 
DIGITA L FILTERING 
The effects of digital filtering on noise degraded physiological signals 
was studied in the context of extracting information known a priori to 
be contained in a definite frequency band. In some cases, the purpose 
of the digital filtering was to narrow the limits of an information band- 
width and thus to have the capability of filtering more noise power 
than signal power when the spectrum of the signal and noise power 
are of dissimilar shapes or lie in different bands. Digital filtering 
for these purposes is quite flexible due to the high gain roll-offs at- 
tainable and the complete control of filter phase shift possible in 
digital filter de sign. In a digital filtering application, two types of 
computer runs are required: a filter “design” run, and any number 
of filtering runs in which the “designed” filter is used. The sampled 
impulse response (weighting sequence) must be determined for the 
filter having the desired characteristics in the design run. This im- 
pulse response must be convolved with the “unfiltered” input signal 
to produce the reduced bandwidth “filtered” output signal, in the 
filtering run. 
In the filtering applications, a zero phase shift was used throughout; 
hence, the impulse response was symmetrical and only its positive 
time values need be computed. The sampled impulse response will 
be represented by Bk = B(k At) where k = 0, 1, . . ‘, N and At is 
the sampling time of the input signal to be filtered. The total number 
of values in the filter weighting sequence will be 2N t 1 and the filter 
time window will be 2N At. The folding frequency of the input signal 
is f 
f = fs/2 = l/(2 At). A dimensionless frequency (or frequency ratio) 
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may be represented by r = f/f . 
S 
The problem of filter design now 
becomes one of finding the sampled impulse response, Bk, which 
best represent a desired gain function G(r), in the least squares. 
sense. If the root-mean-square error minimization is performed 
over the frequency band, r=O to r 
2’ 
the following set of linear equa- 
tions is obtained: 
N sin 2% (k-n) r 
c 
Bn 2 + sln - 1 
2V(ktn) r2 1 
n=O 21;(k - n) 27i (k t n) I 
‘2 
= s G(r) cos (277 kr) dr. 
0. 
(60) 
The functional form of G(r) used for low-pass filter design was: 
1. , 05r Sr 
(r) = . 5t.5co~[‘(~~h~‘)], rc<rsrc+2h 
0 , r>rc t 2h 
where r 
C 
is the cut-off frequency and h is the cosine termination 
quarter period. Using this functional form, G(r), the right hand 
side of equation (60) becomes 
Jr2 ( ) G r cos (2 w kr) dr 
0 
= [ :“s,;k:,:hJ [“in [Iz 7’ hj](64 
The resultant set of simultaneous ‘linear equations is very ill condi- 
tioned (near singular) and results in large computation errors for an 
a rbit ra ry r 
2 
value. If the minimization process is performed to the 
folding frequency, r2 = . 5, the resultant. equations for the filter weights 
become explicit 
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(62) 
These filter weights may then be corrected to insure the actual gain 
function is unity at zero frequency 
N 
1 - B. - 2 1 Bi 
Bli 
= Bkt i=l (63) 
2N t 1 
In filter de sign applications, the parameters N and h were varied 
until satisfactory agreement was obtained between the desired and 
actual frequency response of the filter. Since we were dealing with 
linear filters, high-pass and band-pass filter impulse responses 
were obtained through appropriate differencing of low-pass responses. 
To apply the filtering operation, the impulse response w(T) must be 
convolved with the input signal yi(t) to obtain the filtered out’put 
signal y,(t) 
y,(t) = Jrn yi (t t 7) w(T) dT 
-co 
(64) 
As stated in the Convolution Theorem, this operation is equivalent 
to taking the product of the signal’s power spectrum and the filter 
gain function in the frequency domain. Since the impulse response of 
the filter is time-bounded and sampled, equation (64) is approximated 
bY 
N 
yi = y(i At) = c Bk Xitk 
k=-N 
(65) 
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The effects of rcduccd bandwidth on the ECG signal were studied under 
varying degrees of. degradation. Comparisons of rate discrimination 
quality of the ECG autocorrelation function and reduced bandwidth ECG 
were made simultaneously with observations of ECG waveform effects. 
Figure 5 indicates a noisy ECG signal (lower plot) input to a low-pass 
filter whose cut-off frequency was 18 cps, and the filtered ECG output 
signal (upper plot). It is clear from comparison of the ECG input and 
output signals that the noise power has been greatly reduced. However, 
the utility of the R-wave as a trigger in a cardiotachometer is still 
doubtful. In many instances, in this short segment, the T-wave ampli- 
tude exceeded that of an R-wave, due to the variation of the baseline 
amplitude (respiration effect). To help eliminate the respiration 
effect, and to remove any DC component and to improve autocorrelation 
spread, a band-pass filtering operation was done, where the lower 
cutoff was between the respiration rate and the heart rate. 
For the investigation of band-pass techniques, the low cutoff of the 
filters was chosen to be . 5 cycles per second, having infinite attenua- 
tion from 0 to . 25 cycles per second. The low frequency cutoff fLC 
was chosen at . 5 cps to permit use of the filters for HR 230 bpm. 
For HR = 30 bpm, f, = l/b = . 5 cps, and; hence, the fundamental 
power would not be attenuated by the filters. For higher minimum 
heart rate cardiotachometer uses, fLC could be raised accordingly. 
The following table indicates the band-pass filters used for ECG 
investigations: 
Case Filter Bandwidth Figure 
1 . 5 to 40 cps 71 
2 .5 to 20 cps 72 
3 .5 to 10 cps 73 
4 .5 to 5 cps 74 
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In Cases 1 and 2, there was definite improvement in the R-wave dis- 
crimination eve’n though the respiration effect was not completely 
eliminated. The filter output signals showed a low frequency compo- 
nent at approximately .5 cps, indicating that for its elimination at 
this heart rate the low pass-band frequency value would have to be 
around .7 cps. However, this would attenuate an ECG fundamental 
at HR < 42 bpm. These ECG digital filtering runs indicated severe 
limitations in the sole use of band-pass filtering for improved per-. 
formance cardiotachometry. For general application, the range of 
the respiration rate (assumed . 2 to .67 cps) and the range of the 
heart rate (assumed . 5 to 4 cps) overlap from . 5 to . 67 cycles per 
second, thus requiring dynamically adjustable frequency-band filters, 
for the best possible eliminatidn of respiration effect in the filtered 
ECG. The ECG filtered from . 5 to 20 cps (Case 2) showed the best 
R-wave discrimination and still had many situations where the 
R-wave to T-wave discrimination ratio was less than 10:7. 
The ECG, filtered . 5,to 40 cps (Case 1), displayed high noise power 
in the intelligence band of ECG ‘waveform. The highest noise power 
was observed around 908 seconds of test l-48 (See Figure 5 for a 
sample of the raw signal), and could not be reduced to a reasonable 
level till the ECG bandwidth was reduced to 10 cps (Case 3). However, 
at 10 cps, it becomes clear that the ECG waveform has been severely 
distorted. 
In Case 4 (See Figure 74), the pass-band-on the ECG signal was . 5 to 
5 cycles per second. .The power spectral density of the ECG segment 
input to this filter showed a fundamental frequency of approximately 
2.3 cycles. Hence, the filter passed only the fundamental and 2nd 
harmonic power. The zero-crossing rate determination utility of what 
appears to be two in-phase sinusoids would be quite good if the respira- 
tion effect were completely removed. The method of zero-crossing 
detection for heart rate determination will be discussed in detail in 
Section 7. 
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A band-pass filtering technique was applied to the suit-helmet press- 
ure differential signal iu order to investigate a reliable method of 
obtaining respiration rate. The digital filtering was applied for the 
purpose of signal preconditioning, a process required in conjunction 
with the technique of zero-corssing detection., The digital filtering 
application was performed on the entire S-HPD signal from Test 
1-48 (See Figure 75 for samples of the filter output). The final signal 
bandwidth obtained was . 2 to . 67 cycles per second. The erratic 
nature of the signal was reduced to a smoothed respiration history in 
the form of a variable rate sinusoid. The application of zero-crossing 
detection for determination of respiration rate will also be treated 
in Section 7. 
The Korotkow sound signal was passed through three band-pass 
filters in order to narrow down the signal characteristics. The filters 
designed and used had pass-bands of 90 to 120 cps, 120 to 150 cps, 
and 150 to 180 cps. In each case, the signal segment filtered covered 
the region on the cuff pressure ramp where systole and diastole should 
have been realized. The signal’s fundamental frequency was known 
from autocorrelation runs on the time-corresponding ECG signal. It 
was hoped the band-pass techniques would yield the structure of the 
Korotkow sound complex and, hence, would create some basis for 
determining signal presence. The filtered signals were studied for 
the three frequency bands. In all cases no identification could be 
made of a signal complex repeating at the fundamental period. Auto- 
correlation and power spectral density functions of the filtered Korotkow 
sound signals certainly could have been made to support any positive 
findings. 
Digital filtering has proved to be a powerful technique as applied to 
the enhancement of noise degraded signals. As in analog filtering, the 
information pass- bands must be known a priori and some of the noise 
power must lie outside the pass-band for filtering to be useful. For 
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accurate filtering, the output data rates for the filtering program util- 
ized in this study were between 2,000 and 4, 000 samples per second. 
For many applications, such as the band-pass filtering of the suit- 
h,elmet pressure differential signal, the output data rates could be 
increased approximately five fold. Also, the ease of redesigning the 
digital filter makes its application very powerful. 
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Section 6 
WAVEFORM AVERAGING 
Averaging techniques were investigated due to their effects in the 
reduction of random noise power. The process studied was that of 
computing the arithmetic mean over N ensembles of a noise degraded 
signal. 
1 N 
x. =- 
1 N j=l xij 
, i=l, 2, “‘, n. (66) 
The sample sizes of each ensemble xi, i = 1, 2, ’ ’ ’ , n were forced 
to be equal to n. If the signal passed through this averager is degraded 
by random noise whose power is given by 02, then the averager trig- 
gered over N ensembles will yield a noise power level equal to 
2 L 
ON =h l/2 (67) 
The application of the averager expressed by (66) in the context of 
waveform (the ensembles) enhancement requires the determination 
of the sample si.ze n, obtained from the waveform period, and 
appropriate phasing of the waveforms. 
Investigations were made as to the effects of averaging on the ECG 
complex. The sample sizes were determined through the period 
read-outs of the autocorrelation function combined with the sampling 
rate. The phasing of the ECG ensembles by lining up R-waves was 
acccomplished through cross-correlation of, a “square” impulse with 
the current ECG complex. 
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A typical cross-correlation function of a noisy EGG complex with a 
square impulse function is shown in Figure 76. The ECG complex 
used in the computation appears as Figure 77. The pulse cross- 
correlation phaser was chosen to be 40 milliseconds wide, and generally 
yielded better than a 10:7 discrimination ratio between the R-wave 
and the T-wave. A reduction of the width of the square impulse 
would certainly increase the R-wave to T-wave discrimination ratio. 
However, to ensure cancellation of high amplitude noise spikes, 
the time width of the square impulse must be at least the reciprocal 
of the noise bandwidth. 
The first application of the averager defined by (66), was performed 
on an ECG signal segment from Test l-48, 910. 7 seconds to 916.2 
seconds (See Figure 5, lower plot, for a sample of this segment). 
This application involved the averaging of 11 ECG waveforms in 
order to realize the noise power reduction. Figure 78 represents 
this averaged ECG complex. Comparison of Figures 77 and 78 
indicates the noise power has been greatly reduced. Further applica- 
tions included the averaging of an ECG segment containing clean and 
noise degraded portions. 
Figure 79 represents one of the clean ECG complexes in the signal 
segments whereas the average waveform is displayed in Figure 80. 
Since the average waveform over 16 cycles appears relatively noise 
free, a low noise power is indicated. 
The autocorrelation function has been used to estimate the signal-to- 
noise ratio Q, by suitable computation involving the zero-lag ampli- 
tude and the amplitude at a lag of one period. This estimate of S/N 
ratio is valid if cycle-to-cycle waveform change and aperiodicity are 
quite small. When S/N ratio is known, equation (77) could be used 
to obtain the number of ensembles required to obtain an average ECG 
complex with predetermined noise power. Due to lack of time, this 
investigation could not be carried out quantitatively; however, with 
the applications that were performed, the technique appears promising. 
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Section 7 
ZERO-CROSSING DETECTION FOR RATE-DETERMINATION 
The technique of zero-crossing detection was investigated as a 
method of fundamental rate determination. It entails counting the 
number of sign inversions, N, in a given period of time, T. The 
rate estimate of the phenomena then becomes: 
N 
R =2T (68) 
This technique is very easily applied in itself, but may require a 
large amount of signal preconditioning. To apply zero-crossing 
detection, the signal must be virtually free of any D. C. component 
and the structure of the signal must be such that a predetermined 
harmonic always produces the sign inversion. Suitable band-pass 
techniques can in general meet these requirements in the absence 
of high power noise in the pass-band. 
Zero-crossing counts were used to compute average respiration rates 
after the S-HPD signal was filtered. The preconditioning bandwidth 
used was . 2 to . 67 cycles per second. The rates obtained from the 
zero-crossing counts wer.e compared to the power spectral density 
function rate determination. These rates agreed favorably. Figure 75 
represents samples of the respiration signal whose bandwidth has 
been reduced to -2 to .67 cps. The rates determined through 
zero-crossing counts for the upper and lower plots are 26.04 and 
31. 56 respirations per minute, respectively. These values are 
well within reasonable bounds for the .respiration rate. 
Figure 74 represents a sample of the ECG signal whose bandwidth has 
been reduced to the point where zero-crossing detection appears 
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feasible for heart rate determination. The resultant ECG signal 
contains the first and second harmonic; thus, a zero-crossing count 
would yield twice the fundamental rate. Due to the low frequency 
component (respiration effect), a true zero-crossing measure on 
this signal would yield erroneous results. Therefore, the local 
maxima were tabulated in order to obtain cycle counts over a given 
period of time. The average heart rate obtained by this method 
was 122.4 beats per minute over the time interval 891 seconds 
to 935. 5 seconds. The heart period obtained through local maxima 
count in the interval 911 to 918.1 seconds was .44 seconds. This 
value compares favorably with the period yielded by autocorrelation 
over the same time interval (See Figure 7). 
The technique of zero-crossing detection is an economical and 
reliable method of fundamental rate determination. However, 
the signal preconditioning required to implement zero-crossing 
count may be extensive. The suit-helmet pressure differential 
signal required only fixed bandpass preconditioning. However, 
the problem of determining concrete prezero-crossing techniques 
for the ECG signal requires further study. 
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Section 8 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM SIMULATION 
Both to support the program development and effectiveness evaluation 
portions of each technique investigation, a simulated clean ECG 
signal x,(t) has been formulated. This xc(t) formulation was expressed 
to permit convenient transformation to a digital generation program. 
This simulated ECG waveform generation program will permit varia- 
tions in several ECGparameters, including: heart rate (R-R inter- 
val); eight combinations of basic types of period variation (constant, 
linear, sinusoidal, and random) which can be stipulated at will; 
P, Q, R, S, and T wave amplitudes and polarities; P, PQ, QRS, ST, 
and T segment durations. The clean waveform x,(t) generated by 
this program permits direct testing of each technique (autocorrelation, 
spectral, filtering), as to its effectiveness in extracting rate informa- 
tion with varying waveshapes and forms of rate variation. Further, 
when combined with simulated noise signals, effectiveness of tech- 
niques with varying signal-to-noise ratios may be determined. 
The computer simulation program will generate ECG waveforms based 
on the synthesis of 11 segments. Figure 81 represents a sample syn- 
thetic ECG waveform where junction point i is represented by (Ai, Ti). 
The duration of wave-segment i is labeled as TV. The segments chosen 
represent portions of the ECG waveform as indicated in the following 
cha rt : 
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ECG Wave Portion Segment No. 
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This program permits both deterministic and random changes in the 
cycle-to-cycle heart rate and in each ECG segment amplitude or 
segrnent duration. The deterministic variations are either linear or 
sinusoidal in nature-and the random variations (termed exception 
cycles) permit complete (cycle by cycle) specification of segment 
amplitudes and duration and heart rate. The program will record 
the generated signal onto magnetic tape in a format consistent with 
the converted X-15 flight biodata format. With this philosophy, any 
type of noise can be injected into the same base signal to evaluate 
enhancement capabilities. 
The ECG program was utilized in the generation of a nominal synthetic 
ECG signal, which contains heart rate and waveform variations and 
other anomalies observed in the X- 15 flight signals. This synthetic 
ECG signal consists of 182, 125 sample values, covering a time span 
of 364.250 seconds and 725 cycles. The time base and all the para- 
meters making up each ECG complex are available in a listing output 
along with summaries of the signal segments with deterministic varia- 
tions. An excerpt of the printed output for ECG segment 33 along with 
the corresponding signal plot appear as Figures 82 and 83, respect- 
ively . Note that cycle 31 (at 250.256 seconds) has dropped the P 
wave; hence, constitutes an aberrant wave. With the philosophy of 
the synthetic ECG simulation, the user may generate disrupted 
waveforms at will and investigate detection techniques or qualities 
knowing where positive or negative results should occur. 
In addition to the simulated waveform generate use, the synthetic 
ECG, x,(t), formulation has been analytically investigated to gauge 
the spectrum of a clean ECG, and to gain an understanding of how 
the ECG spectrum varies with changes in P, Q, R, S, and T wave 
amplitudes and durations. The analytical investigation consisted in 
deriving a Fourier series representation of x,(t). This representa- 
tion allows identification of the power composition in any chosen seg- 
ment of the ECG signal. Also, to determine the validity of the syn- 
thetic ECG waveform as a test signal, one criterion chosen was that 
the synthetic ECG wave spectrum should approximate the flight EGG 
spectrum. To enable application of this spectral matching criterion, 
the ability to compute the spectrum of the synthetic ECG was deem.ed 
necessary. A mathematical analysis of the synthetic waveform was 
performed to derive formulas for the Fourier coefficients. The 
Fourier coefficients are the a 
n 
and bn which would permit the synthetic 
ECG signal to be represented arbitrarily well by a truncated Fourier 
series. 
H 
a 
xc(t) = xc(t t P) =$ + 
c 
ansin ( 2nst) t bn cos (G2=, 2 (69) 
n=l 
where P is the period of the signal, and H the number of harmonics. 
In the absence of a d. c. component (a 
0 
= 0), these coefficients may 
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be computed from the junction point times, T., and amplitudes, A. J J 
by the following equations: 
T. = T. 
J+l 
- T. 
J J 
Bj =A -A. jtl J 
x =g j j 
1 
c. = 
J 2 
I 
2 t+ - l] 
j 
27;nT. 
(7. = sin 
J P J 1 
yj = COS [y.L] 
-1 
a = (n77) 
n [ 
c2fi2( o2 + Uj) + ‘383 (“3 +04) 
+ 410alo (*lo + 91) + Qll % + W] 
- (nn) -’ - y6’ t A(, 86 (76 ,- ‘7 ) 
•I A7 87 (Y7 - Y8’ + $3 43 ‘Y8 - Yg)l 
b = -(na) -’ n c 
5 82 (72 t Y3) $- c3 8, (y3 + Y4) 
(70) 
(71) 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 
(75) 
(76) 
+ C1o 610 @lo + W + Cll fill (yrl Y2) 3 
t (na) -2 - 05’ + A6 (36 (07 - 06) 
•t x7 fi7 (=8 - 07) + A8 8, ‘“9 - 08’ 1 
When the a and b are determined, the autocorrelation, 9 (r), 
and the poker spe:trum, S(n/ P) may be computed from 
C2 = a n 
’ t b; 
n 
N c2 
c 
2nnr 
l)(T) = + cos (-) 
n=l 
P 
S(f) = s (E) = c 2 n 
(77) 
(78) 
(79) 
(80) 
Relating the expressions (76) and (77) to Figure 81, we find the con- 
.th tribution of J waveform segment to the n th harmonic Fourier Spectral 
line is given directly by the term of a n and the term of bn which con- 
tain Bj as a factor. 
A computer program to generate these Fourier coefficients was 
developed and used to produce a sample power spectrum of the syn- 
thetic ECG. The power spectrum of the synthetic and live ECG signals 
agreed favorably (See Power Spectral Density Function, Section 4). 
In addition to the synthetic ECG generation, a program to simulate 
band-limited white noise has been written. The program generates a 
normally distributed random sequence, Ni, with a mean of 0 and a 
standard deviation of 1. For a noise power level of.a, a bandwidth 
requirement of fi cps and a sampling time of T s, the normally distri- 
buted random numbers will be multiplied by a factor 
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Then the bandlimited white noise of power ois given by the following 
recursive relationship 
Yi = e 
-Ps 
y. 
l-l 
+ Ni. (82) 
Figures 84 and 85 represent the output of a computer implemented 
statistical analysis of a simulated normally distributed random se- 
quence of mean zero and standard deviation of one. Note that the 
chi-square test for normality and the run test for randomness yielded 
positive results. Time did not permit power spectral density runs 
on the simulated noise. 
The synthetic ECG signal has already been useful in the checkout of 
the waveform averaging process. It is felt that the prime utility 
would lie in the complete control of the signal for checkout of aberrant 
wave detection techniques. 
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Section 9 
PATTERN CHANGE DETECTION 
The usual methods of displaying ECG waveforms, whether a continuous 
time record on a strip chart recorder or a beat-by-beat display on 
an oscilloscope leaves much to be desired. Either display method 
requires continual monitoring to detect medically significant changes 
even though the majority of the waveforms are identical to those 
preceding or following. It has been proposed that the ECG waveform 
be studied to determine some processing technique which can be 
used to recognize medically significant changes in the waveform. 
If this can be done, then a reference waveform can be displayed 
until a significant change has occurred at which time the abnormal 
waveform will also be displayed. If this change is a steady state 
condition, the new waveform can be posted as a reference and sub- 
sequent waveforms compared to it. 
There are a number of processing techniques which could be employed 
to recognize significant changes in the ECG waveforms. The most 
direct and probably the most sophisticated method would be to imitate 
the action of the human observer by recognizing individual portions 
of the waveform and comparing them to a large number of stored 
references. If these segments deviate from pre-programmed limits, 
a significant change has occurred and the new waveform will be 
displayed. 
This method has an obvious disadvantage in that a large number of 
reference waveforms must be stored to cover all possible input 
waveforms and a complex pattern recognition program written to 
make the necessary decisions. In view of the complexity of this 
approach, other techniques to detect pattern changes were investigated. 
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Correlation techniques are discussed more fully elsewhere in this 
report. Basically, they consist of computing the function 
R(r) = 
lim 1 
T+=T _ 
x(t) y (t+?) dt 
where T is the delay parameter. If x(t) and y(t) are the same 
function, the resultant function is the autocorrelation function. 
If they are different functions, the resultant function is the 
crosscorrelation. The delay time at which the autocorrelation 
function peaks is equal to the cycle time of a periodic function. 
The value of this peak is a measure of the similarity between 
the two functions. 
Band limited white noise will have a non-zero autocorrelation 
function for values of T around ~0. In particular, for an RC 
low-pass filter 
R,(T) = .-$ e - w, J. 7 I. 1 uo= RC 
The particular autocorrelation function which bandlimited white. 
noise produces will, in general, depend on the filter used. 
However, the value of the autocorrelation function at zero-lag 
of a signal corrupted by noise will be a function of both the 
signal and noise. At lag values m+B where B is the noise 
bandwidth, the autocorrelation peak will be a function of signal 
alone. Thus, the ratio of the zero-lag value to other peak values 
is a measure of the signal to noise ratio as well as the similarity 
between successive cycles. 
Crosscorrelation of an input waveform with a reference waveform 
also gives a measure of the similarity between the waveforms as 
well as the signal to noise ratio. However, because the reference 
waveform is not noisy, the crosscorrelation function degrades 
more slowly than the autocorrelation function with decreasing signal to 
noise ratio. 
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While it has not ‘been shown that correlation techniques are sensitive 
to medically significant changes in the ECG waveforms, the results 
of the study to date indicate that further investigation of these 
techniques is warranted. This is particularly true when the cost 
of alternative approaches is considered. 
Assuming for the moment that correlation techniques will prove to 
be sensitive pattern change detectors, a discussion of what might be 
expected is in order. If we perform the normalized incomplete 
auto and crosscorrelation defined as 
T 
f 1 - I x(t)x(ttT ) dt 
Rx(T) = 
2T -T 
(autocorrelation) 
x2(t) dt 
I 
27 
x(t)y(ttT) dt 
-T (crosscorrelation) 
x2 (t )dt . 
l/2 
Where T is the half-period, we will find that the peak values will 
decrease in both functions with decreasing signal to noise ratio. Again, 
because the reference waveform is not noisy, the crosscorrelation 
peaks will decrease more slowly than the autocorrelation peaks. 
The correlation functions are also used as a measure of the similarity 
between an incoming waveform and some reference waveform. In 
our particular use of the autocorrelation function, the reference wave- 
form is the signal waveform immediately preceding the input. This is 
a reasonable estimate of the input and should produce large correla- 
tion values except during rapid waveform changes. 
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The crosscorrelation function, on the other hand, uses some other 
estimate of the input as a reference. For example, the average 
waveform over a number of cycles could be used. This is also a reason- 
able estimate of the input, particularly if the average was a current 
one. As the reference becomes older, a decrease in correlation 
would be expected. Knowing the way in which the auto and cross- 
correlation functions vary with signal to noise ratio and pattern 
changes, some general statements can be made about their 
combined effect on noisy ECG waveforms. 
The effect of decreasing signal to noise ratios and pattern changes 
on both the auto and crosscorrelation functions is a decrease in 
the maximum correlation peaks. Since the two functions do not vary 
in the same manner in either of the two cases, it may be possible 
to distinguish them and set a decision threshold below which a 
pattern change will be defined. This decision threshold need not 
be fixed but could be a function of some measure of the signal 
to noise ratio. 
The situations of interest which could occur for incoming ECG data 
include: 
1. No pattern change 
2. Slow pattern change 
3. Single aberrant beat 
4. Rapid multibeat pattern change 
5. Low S/N 
The 10~ signal to noise conditions are defined as those which prevent 
reliable decisions about,the type of pattern changes which are 
occurring. The decision in this case may be to display every beat 
or to rely on the strip chart display instead. 
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The> following table shows the five possible conditions and their 
effect on the correlation functions. 
Auto- 
Conditions Correlation Crosscorrelation ----- 
1. No pattern change high high 
2. Slow pattern change high decreasing 
3. Single aberrant beat low for 2 beats low for 1 beat 
4. Rapid multibeat change low for 2 beats low for 1 beat 
5. Low S/N low low 
Figure 86 shows a flow chart of the logical decisions necessary for 
the detection of ECG pattern change. : The decision thresholds Tl 
and T2 depend on the sensitivity of the correlation techniques to 
significant changes. Implied in this flow chart is some method of 
determining when a heart beat has occurred even though the signal 
to noise ratio is so low as to prevent a decision on pattern change. 
It is also implied that some means of waveform storage will be 
pro’vided to allow computation of as many as three correlation 
functions before a decision is made. 
Although the decision thresholds Tl and T2 are shown in the flow 
chart as being fixed numbers, it is possible that these can be 
variable as a function of the auto and crosscorrelation ratio. 
The decision process of comparing the normalized correlation 
functions to some threshold can be directly related to the detection 
of radar signals in noise. In radar system analysis two probabilities 
are generally assigned to the detection process; the probability 
of detection and the probability of false alarm. These two 
probabilities can also be assigned in our situation although the 
actual numbers will in general be quite different. In fact, if we 
consider “detection” as having occurred when a measured value 
falls below a specified threshold, we are defining our probabilities -- 
somewhat differently from the usual radar probabilities. However, 
if the redefinition is assumed, the decision theory used in radar 
detection can be applied. 
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Once the neces’sary decisions have been defined, methods of 
implementing the sub- system can be investigated. A possible 
solution is suggested by a commercial special purpose correlation 
computer available from the Mnemotron Division of the- Technical 
Measurements Corporation. This computer, Model CC- 1, was 
investigated in more detail to evaluate its applicability to our 
particular requirements. It appears that it is at least technically 
feasible to modify this equipment to provide continuous auto and 
crosscorrelation. The basic system would include two CC-l 
correlation computers, a model CAT 400B for averaging a reference 
waveform and special purpose logic for performing the decisions. 
A rough estimate of purchased hardware cost exclusive of engineering 
time gives a figure in the $50, 000 range. With this figure in mind, 
consideration might be given to development of special purpose 
analog or digital devices which perform the required calculations 
in the most efficient manner for our requirements. The basic 
difficulty with all analog systems is the storage requirement. 
Recirculating storage, tape loops and other storage methods 
present phasing problems. Storage tubes offer a technically 
feasible approach but the method often used is a hybrid analog-digital 
scheme. The storage requirement is met by a digital memory 
while the computations are carried out by analog methods. A device 
of this type could be developed but it would probably not be economic 
when the usefulness of the correlation techniques themselves is 
still to be evaluated. 
An economical approach to the evaluation, and possibly the best approach 
to an operational system, is to program the calculations on a digital 
computer . 
During this Phase I study, correlation techniques were investigated. 
While the primary objective of these studies was to determine the 
reliability with which autocorrelation spikes could be used for 
cardiotachometry, the necessary autocorrelation program was 
written and a slight addition to the program would enable logical 
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decisions to be made about pattern change. The crosscorrelation 
computations are similar to those of autocorrelation and the 
autocorrelation program could be modified to perform them. 
Averaging programs have been written which could be used to generate 
a reference waveform. Two programs which could be used to 
evaluate the pattern change sub-system were also written during 
Phase I. These programs, the synthetic ECG and random noise 
programs, could be used to generate test tapes or to internally 
generate test signals. 
In the light of the availability of these programs as well as the 
results of.the Phase I extension reported in Appendix II, it appears 
that simulating the pattern change sub-system on a digital computer 
would be the most economical method of evaluating the usefulness 
of the correlation techniques. Some evaluation of the trade-offs 
between the desirability of simulating an operational system and 
the cost of performing these compilations in real time will have 
to be made. The computers available for simulation study may 
not be the most economical ones for real time computing. In an 
operational system, a more suitable machine could be selected. 
With the availability of the simulation programs used to evaluate 
the pattern change sub-system, the use of a general purpose digital 
computer in an operational system becomes attractive. A preliminary 
look indicates that the required computations and decisions could 
be performed on a machine in the $50, 000 price class which puts 
this approach in direct economic competition with off-the-shelf 
adaptation and specially developed equipment. Another benefit 
which may be realized from the use of a general purpose digital 
computer in an operational system is that extra capability built 
into the machine may be used to perform claculations and decisions 
for other sub-systems in the Data Display System. 
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The pattern change sub-system will eventually be part of a medical 
data display system, and therefore, some comment is necessary on 
the display requirements themselves. 
Displays are difficult to evaluate analytically and the final decision 
can only come after a laboratory evaluation. However, the possible 
display techniques can generally be reduced to a few which are tech- 
nically and economically feasible. Oscilloscopes and strip chart 
recorders are common methods of recording complex analog 
waveforms . Since the data display system is designed to improve 
on present techniques, the strip chart display can be eliminated 
from consideration. The choice is now which type of oscilloscope 
display will most clearly present the required information. 
The maximum heart rate of four beats per second and the minimum 
of one beat ev.ery two seconds combine to form a very disagreeable 
blinking display if the oscilloscope display is initiated only once for 
each heart beat. In view of the fact that the display is only of a 
stored reference waveform as long as the current waveform doesn’t 
deviate significantly, there is no reason why an apparently continuous 
waveform couldn’t be displayed. This continuous stationary wave- 
form could be stored either in an external memory or a storage cathode 
ray tube. Both storage methods have their advantages and should be 
studied in the laboratory. 
The storage oscilloscope requires data only when the waveform is to 
be changed. This has the advantage of reducing the number of times 
the memory must be cycled. If the memory forms part of the computer 
used for the correlation computations, this display requirement may 
tax the capability of the machine. 
The Tektronix model RM564 storage oscilloscope appears suited for 
this application. This instrument has split screen storage with 
independent flood guns which allows either half or both halves to be 
used in the stored or non-stored mode. A rear panel connector allows 
electrical control over the erase features. The erase time is 0.25 
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seconds which should be adequate even with rapidly changing wave- 
forms. A modified dual trace pre-amplifier can be used to multiplex 
the reference and aberrant waveforms. 
On the other hand, the storage oscilloscope lacks the contrast and 
line definition of the usual oscilloscope display. It also suffers 
in that the waveforms to be compared must be physically displaced 
due to the split screen erase feature. This may make comparison 
difficult in certain situations. 
If the computer or external storage device has enough unused 
capability to generate a continuous display, the flexibility of this 
approach would warrant further investigation. Displaying each wave- 
form at a 20 cps rate should reduce the flicker to an acceptable 
level with common oscilloscope phosphors. If 250 points per second 
are displayed for each waveform, the total of 10,000 points per 
second should be well within the capability of any machine capable 
of performing the correlation computations in real time. The selection 
of 250 points per second, a rate which gives five points per cycle 
of the maximum frequency component, allows the use of simple smoothing 
filters to produce a continuous display. 
Some of the display techniques which should be experimented with 
would include the relative positions of the two waveforms, intensity 
modulation of one or both waveforms, and the comparison of the 
use of a fixed time scale with a variable time scale and electronically 
generated markers. 
The two approaches to waveform display can be evaluated using the 
oscilloscope mentioned above. This instrument has the capability 
of being used as a standard oscilloscope as well as a storage 
oscilloscope. 
It would appear that a number of questions are still to be answered 
in regard to an effective ECG waveform display. The primary one of 
the sensitivity of correlation techniques to significant waveform changes 
can be most effectively evaluated by further computer analysis of 
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artificially generated abnormal waveforms. Since the acceptable costs 
of false alarms and missed detections can only be evaluated by 
physically observing a real time display, some form of this display 
should be generated in the laboratory. This laboratory display 
should allow.operator control over a number of parameters (intensity, 
position, repitition rate, etc. ) in order to select the display which 
presents the information in the most easily comprehended manner. 

Section 10 
INVESTIGATION SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDAT IONS 
10. I Objective of Investigation 
The objective of the investigation was to study advanced signal process- 
ing techniques for the Data Display System and the degree to which 
such techniques could be of help in meet.ing system requirements. 
The general target requirements of the signal processing portion of 
the Data Display System are to process the ECG, suit-helmet pressure 
differential, Korotkow sound, and cuff pressure inputs to derive 
heart rate, respiration rate, blood pressure, and clean typical and 
aberrant ECG waveforms as output. 
10.2 Elements and General Method of Investigation 
The investigation was performed to examine the capability of four 
signal processing techniques in meeting the system requirement; 
the techniques being filtering, autocorrelation, spectral analysis, 
and ave raging. Both the feasibility and relative utility of the process- 
ing techniques were studied. Where application of a technique proved 
best capable of meeting a system requirement, some study of econom- 
ical implementation forms was made. 
The general procedure followed was conversion of flight data to digital 
form, mathematical processing technique analysis, digital process 
programming, program testing and debugging, application of programs 
with flight input, and study and interpretation of application run results. 
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10.3 Major Findings 
10.3.1 ECG Autocorrelation 
ECG autocorrelation achieves reliable heart cycle detection and 
accurate period or heart rate measurement with highly degraded 
inputs. For input ECG signals degraded by narrow band white noise 
or periodic noise unrelated to heart rate, autocorrelation also pro- 
vides a good measure of signal-to-noise ratio. The economy and 
reliability of the autocorrelation process can be improved by pre- 
autocorrelation filtering which produces bandwidth reduction. The 
high frequency limit of such a pre-autocorrelation passband is 
determined by the maximum heart cycle frequency to be measured. 
It was found that a good trade-off between economy and reliability 
occurred when the ratio of the high frequency limit to the funda- 
mental is three or four. Quantitative findings were that for rates 
from 120 to 150 bpm, reliable cycle detection of wideband high 
quality ECG signals was obtained with a sampling frequency f of 
S 
20 samples per second. For ECG of medium degradation, reliable 
detection was possible with an f of 40 sps. With very noisy ECG, 
S 
reliable detection was achieved with fs equal to 100 cps. When pre- 
autocorrelation bandlimiting was applied to include no more than 
the fourth harmonic of the heavily degraded ECG, very reliable 
cycle detection was achieved with a 15 sps sampling frequency. 
Thus, wideband ECG autocorrelation as a cardiotachometry tech- 
nique permits reliable and accurate heart period measurement and 
input Si grial quality measurement. From these measures, heart rate 
can be easily determined and the control of an ECG waveform averaging 
process can be provided. As a supplemental technique to wideband 
autocorrelation, narrow band autocorrelation preceded by prefiltering 
improves process reliability and economy. 
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10.3.2 ECG Digital Filtering 
Digital filtering of degraded ECG signals improved signal-to-noise 
ratio but introduced waveform distortion. Both effects were found 
when bandwidth was reduced. As contrasted with analog filtering 
digital filtering permits zero phase shift between filter input and out- 
put signals throughout the passband. Since this form of filter was 
used, the waveform distortion was solely due to attenuation of the 
higher harmonics and not due to phase distortion. This property of 
digital filtering gives noise reduction with minimum possible wave 
shape distortion for a given amount of noise reduction. Thus, for 
ECG waveform salvaging purposes, digital filtering is an excellent 
signal processing technique for eliminating noise components of de- 
graded ECG inputs outside of the clean ECG frequency band. 
As a sole technique for improving heart rate determination ability, 
bandpass filtering fails to give reliable performance with degraded 
inputs. Conventional heart rate determination is based on R-wave 
detection for heart cycle detection and R-R interval measurement for 
heart cycle period measurement, and hence fails when R-wave ampli- 
tude is less than or insufficiently greater than other portions of the 
waveform. With wide band degraded input, R-wave detection was very 
unreliable due to high noise peaks. When narrow bandpass filtering 
of degraded input passing no more than the fourth harmonic was used, 
noise was eliminated but R-wave detection was very unreliable due 
to clean waveform .amplitude distortion. This narrow bandwidth dis- 
tortion resulted in greater relative reduction in R-wave amplitude than 
in T-wave amplitude. With medium bandwidth filtering, where no more 
than the eighth harmonic was passed, R-wave detection could be per- 
formed, but reliability was only fair due to remaining amplitude dis- 
tortion. ‘When wideband filtering which passed frequencies to that of 
the 17th harmonic was used, remaining noise peaks resulted in un- 
reliable detection. 
Hence, with a high frequency cutoff either one octave above or below 
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the eighth harmonic of the heart rate, unreliable and inaccurate 
operation results. Since the range of heart rate to be determined 
varies over at least two octaves, from 60 to 240 bpm, bandpass 
filtering of degraded input cannot alone yield reliable results. 
As mentioned before, bandpass filtering as an adjunct to auto- 
correlation tachometry improves autocorrelation economy. Band- 
pass filteriug as an adjunct to waveform averaging can improve 
averager economy and permit shorter averaging times. 
10.3.3 Spectral ECG Analysis 
The flight ECG spectrum has a bandwidth of 3. 5 octaves of the 
fundamental heart cycle frequency, or 12 harmonics. The power 
peaks at the third harmonic has three times the power of the funda- 
mental. The power difference between adjacent harmonics is too 
small to permit reliable heart rate determination through spectral 
analysis of the signal. 
10.3.4 Digital Synthetic ECG Waveform Gene ration 
A synthetic ECG waveform generating program was developed which 
generates digital ECG signals. It enables independent control of 
rate, all wave-segment amplitudes and durations, and all wave- 
segment intervals of the simulated ECG. It permits extensive and 
controlled testing of ECG signal processing techniques. 
10.3.5 Electrocardiogram Waveform Averaging 
The critical function of any ensemble averaging process is that of 
proper pacing or establishing of waveform (ensembl’e) bounds. De- 
penditig on the pacing process, it is also necessary to create a 
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phasing (lining-up)function. If the ECG R-wave were used as a 
pacing trigger and the ensemble line-up were based on the R-wave, 
then phasing would be superfluous. 
The autocorrelation function may be used with high reliability as 
an averager pacer where the ensemble bounds are inferred from 
the time lag corresponding to a peak autocorrelation value. How- 
ever, in general the phasing function must also be performed since 
the autocorrelation peak value indicates the lag at which the highest 
cross-power between successive waveforms occurs. The highest 
cycle-to-cycle cross-power may well occur at zero phasing of 
R-waves. 
To alleviate costly investigations into cycle-to-cycle cross-power 
of ECG, a square impulse cross- correlation phaser was utilized. 
The phasing process was utilized on the synthetic ECG to establish 
ability on R-wave line-up. The phasing process had only one 
failure in all the cursory investigations. This was directly related 
to excessive width of the square impulse wave. 
The techniques, for ensemble averaging, of autocorrelation pacing 
and cross-correlation phasing look economical and reliable and 
justify rigorous investigations on the macro-scale. 
10. 3. 6 Respiration Signal Processing 
The respiration (suit-helmet pressure differential) signal processing 
consisted solely of techniques for reliable readout of the average 
respiration rate. This signal was necessarily erratic due to the 
breathing mechanism, which is aperiodic, and voice and motion arti- 
fact. Frequency or rate analyses generally suggest correlation and 
frequency spectrum techniques due to their frequency enhancement 
capabilities. 
Autocorrelation and power spectral density techniques were applied 
to the respiration signal. Even though the autocorrelation function 
did not explicitly separate signal from artifact, an average respira- 
tion rate could be clearly obtained. Since the artifact generally 
comprised a different frequency band than pure respiration history, 
the power spectral density function distinctly separated the two 
and afforded unobscured respiration rate readout, These processes, 
however, are quite expensive and their yield did not appear to justify 
the cost. Therefore, the technique of zero-crossing detection was 
investigated. 
Zero-crossing counting for average respiration rate determination 
requires only simple band-pass filtering for preconditioning and 
sign inversion tabulating per some unit of time. It is estimated 
that zero-crossing detection yields a ten fold saving over autocorre- 
lation and a hundred fold saving over power spectral density with no 
loss in reliability. 
10.3.7 Korotkow Sound Signal Processing 
The techniques applied to the Korotkow sound signal were used solely 
to detect changes in the signal characteristics corresponding to 
the systolic and diastolic blood pressures. The basic mechanism 
is that of detecting the presence of acoustic blood flow as opposed to 
a pure D. C. component in a high noise environment. Due to known 
advancements in the sensor design and time constraints, only cursory 
investigations were carried out. 
Autocorrelation, power spectral density, and bandpass techniques were 
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applied to the Korotkow sound signal in order to correlate the acoustic 
blood flow with the ECG mechanism or for pure sound detection. 
’ In no case could any hypothesis be established as to detection success 
or failure. However, these techniques were overly oriented toward 
signal structure, whereas the primary concern is merely a signal 
power change detection. 
The total signal power can be obtained from the zero-lag unnormal- 
ized autocorrelation. The total power of the two autocorrelation 
runs made (one segment with no blood flow acoustics and the second 
suspected to contain blood flow acoustics) was compared and showed 
variation of two orders of magnitude or a ten percent increase in 
power. Time limited any further investigations into Korotkow sound 
signal p rote s sing. 
10.4 Recommendations 
The signal processing techniques described in the preceding text 
have not received sufficient reliability or economy,inve stigations 
to warrant implementation into an operational system. Integration 
of the techniques was not in the scope of the study and may present 
some problems. Some further areas of work are outlined below: 
. Thorough reliability and economy testing. 
. Technique integration 
. Z-transform (feed-back) digital filtering 
. Dynamic quality cant rol averager 
. Korotkow sound signal power change detector 
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Appendix I 
PHASE I EXTENSION 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this appendix is to present the work accomplished in 
the Phase I extension studies. Three tasks were performed. The 
major item was the formulation of a computer program which per- 
forms a continuous autocorrelation function for use in the Phase II 
cardiotachometer and ECG pattern change detector subsystems. An 
autocorrelation cardiotachometer is a device which processes a 
physiological input signal containing heart action information by 
autocorrelating the inputs and utilizes the autocorrelator output to 
produce heart rate information as final output. If the input signal 
is electrocardiographic, the device is an autocorrelating electro- 
cardiotachometer and the major process of interest is ECG auto- 
correlation. 
The second task of the Phase I extension studies was the investigation 
of techniques for generating synthetic waveforms by analog methods. 
Synthetic ECG waveforms were generated digitally during the Phase 
I studies (see Section 8) but, since analog waveforms will eventually 
be required for end-to-end checkout of the complete system, the 
applicability of commercial function generators was investigated. A 
number of devices was found which would perform this function to 
some extent and a comparison of costs and performance is included 
in this appendix. 
The third task performed during the Phase I extension was an investi- 
gation of methods for extracting analog outputs from various steps in 
I-l 
the proposed Phase II studies. This is basically a facilities problem 
and suitable facilities were located where the analog tracings could 
be gene rated. The trade-offs involved are also discussed in this 
appendix. 
2. Autocorrelation Input and Output Data Formats 
The program development being discussed is one which takes a digi- 
tized time sampled ECG as an input time series and produces ordered 
pairs of normalized autocorrelation peak lag and amplitude values 
for each heart cycle as primary outputs. 
The input samples are called X(I), the input sample rate being f 
S 
samples per second, and the input sample period A ts milliseconds 
per sample. If the analog pre- sampled input is called x(t), and we 
denote the sampler output by x’%(t), we have: 
x*(t) = x(t)1 t=1 p t = X(I Ats) = X(I) 
S 
Thus I is an integer index of time, where a unit increment I 
corresponds to a Ats increment in t, 
The normalized autocorrelation is similarly denoted by 
r*(T) = r(T)1 
T=j A.ts = r(JAts) = R(J). 
Since R(J) is a function, it can be represented as the ordered pair 
(J, R). 
(1) 
(2) 
R(J) f, (J, R). (3) 
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Similarly, (1) can be indicated by 
X(I)- (I, Xl. 
For example, if R was .5 at a lag of T= 200A ts milliseconds, 
r*(T) = r(200)Ats) = . 5 
R(J) = R(200) = . 5 
(4) 
and 
(J, R) = (. 5, 200) 
are equivalent ways of representing the point of the function. 
To distinguish the outputs from successive heart cycles, a cycle 
index K is used, and thus one useful form of representing a program 
output is the ordered triple 
(K, J, R). (5) 
We will also denote the second and third members of the triple by JK 
and R K’ re sp ect ively . To easily relate and compare output data (5) 
to input data (4), it is desirable to key them through a time index 
relation ship. This is done by defining an output time index I’. Since 
“input time” 
t = IAt 
S’ 
and the period of the Lth cycle is 
TL = J,At S’ (6) 
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We define I’ at cycle K by 
t’K = I’KAt,, Ii = ttK/Ats 
K K 
+ = L=l 54 = L=l I3 1 J~At S 
SK = t’K/Ats = (L~lJPts)~ Ats = b, JL 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Thus the other useful forms of output are 
W, I’, J, R) (10) 
(I’, J, RI. (11) 
In (10) we have K specifying the cycle number; I’ = ItK the time 
index, or number of elapsed sampling intervalsAts, of Kth cycle 
occurrence; J = JK the lag index of the autocorrelation; and 
R = RK = R(JK) the amplitude of the normalized autocorrelation. An 
output of form (11) might be used when the cycle number was of no 
interest. If the value of JK in (10) or (11) is the lag index JP for 
which the first whole spike in RK(J) peaks, we can indicate this by 
output form s 
(K, I’, JP, RP) 
(I’, JP, RP) 
(K, I’, RP) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) CI’, RP) 
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(K, RW (16) 
Output in the form (17) is all that is. required for basic heart rate 
determination, simply the values of time index at which successive 
cycles occur. Forms (14), (15), and (16)are useful in that the RP 
values can be studied to evaluate process reliability,. and some of 
the effects of noise and ECG changes on the autocorrelation output. 
Since output form (12) contains all the important results of the pro- 
gram, and “contains” the other forms, it was adopted as the desired 
output format for the autocorrelation program. 
3. Heart Rate Comoutation 
To make the final measurement of heart rate from the period lag 
measures JP K, we compute the individual cycle rate from (18) and 
(6) 
HRK 
-1 = (60 sec/min) x (TK beats/ set) = ~O/T~ bpm (18) 
60 60 60f 
HRK = - = TK JPKAts = JPKS 
(19) 
where fs is in samples per second. Since average as well as instan- 
taneous rate is of interest, an average HR over NKA cycles is computed 
from 
L=KtNKA L=KtNKA 
1 
1 
-1 
HRK =- 
NKA L=K 
HRK = (JPL) 
(20) 
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4. Specification and Criteria of Program Development Problem 
Combining these rate outputs with those of (12) gives 
(K, I’, JP, RP, HR, HR) (21) 
W, I’, JP, RP, HR) (22 1 
Thus, the complete specification for the program is to produce, from 
input (I), an output of the form (21) for every (NKA)th cycle and an 
output of form (22) for all other cycles. This is the statement of 
the program development problem. 
The program development problem was analyzed into major sub- 
problems. Various approaches to solving each of the subproblems 
were sought, found, and studied as to their effectiveness. Four 
major criteria -- reliability, accuracy, speed, and economy -- were 
applied in evaluating the effectiveness. of the approaches. The relia- 
bility criterion is simply to maximize ratio 
a = 
Number of Detected Cycles 
Number of Input Cycles 
over a given period of operation. 
The accuracy criteria were to minimize the errors in determination 
of J K and R K’ If ? and fi denote approximate values of J and R; < J 
and < R the errors in these estimates; and EJ and ER the maximum 
allowable error, we have the accuracy specifications 
(23) 
(24) 
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The speed criterion was that the rate of computing output bc greater 
than input rate, when input rate is “actual” or measured in “real 
time”, and that the computation delay be less than one minute, 
which is adequate for most responses the monitor might need to 
make to sudden ECG changes. For post-flight data reduction pro- 
gram application this requirement could be relaxed. For flight- 
concurrent monitoring application, a tighter requirement might be 
useful. 
Investigation of the economy criteria in developing a digital computer 
program involves cant rol of a mixed measure of at least three inter- 
dependent factors: minimize machine cost, minimize storage needed 
for program and data, maximize execution rate of the program. For 
example, if the storage need is large, the machine cost is increased. 
If execution rate of the program is increased, more of machine 
capacity is available for other work, and the allocatable cost of 
machine utilization for the program is reduced. These are the 
major complex interdependencies among the cost, storage, and 
speed factors. 
5. Basic Correlation Aleorithms 
Let G(J): IS, NI, DI denote the autocorrelation of X(1) at lag J for 
a signal segment starting at IS, where NI is the number of data 
samples used in the integration interval T, and the integration in- 
crement is DI units. Then 
T Tf 
NI = 
(DI)At =-+-; T = (NO (DI)Ats 
S 
(25) 
J = &- = Tfs 
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(26) 
I=IF 
9(J) = 1 x 
N1 I=IS 
X(I) WI + J) , 
where 
IF = ISt(NI- 1)DI 
For the special case where q(J): 1, NI, I; i. e., when 
IS = DI = 1 
IF = IS t (NI - 1) DI = 1 t (NI - 1) = NI 
expression (27) becomes 
I=NI 
y(J) = 1 1 
N1 I=1 
X(I) X(1 t J). 
The zero lag autocorrelation is given by 
I=IF 
v(O) = J- z 
N1 I=IS 
w2 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
and, when (29) holds, by 
NI 
$J (0) = & c txtI))2. (33) 
1 
Division of (31) by (33) gives the normalized autocorrelation of X(I) 
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at lag J, denoted by R(J): IS, NI, DI; and for IS = DI = 1 is computed 
bY 
NI 
c 
X(1) X(1 t J) 
R(J) = 
p 0 XI2 
1 
(34) 
The normalized autocorrelation is sometimes referred to as the 
autocovariance. 
6. Extent of Computation of Correlation Functions 
From the above algorithms, the extent of computation of auto- 
correlation and autocovariance functions can be determined. Let 
C,(F) denote the number of operations of a type a required to 
compute a value of function F. Then from (31), (32) and (34) we find: 
Computation of A requires NI multiplications: Cm(A) = Cm(NPy,(J)) = NI 
Computation of B requires NI multiplications: C,(B) = NI 
Computation of M values of A requires M’kNI multiplications. 
Having computed B and M values of A, getting M values of RN(J) 
requires M divisions: CD(A/B) = M. 
Thus over-all computation of M values of R(J), _R(Ji) = (RJI), 
R( JZ), ” ’ ; R(JM), requires (M t 1) NI multiplications and M divis- 
ions or a total of: Co(_R(Ji)) = M(N1 t 1) t NI operations. (35) 
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7. Relationship Between Lag Error and Computation Extent 
Now consider the computation required to locate a peak value of R(J) 
with varying accuracy. As defined in Sections 2 and 4, the lag index 
value for which R(J) p k ea s is JP, and EJ is the maximum error in 
an estimated value J. For JP as an estimate of JP we have 
cJP = JP - & (36) 
IcJPl = -IJP - &I S;JP (37) 
Now consider an NJ membered sequence of J values spaced DJ units 
apart, beginning with JS and ending with JF: 
J = JS, JS t DJ, JS t 2DJ, “. , JF. 
Let us define the range or duration of this sequence by 
JD = (JF-JS) = (NJ- l)DJ, 
and let the Lth value of J be 
J(L) = JS t (L - 1) DJ = J(1) t (L - 1) DJ 
DJ = J(L t 1) - J(L) 
where 
L = 1, 2, 3, ’ ” , (NJ - 1) . 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
To achieve the desired tolerance in the estimate f P of JP requires 
that 
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(+DJ) 5 EJP 
DJ 5 2 EJP 
Since from ‘(38) we have 
(41) 
(42 1 
NJ = 2 t 1, (43) 
we can keep M small and conserve computation by choosing DJ as 
large as the accuracy requirement of (42) permits, which gives 
DJ = 2 EJP (44) 
NJ JD =2EJPt1 (45 1 
Substitution of (45) into (35) yields 
cc = c-ap t 1) (NI t 1) t NI (46) 
Thus for a given time resolution, the extent of computation as a 
function of allowable maximum lag error EJP is determined. 
8. Integration Time and Sampling Frequency Considerations 
The maximum number of samples in the integration time T is given 
bY 
NI =& = Tf m 
htS 
S 
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(47) 
where fs is the sampling rate in samples per second andAts is the 
sampling period in seconds per sample. For a given integration 
time, NI can be reduced by subsampling X(I), which is effected by 
making DI greater than one. Then DI becomes the sampling period 
increase ratio. Let Ate be the effective sampling period, and fe 
the effective sampling frequency. Then we have 
DI = Ate = fs 
A% 
f e 
NI = = Tfe 
(48) 
(49 1 
Reductions of NI can be made by reducing T and fe as much as allowed 
by accuracy requirements in determining R(JP). 
Usable accuracy in R(JP) can be maintained with 
T 5 (JF) $1 
for which NI is smallest if we choose the equality in (50), giving 
(from (49) ) 
NI = 
(JF) bts) JF 
(DI) (At 
S) 
=DI 
(50) 
(51) 
In fact, JP is reliably estimated most easily with a least integration 
time given by 
T = (JP)Ats = TP (52) 
Thus to compute R(JP) with the smallest possible NI, we set JF = J*h, 
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and from (51) and (48) we have 
NI = k = J*P (fe/fs) (53) 
After integration time is minimized, further reduction of NI requires 
an increase in DI or reduction of effective sampling rate f . e 
Now the degree to which f e can be decreased is limited by aliasing 
and folding errors as the folding frequency, 
f 
ff = 2, (54) 
becomes so low that the power spectrum of the sampled data becomes 
badly distorted. This distortion can certainly be avoided by keeping 
ff at or above the upper band limit of the data spectrum. For several 
values of fs and of the upper band limit fHC, we would have: 
fHC 16 cps 32 cps 64 cps 128 cps 
f 32 64 128 256 e sps sps sps sps 
DI (f = 1024) 32 16 8 4 At 2 lms 
S S 
DI (f 8 4 2 At e 2 ms 
S 
= 512) 16 
S 
DI (fs = 256) 8 4 2 1 At 14ms 
S 
This table shows that with a sampling frequency of fs = 256 sps, 
Ats “= 4 ms, and data filtered to contain little power above f HC = 16 cps, 
a DI of 8 could be used, giving from (53) 
$P J% f ; 256$ 
N1=m =- 8 
=-l&z 
8 
= 32? (55) 
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Hence if 3 = T were 0. 5 second, NI would be 16. By combining 
(46) and (51), we have 
' =  tzJ;Jp t 1) (+ 1) t g 
Expression (56) compactly shows several opportunities for reducing 
C. Some of these are: 
a) Keep EJP large, especially when JD is large 
b) Keep JD small when EJP is small 
c) Increase DI as JF increases, as limited by folding 
error 
9. Bandpass Filtering to Permit fp Reduction 
Earlier investigation indicated that bandlimiting X(1) prior to sub- 
sampling not only reduces the folding frequency but increases 
signal-to-noise ratio as well, if at least the third harmonic of the HR 
is included in the band-limits. Consider a bandpass filtering of X(1) 
to produce XF(1) with a filter passband from fLC, the fundamental 
frequency of the lowest heart rate to be measured, to fHC the third 
harmonic of the highest heart rate. Subsampling X(F) at an effective 
rate fe with no folding error then occurs for f e as small as 
f e = 2ff = 2fHC 
To illustrate (57) for HR as high as 240 bpm, 
fHC 
= 3(S) = 12 cps, 
(57) 
(58) 
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f e = 2fHC 
= 24 sps (59) 
Now from (48) and (57), we get 
DI = fs/f e = fs/2fHC (60) 
which is the maximum DI for which no XF(1) folding error results. 
Combining (56) and (60) gives 
JD 2fHCJF 
‘=(2EJP+‘)( f 
2fHCJF 
+1)+ f (61) 
S S 
With the filtering and subsampling arranged as described, expression 
(6 1) gives the least computation for a controlled error. 
10. Practical Selection of Sampling Frequency fs 
The maximum precision et with which the period measure can be 
determined is limited by the sampling frequency by 
= (1/(2fs)) seconds, or 500/fs ms. (62 1 
From previous definitions we have the following relationship 
EJP = (C t)(fs)/500 (where c t is in ms) (63) 
Combining (62) and (63) gives 
EJP = 
(E t)tfs) 
500 5 1, (64) 
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Recalling that 
DJ = 2EJP (44) 
and that the minimum practical choice of DJ for precision JP deter- 
mination is 1, one finds the minimum practical value for EJP to be 
DJmin EJPmin = 2- = . 5 . (65) 
Thus, from (62) and (65), the minimum practical value of f needed 
S 
to permit period determination to a precision of <t milliseconds is 
500 DJP 
f min = = 250 
S Et ct 
samples/ second . 
For example, if period is to be determined with a one millisecond 
tolerance, <t = 1, and the minimum practical sampling rate is 
f 
S 
= 250 sps. 
11. Computing (JP, RP) by a Multi-Resolution Process 
The factors in (56) show extensive computation time is involved if 
error is held small while a wide number of samples are computed. 
For example, with 
2 EJP = DI = 1 (67) 
JD = JF = JP = fs r. , 
(66) 
(68) 
from (56) we have 
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C = JP2 t 3JP t 1 . (69) 
For a r. of one second, or an HR of 60 bpm, we have: 
c = f”, t 3fs t 1. (70) 
A t several sampling rates, approximate values of f t in ms from (62) 
and of C in number of operations from (70) are given by: 
f 10 15 20 30 50 100 500 
S 
C 130 270 460 990 2,650 10,300 251,500 
ct 50 33 25 17 10 5 1 
In this example, fs values of R(J) were computed when DI was 1. 
Now let JS be any lag index value on the R(J) spike for which JP is 
the spike peak lag. Then the extent of computation needed to locate 
JP can be reduced considerably by first locating through coarse 
resolution, any lag point on the spike, JS, with an error as large 
as the spike half-width between JP and JS. Next, with JS taken as 
%I a coarse estimate JP of peak lag index JP, a medium resolution 
tracking of spike values starting 
R A 
1. That is, we define JP by: JP = JS 
from JS will yield a better estimate J% of JP. Finally, JP determina- 
tion can be made-with fine accuracy by a high resolution tracking of 
the spike peak. Thus, in the first stage there are many steps of each 
with a small C. In the next stage there are fewer steps of medium 
extent. And in the last stage, very few steps at highest resolution, 
where the computation per step is large. 
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12. De SC ription of Program Design 
The over-all purposes of the ECG autocorrelation program are cycle 
detection, period measurement, and relative clean signal power or 
signal-to-noise ratio measurement. The general operation of the 
program is as follows. The sampled ECG input X(1) is passed through 
a digital bandpass filter whose output is XF(1). Cycle detection is 
performed by locating the earliest full spike in RK(~ ), through a 
coarse resolution spike search process, using XF(I), starting with 
small search lag values. Following cycle detection, the period of 
the ECG is then determined by locating the peak of the spike with 
peak tracking subroutines, first at medium error with XF, then at 
low error with X. The amplitude of the autocorrelation of the un- 
filtered input at the peak RPK, the cycle occurrence time I’, and 
the lag of the peak JPK are then produced as output. Both the un- 
filtered and filtered inputs are then updated by advancing the inputs 
bY JpK sampling intervals, and the next cycle is ready for processing. 
A power change test is made between cycles, and if the power change 
between cycles is large, the next cycle detection is performed with, 
spike search as described above, with XF(1 t JP 
K-l ) as autocorre- 
lator input, and the process continues. If power change is small 
the cycle detection is done by a spike tracking process with XF, 
where the tracker oscillates lag values around the last peak location 
if necessary to track small spike lag changes. For large or small 
power change, the spike lag for the cycle, JS, is fed to a coarse peak 
tracker which locates the approximate peak lag JP by autocorrelating 
the output of the bandpass filter, XF. Fi ne peak tracking is performed 
A 
with unfiltered input by tracking from JP in either or both directions 
until RP is determined. Thu s, the final period determination is made 
with as much accuracy as the input sampling rate permits. 
This design of the program permits coarse resolution to be used for 
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spike detection with high reliability, due to the wide autocorrelation 
spike widths produced by properly bandpassing the input to the auto- 
correlator. Approximate peak location can be performed very 
economically at medium resolution by using filtered input for the 
first stage of peak tracking. Medium resolution can also be used 
for spike tracking purposes. Accurate or high resolution period 
determination with a minimum of computation is then possible with 
unfiltered input in the second stage of peak tracking. The design 
thus minimizes the over-all number of computations necessary to 
perform cycle detection, spike tracking, and peak location without 
sacrificing reliability or accuracy. 
In operation, this program design is efficient and will yield reliable 
and accurate results. Hence, the program design meets all the 
development criteria. 
Analog Generations of Synthetic Theological Waveforms 
In certain portions of the data display system study, the availability 
of a device to generate synthetic physiological waveforms would be 
an advantage. This device could be used for system pre-flight 
checkout and, in fact, any time test signals are required at the analog 
input to the display. For these reasons, a study of methods of 
generating arbitrary analog functions was undertaken. 
The generation of arbitrary function is commonly performed in the 
analog computer field. Many of the devices referenced in the liter- 
ature are apparently one of a kind devices. Since the development. 
of a synthetic waveform generating device is beyond the scope of this 
program, the investigation was confined to devices which are commer- 
cially available. 
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The requirements of this program are for a device which generates 
ECG waveforms in real time. These waveforms must be adjustable 
to simulate a- variety of abnormalities for testing an ECG pattern 
change detection sub-system. The specific minimum requirements 
for ECG waveform generation are detailed in Section 8 of this report. 
However, in general, deterministic and random changes in the 
cycle-to-cycle heart rate and in each ECG segment amplitude dura- 
tion will be required. 
One method of generating a continuous train of arbitrary functions 
is to draw each function on a strip chart and play this chart back 
using photoelectric sensors. One device which accomplishes this 
and is commercially available is the F. L. Moseley model 680 
strip chart recorder with the model F-3B curve follower attachment. 
This device, however, has an eight inches per minute maximum chart 
speed. Assuming a draftsman can produce an ECG waveform in four 
inches with reasonable accuracy, this limits the simulation to a max- 
imum heart rate of two beats per minute. Or, assuming a real time 
rate of 200 beats per minute, the system would be operating at 
l/100 real time rate. The price of this unit is $1, 550. 00. 
Another device which operates on the same principle is a curve 
follower attachment to an X-Y plotter. The slewing rate of avail- 
able plotters allows real time generation of EGG waveforms if 
some reduction in accuracy is allowed. The Moseley model F-3B 
can be attached to their model 2D plotter allowing a 20 inches per 
minute rate on each axis. This system would cost $3, 050. 00. 
A similar X-Y plotter function generator is produced by Electra In- 
struments, Inc. This system uses an electromagnetic induction 
method of curve following. The function to be generated is formed 
out of wire and fastened to the X-Y plotter. The system for function 
generation is the model 400 plotter with the model 450 curve follower 
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module. This method of function generation is claimed to be more 
accurate than the photoelectric method. It has an accuracy of t .25% 
of full scale when limited to slope changes of less than 75”. However, 
this slope limitation sets a maximum height of 1” on the R wave and 
all other segments proportionately smaller. It is doubtful that the 
wire could be formed to the 2. 5% accuracy available in this case. 
The unit cost of this system is about $2, 995. 00. 
‘Ihe X-Y plotter method of function generation shares a common 
difficulty with photoformers and most other methods of function 
generation. That is, the programming of arbitrary changes in the 
waveform during generation is extremely difficult, if not impossible. 
This is not generally required in an analog computer system and, 
therefore, is available only in one of a kind installations. However, 
by using a tape recorder to record the function and editing out the 
“dead time” during waveform change over, an analog simulation tape 
could be generated. 
Another commonly used method of synthesizing arbitrary waveforms 
is by approximating them with a large number of straight line segments. 
The Exact Electronics model 200 Waveform Synthesizer is designed 
to do just this. With the type F plug in generator, this unit can pro- 
duce up to 50 increments with independent slope and duration with 
each segment starting at the last value of the preceding segment. 
The type 200 can be triggered externally for rate control. Some manual 
control of waveform shape may be feasible during generation. This 
device costs $2,275. 00 with plug-in. 
Function generators which produce simultaneous sine, cosine, ramp 
and triangle waveforms are available commercially but, since inde- 
pendent duration control is not available, it does not appear that this 
approach is economically feasible. The generation of an ECG waveform 
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would require four independent generators in addition to special pur- 
pose timing equipment. The generators cost $685.00 each. 
The function generation devices which use a strip chart recorder or 
X-Y plotter generally assume that the recorder is already part of 
the facility equipment or could be used for its primary purpose. 
However, for our application of the unit, it would serve solely as a 
function generator. Then, from a cost and ease of operation view- 
point, the Exact Electronics type generator becomes,the most 
attractive. 
The problem still remains that waveform changes and aberrant beats 
are difficult to generate. It will probably prove easier and less ex- 
pensive to generate analog tapes by digital computers and digital to 
analog converters. 
14. Methods for Extracting Analog Outputs 
The third task of the Phase I extension was to determine methods of 
extracting analog outputs for a number of points in the Phase II com- 
puter program. These analog outputs would be used for evaluating 
the effectiveness of the program and to generate an ECG display. 
The problem of extracting analog outputs from a digital computer is 
not one of technical feasibility. Digital to analog conversion is com- 
monly performed in telemetry and hybrid computer installations. The 
problem is locating a facility in the area which is capable of performing 
the digital computations, has the digital to-analog conversion equipment 
and is willing to rent time on the equipment to this program. 
A survey of the local computer installations failed to locate a facility 
which could perform the required digital to analog conversion on line 
in real time. Most installations were capable of performing the digital 
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computations. However, none of them had the multi-channel high 
speed digital to,analog converters necessary for real time simulation. 
Therefore, it was decided to locate off-line digital to analog conversion 
capability. The most suitable machine for this task which is available 
locally is the Stromberg-Carlson 4020. This machine produces 35 
mm film and hard copy of an internal Charactron oscilloscope tube. 
While this machine will not allow realistic evaluation of the on-line 
di splay, it will produce the necessary analog outputs for evaluation 
of the programs and allow specification of the final display. 
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APPENDIX’ II 
RUN CASE HP-6 
AUTOCORRELATION OF E K G . TEST NUMHER 1-45 . TAPE NUMCER BI(:-03. OCT. 23.1964 ‘Jfi’,C 
COMPUTATIOUS FKC+l 9.lHOURS), 2h?O.OOO(SECO~@S) TO 9. (HUIJSS) , 2621.S30(SECONDS). AT EVERY lc’ F?.ArtS. 
NUMBER OF FR4HES = 336. NUCREK OF LA:TS = 153. OATA TIME KCSOLUTION = 0.004999. 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION TIME S:SOLUTIOY = 0.005. FROM 0. (SEC) TO 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCORRELATION = 0.12708561E 07 
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0.4349 -~.Ot31943 
0.4299 -i.131490 
3.4549 -i.221902 
0.4799. ,.. 34G43G 
3.5049 3.813666 
0.5299 -i. 149462 
C. 554’; -L. 112290 
0.5799 -J. 14125G 
3.6C48 -:.125684 
3.6298 -;. 166769 
0.6548 :.x5518 
0.679i) d.073513 
G.7248 ; .U4:6?6 
0.7298 -C .029191 
a.7542 -;.071616 
TAll 
1; . S 6 ; C 
i .?asc? 
T.lliC 
:.135c 
C.1C.Z.C 
C.lR5C 
,:, . 2 0 ir 9 
3.2349 
0.2579 
c.2849 
0.3c99 
c.3349 
5.3599 
2.3849 
1.4c99 
c.4349 
5.4509 
c.4849 
;:, . 5 0 Y 9 
2.5349 
c.5599 
3.5849 
S.6C?U 
C.634R 
L7.659)8 
3.6848 
r.7cga 
2.7348 
c. 75’38 
AUTIJCLIR 
5.651284 
-7.171316 
-c.175yrJ1 
-“. 127799 
-1.143232 
-3.C74643 
.i.32a396 
3.067761 
5.054192 
-r,.O39363 
-Z.C5C592 
G L0421;3 . 
0.040496 
‘J.C’C.7241 
-3.2 73543 
-C.C94712 
-3.c74731 
-C. 147529 
-:7.22:1884 
9.599389 
5.588572 
-0.185694 
-3.11167c 
-2.137767 
-x2.123826 
-5.575945 
0 ma55 . 
S.084998 
3. !‘2356i, 
-‘1.542359 
-C.C7i5OC 
TAU AUTOCOR 
5.3153 5.37c.133 
r _. .;4c,c -I). 168039 
C.13bSC -“.112754 
‘. . c9oc -3.1279?9 
1.. 1157 -2.142631 
z. 14;o -3.C4713H 
C.lh5C o.c37153 
x I. 190: ?.Z67833 
‘I.2149 0. :,43975 
5:. 2399 -9. L46879 
i. 2649 -2.: 39531 
G. 2899 ?.;16213 
lC.3149 h ,‘416;3 -. - 
L. 3399 G. 255044 
C. 3649 -3. :97256 
c. 3c99 -2. :94395 
7.4149 -,Ll. f 7896T 
c-4399 -5.163916 
C.4649 -.3.132657 
f.4!399 3.819136 
i. 5149 0.332547 
2.5399 -3.182614 
C,. 5649 -0.12694:: 
c.5899 -0.135828 
i. 6148 -2.122142 
;.tl335 - : . i 3 9 7 4 -, 1
0.6648 S.CO7294 
c. 6896 ?.?R9133 
c.7149 ,: . c.55529 
i. 7398 -5.:49772 
0.165ISEC). 
TAU AUTOCOk 
3. :2*3ci 3.1192t7 
C.L452 -r,. 156836 
3.:7:: -2.153995 
;.L‘g53 -0.131824 
::I 1 2 .; r? . ” -C.137561 
I.1453 -S.C24Y67 
c.17:: c.c43531 
C.lY5c: 0.367521 
t.2193 i.C17,‘3C 
3.2449 -iz.:53394 
0.2699 -C ..?23373 
lc!.2949 C.i26175 
a:.3199 o.c341c7 
z.3449 -o.tc2fi2/: 
7.3693 -0.1.?3442 
3.3949 -0.093659 
3.4199 -5.394292 
@ .4449 -C.179874 
G.4699 -O.GB2:5Y __ . 
u.4949 0.9431duJ 
0.5199 O.lC634.Z 
,2.5449 -0.158555, 
3.5699 -0.143634 
3.5949 -0.129724 
3.6198 -?.1251i9 
2.6448 -a.c11755 
0.6694 1?.33?927 
2.5948 3.377154 
0.7198 -C.GC4922 
:.744fl -C.557169 
FIGURE 17 
RUN CASE HP-7 
AUTOCORRELATION OF E K G . TEST NUb!BER 1-45 . TAPE NUMBER sro-03. OCT. 23,1964 PAGE 
COMPUTATIONS FROY ‘~.(HOlJi?S), 2620.03CfSECflNDS) TO J.(HIJURS), 2621.53C 1 SECONDS) AT EVERY 20 FRAMES. 
NUM0ER OF FRAMES = 153. NUMRCK OF LAGS = 76. DATA TIME RCSOLUlION = 0.009997. 
AUiOCCRKELATION FUNCTICN TIME RESOLUTION = 3.01i. FROF! c. (SEC) TO G.\7601SEC). 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCORRELATION = 0.625695GYE G6 
TAU 
-0. 
O.G500 
O.lGGO 
0.1500 
0.2OGO 
0.2499 
0.2999 
AUTOCOR 
1.3omc:: 
-0.136?33 
-0.138224 
0.003654 
0.“65710 
-0.G69668 
0.035177 
0.3499 
0.399‘9 
70. go-7490 
-0.392234 
0.4499 -0.197420 
0.4999 y p.944x7 
0.5499 -0.120705 
0.5998 -0.113113 
0.6498 0.039115 
0.6998 0.367464 
0.7498 -0.058860 
TAll AUTOCOR 
0.0101: 0.645599 
3.36OC -:.. 124935 
0.1103 -:a. 138413 
0.16OC CL.031869 
3.2SYY ;.0567C5 
0.2599 -3: .047533 
0.3n99 i.533h43 
o-.. 3 5 9 Y -;.07.12’l3 
0.4OY9 -, .377342 
0.4599 -G.230986 
c. 5099 G.611394 
0.5599 -G. 125064 
0.6098 -L. 112184 
3.6598 3 .CO7927 
0.75YR i.013435 
TAU AUTOCOR 
O.C2Z’. 3.107127 
;.07;r. -0.112272 
2. 12s; -0.131350 
C.l7ic! q.938436 
0.219Y 0.012586 
0.2679 -0.026764 
c.3199 2.021547 
0.3699 -3.lCC953 
0.4199 -0.C80212 
5.4699 -0.096536 
0.5199 0.11737; 
?.56Y9 -9.171256 
2.6198 -Gil24141 
0.6690 0.03C465 
“.719R -3.319812 
TAU AUTOCUR 
5.03G3 -3.146611 
0.38GO -G. 132322 
i. 13GC -C. 299432 
C. 1800 5.: 56984 
i; 2299 -3.: 3567: 
G. 2799 -0.5134jl 
0.3299 3.GOA77C 
C.3799 -“. 596863 
i. 4299 -0.1133z.5 
c. 4799 0.33G86t 
C. 5299 -7.139583 
c. 5799 -0.155974 
G.6298 -c. 114987 
6.6798 3.371061 
C. 7298 -c?.C41893 
TAU AUTOCOR 
0.04GG -0.161744 
0.0930 ‘-0.1362::Y 
0.14GC -C.O42783 
0.1900 C.:1723ti2 
0.2399 -3.C61817 
0.2899 0.514266 
5.3399 0.3i’9365 
c1.3899 -0.194182 
c.4399 -0.142158 
il.4899 0.814664 
3.5399 -0.17073@ 
0.5tI99 -C. 139981 
0.6398 -5.G45886 
C-6898_._ .F C,?C90253 
7.7398 -0.046668 
FIGURE 18 
RUN CASE HP-8 
H 
H 
J 
AUTOCORRELATION OF EKG. TEST NUMHER l-45 . TAPE NJJMUER BIO-03. OCT. 23,1964 PAGE 
COMPUTATIONS FKOM 9.lHOUt?S), 262,.C3C(S’CONDS) T3 9. (HTJIJRS), 2621.53?TSCCONDS) AT EVERY 30 FRAMES. 
NUMBER OF FRAMES = 102. NUMBER OF LAGS = 51. OATA TIME RESOLUTION = C.214996. 
ALTOCORRELATION FLNCTIOIV TIME RESOLUTION = 5.C15. FROM C. ISECJ TO :.765lSFC). 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCCRRELATION = C.431PRClOE C6 
TAU AUTOCOR 
-0. l.OOO~G3 
0.0750 -0.097728 
0.1500 -G.Ca‘5210 
0.2249 ‘2.326897 
0.2999 0.334149 
0.3749 -‘J.lG2445 
0.4499 -0.183790 
0.5249 -0.034926 
0.5998 -0.11’4627 
C.6748 0.057423 
0.7498 -0.05335.9 
TAU AUTOCOR 
0.015:; L.3379C6 
0.1)900 -~.1121R6 
0.165; -~.C1785C 
0.2399 -C.O04403 
0.3149 xO.C47852 
0.3899 -b.094544 
0.4649 -c.171750 
0.5399 -i. 193305 
0.6148 -r,.!35783 
0.6898 t L.084867 
TAIJ 
c . 2 3 J ; 
:: . 1 C 5 i 
3.186; 
0.2549 
p.3299 
C .4G49 
0.4799 
2.5549 
5.6278 
C.7048 
AUTOCUR 
-3.15i422 
-2.145455 
3. C49898 
-0.043597 
-0.313966 
-3.369415 
:.291;961 
-2.112724 
-5.c93791 
i.051727 
TAU 
L.3450 
c. 12oc 
:. 1950 
.:. 2699 
v. 3449 
C.4199 
o.k945! 
C. 5699 
:. 6448 
C.7198 
AUTOCOR 
-0.158974 
-5.143977 
O.C7G8t2 
-c.;29421 
-C’.C238Rl 
-r/.:54086’ 
__ 2.. r)22684 _ ._ -. - _- 
-3.146563 
-cl. 233541 
-3.CllY87 
TAU AUTOCOR 
12 . c 615 -0.11?123 
2.1353 -5.t97736 
?.2G99 0.5594’?1 
C.2843 3.Glh73Y 
0.3599 -0.C67816 
9.4349 -G.l1583A 
0.5’:199 3.563247 
G.5n49 -G.l2lTbh 
t.6598 -0.C31561 
C.7348 -O.C43:6: 
FIGURE 19 
i 
RUN CASE HP-9 
AUTOCORRELATION OF EKG. TFST NUMBER l-45 . TAPE NUMBER DIG-*;3. OCT. 23,1964 PAGE 
COMPUTATIONS FROM 9.(HOURS), 262;.CO:(SECONDS) TO 3. (HOURS) t 2621.53OLSECONDS) AT EVERY 50 FRAYES. 
NUMBER OF FRAMES = 61. NUMBER OF LAGS = 3c. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = k.324994. 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTICN TIME RESOLUTION = 3.L25. FROM 0. (SEC) TO C.75;LSEC). 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCORRELATION = C.19566102E 06 
TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOW TAU AUTUCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR 
-0. 1.00003r3 O.C25@ L.076466 CJ.0520 -0.253217 z.f.?750 -C.l '?68G4 .I. 1GGG -G.155677 
0.1250 -3.148555 0.15GC -5'.(338428 O.1750 G.119Gfi3 L.ZiGC G.CA4997 G  .?249 -C.c'48439 
0.2499 -0.lG0290 0.2749 c .OOROOi 0.299'3 9.077201 i. 3249 -C).a;32130 0.34'39 -0.055981 
0.3749 -0.079950 0.3999 -:.G82610 0.4249 -0.126233 5.4499 -@.16998P 3.4749 0.392863 
0.4999 0.576939 0.5249 G.164547 2.5499 -C.187016 0.5749 -0.23441:; 0.5999 -C.l417L6 
0.6248 -0.130697 0.6498 5.045547 0.6748 2.031866 G. 6998 O.JR3049 2.7248 -0.224352 
FIGURE 20 
RUN CASE HP-10 
AUTOCORRELATION OF E K G . TEST NiJMBER l-45 . TAPE NUMBER RIO-03. UCT. 23.1964 PAGE 
COMPUTATIONS FRO9 9.(HOURS), 262C.::3ClSECONOS) TO 1. I HtJiJR S 1 , 2621.53llSECONCS1 AT EVERYlCO FRAMES. 
., NUM8ER OF FRACES = 3C. NUMBER OF LAGS = 15. DATA TIlyC RCSOLUTIW = “...343988. 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION TIME KESCLUTION = 3.05G. FRIJP C. (SEC) TO C.75;. (SEC). 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCORRELATION = S.134C4974E C6 
TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAlJ AUTOCOR TAlJ AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCDR 
-0. 1.000003 0.05co -C.282122 3.lt.jC -3.197772 il. 15GC .I.?63049 G.ZSCS ‘0.n?2C781 
0.2499 -3.098h56 J.2999 ’ 0.010856 9.3499 -5.014243 5.3999 -0.089782 G.4499 -0 .C94560 - _ _ . .-. 
0.4999 0.451@28 0.5499. -8:. 195851 c.5999 -i. 182315 C.649R 7.137514 ‘0.6998 C.‘.17-. 51 
FIGURE 21 
RUN CASE HP-20 
AUTOCORRELATION OF E K G . TEST NUMBER l-41 . TAPE NUMBER A-447 . OCT. 23.1964 PAGE 
COMPUTATIONS FRCM 9.(HUURS), 2339.000(SECONOS~ TO 9.(HOURS), 2039.858(SECONDS) AT EVERY100 FRAMES. 
NUMBER OF FRAMES = 17. NUMBER Of LAGS = 8. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = 0.049963. 
AUTOCORRELATIOV FbNCTICN TIME RESOLUTIW = 0.050. FROM G. ISEC) TD 0.4OOtSEC). 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCCRRELATION = 0.20219933E C6 
TAU AUTUCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAIJ AUTOCOR TAU AUTDCOR TAU AUTOCOR 
-0. 1 .ooc)ooo 0.0500 0.407501 1 0.0995, 0.3998351 0.1499 -0.230797 0.1999 -0.140992 
0.2498 -0.449426 0.299a -0.029312 0.3497 -cl. 180606 
FIGURE 22 
RUN CASE HP-21 
AUTOCORRELATION OF E K G . TEST NUYBEH l-41 . TAPE NUMBER A-447 . OCT. 23,1364 PPGE 
COMPUTATIONS FROM 9.(HflURS), 253Y.OOO(SECClNDS) TO 9. (HOURS), 204O.170~SECONDSl AT EVERY IO FPAHkS. 
NUMBER OF FRAMES = 234. NUMBE? OF LAGS = 117. lJAT4 TIME RESOLUrION q 0.004996. 
AUiDCd#kELhTION FUNCTION iIMC RESOLUTIDN q 0.005. FROM 0. ISECI TO 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCORRELATION = C.4C947854E C7 
TAU 
-0. 
0.0250 
0.0500 
0.0749 
0.0999 
0.1249 
0.1499 
0.1749 
0; i99’9 
0.2248 
0.2498 
0.2748 
0.2998 
.O,??!+! 
0.3497 
0.3747 
0.3997 
0.4247 
0.4497 
0.4746 ..-.. 
0.4996 
0.5246 
0.5496 
0.5746 
AUTOCOR 
l.OGOCiJ~ 
-3.093867 
-0.020911 
-0.029291 
0.110347 
-0.006643 
0.168936 
-0.003749 
-o.cF74-14 
-0.041237 
-0.Oiij26 
0.091336 
-rJ.383173 
.-Cl. 1?2924 
-0.22OC31 
0.031025 
0.288176 
-0.2CIl.278. 
-0.213917 
-3.146748 
3.094685 
0.091239 
-G.O69GlO 
-r,.117935 
TAU 
cl.O?53 
0.1,30? 
o.c:553 
0.0799 
G. 1049 
3.1299 
5.1549 
0.1799 
0.2648 
3.2298 
o.i54a 
0.2798 
0.3048 
0.3298 
0.3547 
-0=3797 
0.4047 
0.4297 
-.o .4547 
3.4796 
3.5046 
G. 5296 
0.5546 
0.5796 
AUTUCOR 
C.842553 
-i.l197CC 
-L.C07769 
C.016296 
b. 138875 
i .ola925 
:. 154.518 
-k.o46114 
-0.038589.. 
-\3.029358 
-L.@38641 
2.073688 
-C .073883 
6.124938 . 
-c.253208 
t,3q4t342 
0.031837 
;.C.173287 
-0.258785 
T’.C7543-? _ 
0.113222 
O.i93332 
-0.129423 
-C.38i’325 
TAU AUTOCOL( 
o.c1;c 3.526139 
0.035C -C. 110889 
O.C6:i -C.C14274 
0.0849 G.041224 
O.lC99 3.13131’, 
0.1349 O.Ga2371 
0.1599 D. 129252 
O.lA49 -0.049924 
0.2C98 -3.034923 
0.2348 -3.029031 
0 .iSua -5.345483 
O.ZR48 C.Gl24C8 
0.3C98 -“,.G72865 
__o, 3347 -0.122491 
0.3597 -0.2?74282 
6.3847 C.517336 
0.4GY7 -0.154513 
0.4347 -0.158854 
0.4597 -C.283621 
-0.4846. -C.O7432: 
0.5CY6 C.390165 
0.5346 i.c?8074Z 
0.5596 -0.149155 
TAU AUTOCOR 
.;.0155 3.229145 
c. c4,70 -J. St30492 
f... C65? -?.i5S53R 
‘,. 5899 0. :56646 
id. 1149 q.cal9lb 
i. 1399 ‘I. 135983 
5.1649 3.1064RZ 
c. la99 -0.‘:44897 
G.2148 -2.542357 
C. 2398 -3,.016176 
G. 2648 -0.C17376 
6.2898 -??.341338 
i. 3146 -0.t84259 
5.3397 -0.152754 
Ci. 3647 -0.264944 
/c. 3897 3.6G4239 
C.4147 -0.237330 
c. 4397 -3.153OC8 
J. 4647 -9.273941 
C. 4896 ?. :59415 
0.5146 t.373877 
;.53Y6 O.C.51748 
C,. 5646 -0.145713 
T?tU AUTOCflR 
*? . ~:zsG O.Cl3678 
S.‘450 -9.:43422 
P .-.6 99 -._a -3.G65289 
0.1’349 C.57624: 
c1.1199 0.022733 
0.1449 c. 158346 
C.1699 0.:62134 
c. 1949 +.c.3877: 
0.2198 -0.T15G675 
G.2448 -5.030532 
0.2698 i).b44731 
5.2948 -1.175161 
0.3198 -C.lGSlCR 
cl.3447 -C. 191467 
0.3697 -0.152246 
c.3947 C.5 14724 
3.4197 -C.234161 
3.4447 -0.169739 
3.4696 -0.22146: 
‘).494q. ST1348544 
2.5136 3.378054 
!J.S446 C.CJ22b7 
3.5694 -3.136223 
FIGURE 23 
RUN CASE HP-22 
AUTOCORRELATIOk OF i K G . TEST NUMBER l-41 . TAPE NUb’BER A-447 . (JCT. 23r1964 PAGE 
COMPUTATIONS FRDM 9.(tiOUtiS), 2039.OC31SECO~DS) TO 9.(HGURS), 2:,40.17’? I SECOYDS) AT EVERY 20 FRAU-ES. 
NUMBER OF FRAPES = 117. NU)rBER OF LAGS = 5R. DATA TIME RESOLllTION = :.CO9993. 
ALTOCORRELATION FLNCTICN TIME RESOLUTIDY = C.2lU. FROM G. (SEC) TO D.5scrscc,. 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCCRRELATION = G.20344125E C7 
TAU AUTOCDR 
-0. l.OCXZ" 
0.0500 -3.011943 
0.0999 3.11Orj63 
0.1499 5.156::'3 CL 
0.1999 -3.G27894 
0.2498 -0.032Fbc) 
0.2998 -9.079702 
0.3497 -0.215874 
0.3997 0.276463 
0.4497 -0.188822 
0.4996 -3.094464 
0.5496 -0.364717 
T All 
5.310': 
3.?6!Ii 
G.l?99 
9.1599 
G.2;98 
3.2598 
0.3098 
0.3597 
0 z409i 
G.4597 
3.5096 
0.5596 
AUTDCOR 
i.521767 
-~.CC86@6 
C.1526Cl 
;;.13i?76 
-C.O44974 
-;.057a31 
-,.C7@7b4 
-0.291939 
-~.146787 
-6.265144 
z.087734 
-3.137289 
TAU AUTDCOR 
C.CP.CG C.3?8817 
C .C679 -0.036271 
0.1199 B.G37666 
C . 16 ') 9 o.c93.:c7 
0.213e -G.C3tl759 
C.2698 3.c394cc 
r.3198 -0.11cac~ 
C.3697 -C.l67d96 
2.4197 -C.234C61 
0.4696 -C.226746 
C.5196 3.082416 
5.5696 -3.122382 
TAU 
C.03~c 
C.6799 
5.1299 
c.1799 
C.2298 
C.279R 
C.3298 
i.3797 
ST.4297 
3.4796 
0.5296 
AUTOCOR 
-3.C89196 
m ,.;26ZR9 
r,.:17733 
-='.:44739 
-0.C4CH17 
0.1168:9 
-C.l4339P 
0.293445 
-2.17C526 
-3.i9493A 
C.CRD077 
TAU 
3.54co 
G.C899 
3.1399 
3.1899 
t1.2339 
C.2898 
0.3337 
3.3997 
5.4397 
9.4896 
3.5396 
AUTOCOR 
-C.Z7255? 
C.C53919 
0.133185 
-3 .,5793: - -L.;41315 
-0.528765 
-0.156667 
C.596375 
-c-159773 
t-l.?23881 
0.243475 
FIGURE 24 
RUN CASE HP-23 
AUTOCORRELATION flF E K C . TEST NUMBER l-41 . TAPE NIJMRER A-447 . OCT. 23,1964 PAGE 
COHPUTATICNS FROM V.(HOURS), 233Y.~~C:lSECONDS) TO 9. (HOIJKS), 2~4G.173LSECONDS) AT EVERY 3C FRAMES. 
NUMBER OF FR4YES ‘= 78. ,\IUMREK OF LAGS = 31). DATA TIME RESOLUTION = i.014989. 
ALTOCORRELATION FLNCTICN TIME RESCLUTION = C.015. FtiUM 5. (SCCI TO C.585(SEC). 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCCRRELATION = 3.13279397E 37 
TAU 
-0. 
0.0749 
0.1499 
0.2248 
0.2998 
0.3747 
0.4497 
0.5246 
AUTOCOR 
1.oooorJo 
-0.324503 ._.. 
D. 240495 
-0.370533 
-0.356178 
0.384432 
-0.266594 
0.068685 
TAU AUTUCOR 
3.015C i .316434 
O.DRYY ;.C81695 
3.1649 L .166516 
0.2399 C.021471 
0.3148 - -‘.13C578 
0.3897 3.571124 
0.4647 : -L .298265 
cl.5396 ii.057452 
TAU AUTOCUR 
?.C33< -0.061922 
3.1049 0.141661 
5.17’39 -i‘.O222YY 
0.2548 -3.376954 
9.3258 -2.159363 
c.4047 j.C67875 
C.4796 -9.137285 
0.5546 -C!. CY3954 
TAU AUTOCOR 
.3. C45D 3. CD4733 
5.1199 3:31279’, 
5.1949 3.326296 
C.2698 -P).i2OORl 
,L. 3447 -0.2114692 
5.4197 -0.326878 
0.4946 o.i;40335 
0.5696 -0.1;11769 
TAU AUTI-JCOK 
c. . :, 6 c 0 -‘I.:28975 
T1.134Y :. 139605 
D.2C98 -3.083385 
0.2848 -;.515534 
2.35Y-7 -0.333917 
3.4347 -D.Z1523d 
C.5C96 3.C73657 
FIGURE 25 
RUN CASE HP-24 
AUTOCORRELATION LX--E K G . TEST NUMBER l-41 . TAPE NUMBER A-447 . L-XT. 23.1964 P4GE 
COMPUTATIONS FROM 9;iHOURS)r i-639.OOdLSECONOS) TO 9.(HOURS), 2540.173LSECONDS) AT EVERY 53 FRAidES. 
NUMBER OF FRAMES = 46. NUMBER OF LAGS = 23. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = 0.024981. -.-. _._-.._ ___^ _^- -- -~-. --- 
iKftiCm#E-CK~~~N~miio~ TIME RESOLUTION = 0.025. FROM 0. (SEC) TO 0.575LSECl. 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCORRELATION = 0.88338723E 06 
TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTUCOR 
-0. 1.000003 Ci.0250~ -0.006989 c).csoo 0.069629 0.0749 -0.017896 0.0999 01382525 
0.1249 0.011949 0.1499 0.254878 0.1749 -@.012017 0.1999 -0.097329 0.2248 -O.DDSOBC _. _-__.._ - ..-- ___- -- -.. --- -_.-_-- o.issEi 
0.2498 0.082472 0.2748 P. 1051C2 -0.088220 C. 3248 -3.210299 
d;ji97 ..-=o;23~~~i 
0.3747 -0.027328 dO.3997 Cl.443795 0.4247 -0.285397 0.4497 -0.309236 0.4746 -0.238226 - -__--. 
0.4996 0.092832 0.5246 C.015769 0.5496 0.018023 
FIGURE 26 
RUN CASE HP-25 
AUTOCORRELATION OF E K G . TEST NUMftFR L-41 . TAPE NUMBER A-447 . OCT. 23.1964 PAGE 
COMPUTATIONS FRCM 9.1HOlJHS1, 2039.Q0’3LSECONDS) TO Y.(HDURS), 204G.l73(SECOIJDS) AT EVERY 103 FRAMES. 
NUHE!ER OF FRAMES = 23. ,%UMBEW OF LAGS = 11. DAT4 TIME RESOLUTIDh; = 0.049963. 
AUTOCORRELATI@N FUNCTICN TIME RESOLUTION = 0.050. FRO9 0. [SEC) TD 0.5501SEC). 
ZERO-LAG 4UTOCCRRCLATION = 0.253617OCE 26 
TAU AUTOCOK TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTDCOR TAU ALJTOCOR TAU AUTOCCJR 
-0. 1.000000 5.550!0 0.217018 “.f?99Y .?.410639 c. 1499 -0.266079 3.1999 G.GS6232 
0.2498 -0.594685 3.2998 0.120926 ,:.3497 -0.253878 c. 3997 0.364143 G.4497 -G. 143256 
0.4996 0.413257 
FIGURE 27 
RUN CASE HP-33 
AUTOCORRELATION OF E K G . TEST NUMBER l-48 . TAPE NUMBER A-153 . OCT. 23.1964 PAGE 
COMPUTATIONS FROM l’J.IHOURSl, 911.00CLSECUNOSl TD 13. (HOURS), 911.957LSECONOSI AT EVERY 30 FRAMES. 
NUMBER OF FRAMES = 63. NUMBER OF LAGS = 31. OAT4 TIME RESOLUTION = 5.015Dll. _ - . _. _ . . . _.-. _- --- .._... - - 
AUTOCORRELATiON FUNCTION TIME RESOLUTIOY = C.015. FROM G. (SEC) TO .-.ti:465(~~~). 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCCRRELATION = 0.5034123SE Ch 
TAU 
! -0. 0.0751 
i 
E 0.1501 
0.2252 
0.3002 
0.3753 
0.4503 
AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR 
1 .oooooo 0.0150 O.OG9295 0.030G 0.026919 c. c45t 3.155903 C’.C600 -3.257183 
-0.093547 0.0901 -C.O15224 c. lC51 -6.264543 G. 12Cl -0.i65227 O-C92649 
i;.C52769 .o. 18Cl -13.261574 
DC1351 __ - . ..- . 
-0.083653 0.1651 O.G98017 c. 1951 0.21c2 0.325992 
-0.052816 0.2402 C. 12CR54 C.2552 0.425820 i. 2702 -0.229118 3.2852 0.1965il 
0.148121 0.3152 -0.254083 -0.33C2 -0.067055 0.3453 -0.196138 0.3603 -0.093069 
-C.205819 0.3903 Cl. 152028 0,4r)53 -3.084954 C.42C3 -0.515513 0.4353 C.529559 
0.082258 
FIGURE 28 
RUN CASE HP-35 
AUTOCDRRELATION OF E K G . TEST NUMBER l-48 . TAPE NUMBER A-153 . OCT. 23.1964 PAGE 
COMPUTATIONS FRCM 10.lHOURS), Y11.030(SECOND.S) TO lO.(HDURS), 911.357(SECONDS) AT EVERY100 FRAMES. 
NUMl3ER OF FRAPES = 19. NUMBER OF LAGS = 9. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = 0.050038. 
AUTDCORRELATION FIJNCTICN TIME RESCLUTIOY = 0.050. FROM 0. (SEC) TC’ 0.450~SEC~. 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCORRELAlION = C.9924799sE G5 
TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTGCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR, TAU AUTOCOR 
-0. 1.300300 0 .osoo -0.196B7C 0.1001 -0.1?99156 0.1501 -0.209979 ‘).zonz 0.164215 
0.2502 -0.195621 0.3002 -0.186392 0.3503 0.299311 0.4003 -0.517814 
FIGURE 29 
RUN CASE HP-36 
AUTOCORRELATION OF EKG. TEST NUMBER l-48 . TAPE NUMBER A-153 . OCT. 23,1964 PAGE 
COMPUTATIONS FROM 19. tHOURSJ. 911 .tOt( SECONDS) TO lG.(tiOURSJ, Y12.305(SECDhCS) AT EVERY 10 FRAMES. 
.__ NUMBER OF FRAMES = 261. NUMBER OF LAGS = 130. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = :.035C34. 
-AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTICN TIME RESailJiiUN = J-005. FROM c. (SEC) TO C.655T’SECi. 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCCRRELATION = 0.1915150BE 07 
TAU 
‘0. .- 
0.0250 - _. _ - 
0.0500 
0.0751 
O.lOil 
0.1251 
0.1501 
0.1751 
0.2002 
p.2252 
0.2502 
. ..O? 27z.. 
0.3002 
AUTOCOR 
1.000000 
TAIJ 
0.0050 
0.100152 0.03OC 
-0.055889 0.0553 
0.004092 
-0.023277 
0.036462 
0.056968 
--,0.095350 
-0.057014 
0.015579 
0.073766 
0.07?186 
0.000612 
0.08Cl 
0.1951 
0.1301 
0.1551 
O.lRGl 
3.2052 
0.2302 3.028986 
0.2552 C.161579 - 
AUTOCOR 
c-535511 
C.0743Rl 
-3ii95Y3i 
+.txs570 
-L.O14839 
0.060109 
-G.C82801 
ti.O7;693 
-G.Oi7200 - 
0.2802 -. TG.090.16? 
0.30-52 -- ;J.015008 
TAU 
'?.ClL"C 
0.5350 
,3.06,0 
O.CR51 
C.1131 
0.1351 
3.1651 
0.1851 
~0.21c2 
.3,2_352 
3.26G2 
0.2852 
9.3102 
AUTOCOR 
t.352163 
-0.011437 
-0.175245 
3.07i:llH 
-0.J40465 
i.018954 
-0.08 764.2 
C.066023 
-0.074461 
s.o15_714 
3.157596 
0.095683 
-3.151724 
0.3252 -0.061746 0.3302 -5.048669 3.3353 -c.139554 
- 
~__ _..._._ .-. ._ __... 
0.3503 0.063101 0.3553 G.015115 0.3603 -3.058561 
-&375?--0.023504 0.3803 -3.064540 0.3853 
-__-- 
-c.o7p952 
0.4003 -0.052125 0.4053 -0.041975 cJ.41c3 0.058061 
014253. 0.138546 0.?43@3 0.293153 -!I,4353 0..4.10499 
0.4503 0.099815 0.4553 -0.019992 3.46i3 -0.031235 
0.4754 -0.CO4239 0.4804 -;.082213 0.4054 -0.172459 -. - .- -. ..-._. _. .-_-.- _ 
0.5004 -0.129923 0.5054 -C.lbG192 C.51J4 -0.144937 
0.5254 -0.073C47 0.5304 -c.135093 6.5354 -0.052626 .- -... 
0.5504 -0.121808 -c.5554 
_ 
CA41182 3.56i4 3.058JflY 
0.5754-..._o.izs~5g7 ._3,5gc14 e-G.c$77f37_ 0.5854 -3.01343'1 
0.6005 -0.061360 0.6055 S.02L405 0.6125 G.017929 
0,$255. -').164503 P.6305. -cm. 11 gl 7.15 0.6355 -?.C58958 
TAU 
C.Cl55 
c.04co 
0.0650 
6.0901 
0.1151 
C.1401 
0.1651 
C.1901 
0.2152 
C.2402 
Cr.2652 
C.2902 
0.3152 
c.3403 
C.3653 
G.39C3 
0.4153 
3.4403 
0.4653 
0.4YO4 
0.5154 
0.5404 
C.5654 
c.5904 
5.6155 
rJ. 6455 
4UTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR 
c.c44039 o.c2co 0.3044CR 
O.CRO124 C.C45(i 9 14ft1?4 
-9.127268 0.0701 -0.346124 
0.082027 C.i951 -0.01956'1 
-0.G13OGl 0.1201 C.CSBG84 
C.3R0686 0.1451 0.187733 
-2.036942 0.1731 0.634943 
C.:32Ci36 0.!951_- ~~0_.!?+-3?3~ 
-0.037412 C.22C2 0.0014i6 
-r?.C36184 -0.2422 -O,.C~SPZG 
0.082733 Ct.2702 O.C67231 
3.02061.1 C-2952 -0.C71429 
-0.162488 0.3252 -3.u57533 
-0.286249 _ .0.3453 -0.148531 
-3.lG4241 0.3703 -0.G83221 
o.c71972 qT3953. o-c75511 
o-c99991 0.42G3 O.c.93469 
3.27742C 0.4453. 0.119664 
3.C32614 C-4724 0.066652 
-0.123373 .01..4354. -C!,J!j7496 
-c).CS7222 C.52,4 -C.C2927i 
3.026076 C.5653 y0.122676 
-').CCY709 0.5794 -C-O15363 
-3.176757 a.5954 -0.1800~!, 
-9.041951 ?.62:5 -0.1089YC 
-3.!)32351 5.6455 -0.G39C25 
FIGURE 30 
RUN CASE HP-37 
AUTOCORRELATION OF E K’G . TEST NUMBER l-48 . TAPE NUMBER A-153 . OCT. 23,1964 PAGE 
COMPUTATIONS FROM lO.(HOURS), 9ll.OOC(SECONDS) TO 10. IHOURS), 912.305fSECONDSl AT EVERY 20 FRAMES. 
NUMBER OF FRAMES = 130. NUMBER OF LAGS = 65. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = 0.010008. __-. 
----AUT[JCORRELATI~N FUNCTION TIMT- RESOLUTION = -b.oio. FROM 0. 
( SEC ) .TO ._ o.i55.~(~ECj ;- .----..- 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCORRELATION = 0.90919484E 06 
TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR _.--.- .- _..- -.. .- _-.. .-._ _. 
-0. 1.000000 0.0100 iiibslG64 0.02co 0.033316 c. 0300 0.110968 3.0‘4oc- 0.092092 
0.0500 -0.035188 0.0600 -i.O97167 0.07Cl -0.156242 C.0801 O.C9Cl 0.094957 -- o. la6i . ..--- -___ 
-0.030692 
G.D64~'i?OO --_. -- ------.--- 
-0.105103 0.1101 -0.058190 0.1231 c. 1301 0.070340 0.14irl O.l4Oi)O5 
0.1501 0.014465 0.1601 -3.097232 0.17r;l 3.058983 C.1801 0.143391 0.1901 ~.O~DOO974 
0.2002. - -0.133066 0.2102 -0.009218 0.2202 -0.006991 C.2302 0.053851 G.24C2 -0.096175 
0.2502 0.076866 0.2602 5.272429 0.2702 0.011234 C.2802 0.060151 0.2902 0.003774. 
0.3002 -0.008115 0.3102 -0.148040 0.32c2 -C.135962 0.3302 -0.053228 0.34133 -0.287264 
0.3503 0.023879 0.3603 -3.010931 0.3703 -G.126381 G.3853 -(?.C78970 0.3903 0.122859 
-0;-&~~-~-~@.069678 .’ ,, .-_~ .4103 0.117258 0.42<3 0.064985 s.4303 
b;3i294i .-..- 
0.4403 0.289955 
0.4503 0.089411 0.4603 -3.008440 0.4704 -0.occ413 0.4804 -0.C41614 
-0.5004 -0.097769 -0:168ti57- 
..0.4904 .- . -g.m125_857 
0.5104 -0.133011 0.5204 0.035051 0.531)4 0.5404 -0.GO4049 
0.5504 -0.167348 0.5604 G.007797 G.5794,.--0.055978 0.5804 0.122828 _o-590*. .--- -0.185925 
-d;6005 
. -..- .-.- -- - ---~ ..-- 
-0.074560 0.6105 C.066926 0.62C5 -0.065058 0.63G5 -0.137303 0.6405 -0.000759 
FIGURE 31 
RUN CASE HP-38 
AUfOCORRELATION OF E K’G . TEST NUMBER l-48 . TAPE NUMBER A-153 . OCT. 23,1964 PAGE 
COMPUTATIONS FROM. 10. (HOURS 1, 91i.C00(SEC0~0S) TO lO.(HOURSl, 912.305LSECONDSl AT EVERY 30 FRAMES. 
NUn8ER OF FRAMES = 87. NUMBER OF LAGS = 43. - ._-.. ._... -._ 
AUTOC-d~~ATI~--F%NC-T ION TIME RESOLU-T ION = 
DATA TIME RESOLUTION = O.Cl~Oll. _-. _. .- .._.. 
0.015. FROM c. (SEC1 .TO O;di5(SEC). 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCORRELATION = 0.6544377iE C6 
TAU AUTOCOR 
-0. -. - l~.-dbdood 
TAU AUTDCOR 
.-o.oi50 -0:060711 
0.0751 
0.2252 
0.014540 
0.072467 
-0.3002 
0.1501 
0.110333 
0.3753 
0.032755 
-0.144002 
‘d.‘4503 0.039397 
0.5254 -0.085609 __ _ - _. .-_. ..-...-_- 
0.6005 -0.172642 
0.2402 G. 113702 
0.3152 -0.254296 
0.0901 
0.3903 6.136050 
-- 
-3.045895 
0.4653 3.042ii4 
0.5404 0.005004 
0.1651 
___-----_-._- 
-0.122192 
-.. 
0.6155 U. 194302 
TAU AUTOCOR 
0.03co 0.04C157 
O.lC51 -0.210695 
.o.itici -c;. 144495 --.- 
3.2552 0.38799R 
0.33,2 -0.023350 
0.4053 -0.073933 
0.48C4 -0.GCG459 
0.5554 -0.076697 
0.6305 .-0.113286 -- 
TAU 
C’. 0450 
c.. 1201 
0; 1951 
0.2702 
0.3453 
C. 4253 
G. 4954 
G. 5704 
AUTOCOR TAU 
5.215752 0.?600 
-0.07088C 0.1351 
-0.t96520 c.-2162 
-0.240844 0.2852 
-0.244732 0.36D3 
-0.064096 0.4353 
-0.C42130 (5.5104 
O.G50243 0.5854 
AUTOCOR 
-0.259543 
0.082273 _. __ 
0.176377 
0.171539 
d.578637 
5.479550 
-0.085883 I 
-C.O55254 _.-. _.____.. 
FIGURE 32 
RUN CASE HP-39 
AUTOCORRELATION OF E K G . TEST NUMBER l-48 . TAPE NUMBER A-153 . OCT. 2391964 PAGE 
COMPUTATIONS FROM lD.tHOURSl, 311.iIOS(SECONDS) TO IS.(HCJURS), 912.305tSECOND.S) AT [VERY 53 FRAMES. 
NUMBER OF FRAb’ES = 52. NUMBER OF LAGS = 26. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = ‘J.025C19. 
AtiTOCORd~LATICN FLNCTICN TIME RESOLUTION = 0.325. FROM 0. (SEC) TO “.65i(SEC). 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCCRRELATION = 0.34993771E Cb 
TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TbU AUTOCOR TAU 4UTOCOR TA?I AUTOCrlR 
-0. 1.0G0000 !I .025C i.130375 0.65:; -3.296917 r). 0751 -G.C59576 r,.lr,.21 C.CR4154 
0.1251 -0.117756 0.1501 -;.G821R8 c.1751 -“.r,9llH9 c. 2032 -3.625276 c.2252 2.C4442ci 
G.2552 0.093491 0.2752 J.C’72969 c.3022 -‘Z.294691 C,. 3252 -0.1’34224 3.3553 0.747222 
0.3753 -0.174721 3.4oc3 G.023525 2.4253 0.469420 i.4503 0.585017 2.4754 -o.o!ji?!i?b 
0.5004 -0.210302 9.5254 -G.O10396 c.5554 -0.142292 G. 5754 -3.139575 0 . 6 5 C 5 -0.C69741 
0.6255 0.193784 
FIGURE 33 
RUN CASE HP-39 
INDEPENDENT VARIADLE---TAU (SECONDS1 
V4LUE = A+SCALC + B , A = lo**-1 B = G. 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE -----fdCRMALIZED AUTIICO~REIJ~~ION FUT\(CTION 
VALUE = A+SCALC- t 0 , A = lC+* 0 B = -G.4S3’3E-GO. 
0. 0.200- 0.4co 0.600 0.800 l.OGC 1.200 1.43: 1.6CZ 1.830 2.5 
..*..***+************~******************************************************************************* -. . . . -.-_.. ____ ._ _ __-_ _ _ ..___._. __ 
0. -*XXXXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX:XXXXXXXXX4X~XXXXXXX5XXXXXXXXX6XXXXXXXXXX -8 9 l - 
l xxxxxxxxx1xxxxxxxxx2xxxxxxx 3 
*XxXxX 1 2 3 
+xxxxxxxxx~xxxxxxx 2 3 
l XXXXXXXXX1XXXXXXXXX2xxxx 3 
_1_.25_~112!!!x-~xxxxlx_2lxx. _. 2. _ 
l XXXXXXXXXlXXXXXX 2 
l XXXXXXXXX1 xXx8x 2 3 
l XXXXXXXXXLXXXXXXXXX2 3 
-___ l xx~x~x~xxlxxxxxxxxx2xx 3 
2.50-•XXXXXXXXXlXXXXXXXiX2XXXXX 3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 _.- 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
l xxxxxxxxx1xxxxxxxxx2xxxx 3 4 -.--..-__ .._ -.-- ._ --- -. ____, 
l XXXXX 1 2 3 4 
+~f.~~~~.~~~xx~~x -. z.-_--. -3 4 
l XXXXXXXXXLXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XX 4 
3.75-*XXXXXXXXX1X 2 3 4 
l XXXXXXXXX1XXXXXXXXX2X 3 4 
l &XXX.XXXXXl.XXXXXXXXXZXXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXXX4XXX 
l XXXXXXXXX1XXXXXXXXX2xxxx 3 4 
l XXXXXXXXX~XXXXXXX 2 3 4 
5.oo-*XXXXXXXXX1 2 3 4 
l XXXXXXXXXlXXXXXXXX~2 3 4 
l XXXXXXXXXlXXX 2 3 4 
l XXXXXXXXXlXXX 2 3 4 
+xxxxxxxxx1xxxxxxx 2 3 4 
6.25-•XXXXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXXZXXXXXXXXXXX 4 
6 
b 
6 
b 
6 .- 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 -. _ _._._ 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
5 
5 
h 
6 
5 
5 
b 
5 
6 
h 
5 6 
5 6 
5 b 
5 b 
5 6 
5 6 
5 h 
5 6 
5 6 
5 b 
7 
7 
7 
7 
H 
8 
tI 
R 
8 .- -.. . 
8 
8 
a 
8 
8 
8 
R 
8 _ 
a 
3 
8 
8 
H 
3 
A 
tl 
h 
8 
9 
H 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 .- _ 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
l 
l 
l 
l 
*- - 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l - 
9 l 
9 l 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 _. . 
9 
9 
9 
7 
9 
9 
9 
9 
l 
l 
l - 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l - 
l 
l 
l 
. 
l - 
FIGURE 34 
RUN CASE HP-40 
AUTOCORRELATION OF E K G . TEST NUMBER l-43 . TAPE NUMBER A-153 . OCT. 23.1964 PAGE 
COMPUTATIONS FROM lC.(HOURS), 911.003fSECONDS) TO lG.(HOURS), 912.3CSfSECONllS) AT EVERYLSC FRAMES. 
NUMRER OF FRAMES = 26. ‘rllJMBER OF LAGS = 13. DATA TIVE RESOLUTION = C.c)5;;38. 
AUTOCORREiifiON @JNCTICN TIME KESCLUTION = ii.051;. FRO!4 i. (SEC) TO C.65ZtSEt). 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCORRELATION = G.11170463E 06 
TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTDCOR TAU AUTOCOH 
-0. 1.00033" 0.0500 -j.l14041 0 . 1 c s 1 -0.133894 c.1501 -0.228569 o.zoc2 F.C98429 
0.2502 -0.077173 0.3CC2 -5.141438 3.351;3 ~C.251153 c;.4:c3 -0.4C2904 5.45.23 ".5981?11 
--- -- 0.5004 o.oi293F a;5504 6;229933 0.6Ci5 -0.976042 
FIGURE 35 
RUN CASE HP-45 
AUTOCORfiELATitiN OF E K G . TEST NUMBER l-48 . TAPE NUMBER A-153 . OCT. 23,1964 PAGE 
--- 
COMPUTATIifINS’ FROM 10. iH&RS) , 911.000~~ECONDS) TO 10. (HOURS), 912.914( SECONDS) AT EVERY 13G FRAMES. 
NUMBER OF FRAMES = 38. -NUMBER OF LAGS = 19. ---__ -..__. --__-_ ..__ __--_.- - - . ._- - DATA TIME RESOLUTION = G.05003fj. 
O'iOSO. (SEC) TO - .. 
. _. _ _ 
AUTOCORRELATION FL’NCTICN TIME RESOLUTION = FROM 0. 0.951tSEC). 
---_&~XQ-L& AUTOCORRELATION = 0.26975431E Oh 
--L-W JyTocgy TAU TAU AUTDCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR 
1.00000d 
._ 
-0. b.E500 
. A!JT’?CW 
-0.328205 c.1001 -0.177349 c.1501 -0.00601?1 0.2032 0.215353 
o.woz -0.263954 0.3002 -0.043157 0.3563 0.168802 L-4003 -0.02803C 0.4503 0.008327 _. .._.- .-_-. 
O.SOW -0.018335 0.5504 13.270854 0.6005 -0.276117 C-6505 O.C98945 0.7cpJ5. -0.201082 
q.7506 -&O_O~J.lpm -fit006 y&O1_2590 0.8506 0.437714 C.9007 -C.132843 
FIGURE 36 
- 
RUN CASE BP-2 
&JItNlORREiATIClN OF 0 K G . TEST NUMBER l-48 F. TAPE NUMBER 810-06. NOV. 11.1964 P4GE 
--- 
~iHk!MTAtiONS FROM lO.IHOURS)~. 911.000fSECONDS) TO lO.(HOURS), 912.d33tSECONDS) AT EVERY 1 FQAMES. 
NtiHBER OF FRAMES = 401. NUMBER OF LAGS = 200. DATA TIME RESOLUTIOY = 3.G32532. --_-.-_ 
AUTWORRELATION FUNCTION TIME RESOLUTION = O.GO3. FROM I?. ISFC) TD 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCORRELATIDN = 0.251:13329E 07 
0.530lSEC). 
-. 
TAU 
-0. 
0.0125 
oio2so 
e+p!ls 
e.0500 
0106ini6 
0.0751 
0~0876 ---. _-..-- 
0.1001 
Oil126 
0.1251 
AUTOCOR 
1.000000 
0.158458 
0;0^09176 
0.089228 
-0.072090 
-0-320746 
-0.035528 
0.037712 -__-. 
-0,063i-46 
-0.042781 
0.0.35812 
_ 0.0$0655 
-0.004690 
OL 1627 -0.109467 -.-_ --- __ _ -.- 
0.1752 0.087826 
mOi1877 
0.2002 
-.0,2_gg7 
Ob2252 
L2317 
0,2502-- 
0.2628 
0; 2’153 
0.2878 
0.3003 
_ 0. 34-&e. 
0.3253 
-f&3370 
0.3503 
0.3629 
Oh3754 
Oa3879 
0.4004 
0.4129 
0.4254 
0.4229 5.221935 
0.4279 Q.261714 3.4324 C.434546 C.4329 C.493864 --_ .----__ ..-_._ 
0.4379 0.520102 0.4404 0.471054 s.4429 C.382423 0.4454 9.264632 
qlp93018 
-0.1367’98 
-Q,Cf90308 
0.010323 
-U.O?39BO __.. 
0.051218 
0.169431 
0.071148 
0.052182 
-0.050273 
-0.179935 .-_. 
-0.0?5529 
-0.288318 
-0.052992 
-0.04154.5 
-o-i52712 
0.023705 
-0.000791 
0.060853 
0.287917 
TAU 
0.0025 
O.Cl50 
0.0275 
0.0400 
0.0526 
0.0651 
LT.0776 
0.0981 
Q.1026 
0.1151 
0.1276 
0.1401 
0.1526 
Cl.1652 
0.1777 
0.1902 
0.2027 
0.2152 
0.2277 
0.2402 
0.2527 
.0.2653 
0.2778 
0.2933 
0.3028 
0.3153 
0.3278 
0.3403 
0.3528 
0.3654 
0.3779 
0.3904 
0.4029 
0.4154 
AUTOCOR 
0.947828 
O.Cl2723 
3.358404 
G.37.3808 
-G.l35321 
-0.3C3619 
6.321604 
5.b12754 
-9.073576 
-G.O16485 
C-029954 
0.076984 
-G.G52488 
-0.080573 
01122643 
0.038128 
-0.137498 
-0.082366 
O-C30612 
-il. 107504 
@.liiWf 
0.127219 
G.082676 
0.031309 
-C.O82597 
-0.163908 
-0.lClS74 
-0.285420 
-3.003949 
-G.O83740 
-C.127913 
0.039084 
-0.006014 
iI.C93202 
TAU 
0.0053 
G.0175 
C.0300 
3.C425 
0.3551 
0.0676 
C.0801 
0.0926 
ti.1051 
0.1176 
0.1301 
3.1426 
ti.1552 
0.1677 
0.1802 
0.1927 
0.2052 
3.2177 
0.2332 
9.2427 
0.2552 
0.2678 
0.2803 
3.2928 
G. 3053 
0.3178 
-3.3393 
3.3428 
3.3553 
0.3679 
-:.38G4 
3.3929 
5.4054 
.z.4179 
AlJTOCOR 
9.8OC239 
-0. C42986 
9.091730 
0.048308 
-0.232143 
-0.256226 
0.055890 
-0.011367 
-C.O78745 
O.GO9399 
'3.025934 
0.082252 
-0.093171 
-0.042001 
0.145018 
-0.022774 
-0.126234 
-0.049612 
3.032350 
-3.114108 
0.184342 
3.090034 
O.C89G98 
0.012227 
-0.119241 
-0.133212 
-0.149955 
-0.250043 
C.O2C‘@6 
-!I.122113 
-0.090294 
3.339289 
-0.332925 
3.124743 
TAU AUTOCOR 
^.Q,75 C.589907 
3.02GO -C."74827 
C.0325 3.t05268 
0.0450 2.319319 
5.0576 X.262928 
2.07Cl -C.187"82 
3.0826 0.966628 
c.0951 -i.?32115 
@.1?76 -5.5f6399 
3.1201 p.228524 
0.1326 5.329457 
3.1451 C.573C52 
0.1577 -0.118147 
0.1732 P.OCl496 
2.1827 3.149365 
3.1952 -3.377931 
0.2277 -C.i113i5-- 
C.22G2 -J.C48244 
0.2327. .O.Z107SO 
0.2452 -0.286034 
&~~8-~m~L;~ -- - 
9.27C3 . 
C.2828 G.685469 
0.2953 -0.305478 
0.3378 -0.153264 
C.3203 -0.399348 
0.3328 -0.258124 
I?.3453 -C.l9trC92 
C.3578 3..?18889 
C.37'14 -0.149272 
G.3829 -3.047332 
0.3954 2.528188 
c.4079 G.r?13656 
C.4224 3.167673 
TAU AUTOCOR 
S.3lijZ t.341390 
3.?225 -0.142496 
3.9355 .;.lr)2354 
2.3475 -3.323.347 
O.Z.601 -J.3'.5663 
3.J726 -3.138917 
:.?a51 'J.?58128 
C.3976 -3.C49217 
O.llcJl -3.063893 
3.1226 1.336735 
3.1351 3.342221 
2.1476 3.?39366 
C.1402 -3.123337 
'3.1727 0.345991 
G.1852 I?.171934 
3.1977 -,".1175;3 
C.2102 -,1.698868 
3.2227 -0.319379 
5.2352 ---. -C.O28888 
G.2477 -'J.O26451 
.6.26C3- 0.2Qlf28 
3.2728 '3.263246 _ . . 
g.2853 -il;!37i863 
0.2978 -3.325052 
0.3103 -0.i75834 
2.3228 -i1.076319 
0.3353 -0.259469 
3.3478 -3.119299 
2.3634 -,J.?34314 
C.3729 -;.163252 
'I.3854 -C.T36523 
0.3979 6.:12429 
3.4104 3.335587 
FIGURE 3 7 (1 of 2) 
RUN CASE BP-2 
-. - _. . ^__. 
iti~OaORR~iATION OF .-O-K G . TEST NUMBER -1-48 F. TAPE NUH~Eil BIO-D6. NOV. --.. ii, 1464 PAGE 
COHPUTATIOtii FROM 10.IHOURS)v 911.00C(SECONDS) TO ltl.(l-tOURS)r 912.; 00 1 SECONDS 1 AT EVERY 1 F?A!lES. 
NUMBER OF FRAMES = 401. NUMBER OF LAGS = 230. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = 5.::‘2532. --.-_- -... ^.. .-.-- 
AUTCltlORRELATION FUNCTION TIME RESOLUTION = 0.003. FROM 5 . (SEC) TO Z.SOftSEC). 
--mJERfJ-CAG AUTOCORRELATION = 0.251G3329E 07 
TAU _AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOK -__-. 
..-- 0.4529 -0.042010 3.4554 ‘. 
,_.. ..- _ .- -.- 
8.4504 0.033496 -3.071966 c.4579 -3.256354 3.4634 -0.0?7335 
0.4630 0.053878 0.4655 0.103219 0.4682 C.121051 0.4705 @.:98522 0.4730 3.?40174 ~- _. 
- 0.4755 -0.037812 0.4780 -3.113475 3.48D5 -0.167057 3.4833 -3.18811:! r? .4855 -j.l788&8 
0.4BIO -0.152642 0.4905 -0.127886 0.4933 -0.12C283 5.4955 ~- .---C.136183 a.4980 -5.170259 
FIGURE 37 (2 of 2) 
RUN CASE BP-4 
AUTOCORRELiiidN- OF 0 K G . TEST NUMBER ‘i-48 F. TAPE NUMBER sin-37. NOV. 11,1964 PAGE 
_-- 
COMPUPATIONS FROM lO.IHDURS), 911.303(SECONDS~ TO 1;. IHOURS), 912. .iLC I SECONDS) AT EVERY 1 FQAI(.ES. 
NUMBER OF FRAMES = 201. NUMBER OF LAGS = l!?O. DAT4 TIME RESOLUTION = 3.GC5bj35. --_ _ 
AUTEICORRELATION FUNCTION TIME RESOLUTION = O.G?5. FROM 5. (SEC) TO 0.55S(SFC). 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCORRELATION = 0.75734331E 06 
-Mu. AUTOCOR TAU 
-0. 1.000000 0.0050 
-&!OZSQ ._._ ..!?,1~1239 0.03GG 
oc 0500 -0.150362 0.0551 
-orc!7= 
El 
0.1ooa 
.Q. 1251 
I 
w" 
Ob1501 
.-A&&V? 
0.2002 
0;2252 -._.--.. 
0.2502 
0~2753 
0.3003 
-JA.325$.. 
0.3509 
.0.3654 
0.4004 
-0.204286 
0.007537 
-0.fY34675 
-0.044107 
-?,@5850 
-0.093516 
-~,~101124 
0.097440 
0.206765 
-0.lf2278 
k&21-f!26 
-0.207863 
-0,069407 
-0.053792 
0.0801 
O.llY51 
0.1301 
0.1552 
0.1802 
0.2052 
0.2302 
0.2552 
0.2803 
0.3053 
0.3303 
3.3553 
0.3804 
0.4054 
AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR 
0.934493 d.OlOr) 0.761822 
-0.005862 0.0350 -0.062018 
-C.209399 0.0601 -3.265553 
-c. 110414 0.0851 -0.G21829 
-c.o39trii 0.1101 -3.070675 
G.087610 0.1351 O.lG7371 
-O.-O92228 O-.1602 -G.O98lbi 
G.L30718 3.1852 0.128371) 
-0.161755 0.2102 -0.193471 
-O.-O52672 0.2352 -0.Gll651 
0.141728 12.2633 3.184604 
C-161502 3.2853 0.09656C 
-0.162993 0.3103 h.iO2093 
-0.277932 .. 0,335_3 -0.276024 
-0.171309 i).36G4 -0.134678 
-0.079737 9.3854 -0.08347cl 
0.516121 0;4104 0.125658 
0;4254 0.536413 0.4304 0.614060 ig.4354 0.6256791 
9.4504 0.315637 0.4554 0.174230 3.4634 0.055237 
0.4755 -0.121575 0.4805 -0.152026 0.4855 -3.186487 
TAU AUTOCOR 
T.0153 3.529853 
G.0400 -0.085535 
0.0651 -5.292361 
3.0931 'l.C32586 
c.1151 -$.;:66983 
0.1431 0.583264 
o-.1632 -0.058&3 
2.1902 j.C77671 
2.2152 -;.186355 
?.24C2 0.023268 
0.2653 3.215833 
3.2903 9.322732 
G.3153 -'3.23<891 
9.3403 -0.263183 
c.3654 -3.103353 
c.3904 -'T!.O89786 
0.4154 0.264425 
c.4404 3.568656 
9.4655 -3.333642 
3.4905 -0.22636!! 
TAU AUTrlCDQ 
.P.ci2L3' 2.297062 
0.045c -3.1385Cl 
G.^ylZl -j.271730 
0.1?951 3.339687 
G.1231 -;.I26145 
0.1451 -3.5244i9 
Ll.i.l[lZ O.f129$5 
0.1952 -3.?:5G84 
'?.22?2 -3.153523 
3.2452 3.557953 
3.3203 -3.254'4:7 
3.3453 -3.239733 
0 ;3?54 -b.~Yjij‘$Cjl 
3.3954 -3.?8563r) 
5.4224 0.41G765 
3.4454 2.456696 
'j-4735 -2. 85739 
3.4955 -2.264304 
FIGURE 38 
RUN CASE BP-6 
-.. .- ..- .- -.... ..-- 
K G . TEST IJUMBER--~-~~‘~:TAP-E NUMRFR 810-37. 
_- ..__ _. ..- _ 
-.- ~TOCORRELATION OF 0 NOV. 11,1964 PAGE 
CiflMPUTATfONS FRDN lO.IHOURSI,. 911.603t$ECONDS, TO lO.(HOURSI, 912.300ISECONDSl AT EVERY 2 FRAMES. 
NUMBER OF FRAMES = 130. NUMBER OF LAGS = 50. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = 3.tlOOlL. 
AUTDGORRELATiON FUNCTION TIME RiSO-LUTION = 0.016. iR0.M .G. ISEt) TD-... G.530.(SEC). 
ZERO-LAU AUTOCORRELATIDN = 0.37772671E 06 -.____- _. .--. _. _ 
-e-J&!!- - _&WoR TAU AUTOCOR AUTOCOR AUTOCOR TAU AUTDCOR 
- 
TAU ..- . Tnu 
-0. 1.080000 O.Gl03 0.764679 6.b2DD 0.30>630 3.0303 -D.Oc)3726 5.0433 -C..385231 
0.0500 -o.lX!7@ _-. O..OW m-O,Z63!?bl ____ G,O70_1._^. -2=?73b?.7 3.OAGl X.113586 
0; 1002 0.005756 0.1101 -0.071513 3.1201 -5.027074 $;i3al‘. rJ.Z863i9 
O.‘J901- _, 0.029491 
s.i431 cLM323is 
0.1501 .--0.044408 2.127780 0.1902 9.375286 ~_-. (I- 1602 -ep..0yet.630 0.1702 3.011020 0.1852 
'-C.058185 0.2432 0.2002 -0.095Lll 0.2102 -0.196362 G.2202 -0.155674 0.2332 O."i92i;4 
OL2102 o.g934_74 ._- .0.?603 0.180545 
0..3003 -0.104996 0.3103.----3,2~~?%&- 3.3203 -0.261015 ;.;f33;.. . v 
10.2~3-0.224~L 9.2903 0.33441.3 _ _... .- 
OT;;;;;; . o.j4;3 -13.266663 
oi3503 -0.212034 -..'?-.?@.W :;- :E;;f--- .~I;;~ --.5.,"82623 ":z",;; -3.071137 3.3904 -a.:91168 -_.-- .- 
0.4004 -0.066789 0.4104 . 
&OS 
0.412827 0.6168441 -Q:4434. j;569683 
8.4504 0.316426 0.058171 -3.225279 _.. ..P-4604 . ___. _;0.081334 ._.mOt4805 -3tJ+8>Tl .. O.ftpOS 
FIGURE 39 
RUN CASE BP-8 
-- AiklOCORRELATtflii .-. 0.6 -_. 0 K G . 
TEST NUMaEd 1;4El F. TdPE NUMBER- BIO-07. NOV. 11.1964 PAGE 
-- ..- 
00MPUTATIONS FROM lO.(HOURS), 911.003(SECDNDS) TO lQ.(HOURS), 912.JO;lSECONDS.l AT EVERY 4 F=ZAMES. 
NUMBER OF FRAMES = 50. NUMBER OF LAGS = 25. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = S.t2’3t2C. ---- -_.-- 
‘~uTO~~RRELATI~N Fuhtciro~ TIME RESOLUTIDN = 3.023. FROM I? . (SEC) TO 3.523(SEC). 
_ ZERO-LA6 AUTOCORRELATLON = 0.19065774E 06 
--..- AUTOIXR. JAU TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR .-.- 
- -0. 1.000000 0.0200 G.295@77 3.0430 -O.-b74945 --C.O6@1 -3.268726 .3 . 0 A d i -3.114392 
-.!L!!PLe. 0!00!?76 0.1201 -0.G28659 J.1401 0.092660 5.1602 -3.154316 g).L832 J.1344'1 
0.2002 -0.110352 0.2202 -3.153933. 3;i432 3.01?6257 3.2833 0.17Ji68 
.___- .yom1)k3@19 
0.3003 
q-.3203 
-a.263449 0.3403 -0.273972 im~~~yI$EeI~ . 
0.&6;4 
0.3834 -3.380345 
d.408937 j 0.571855J 
- 
-- 0.4004 -0.0546?9 0.4234 0.4404 C.35974R 0.4835 -0.142796 
FIGURE 40 
RUN CASE BP-8 
1YOEOEYBENT VARIABLE---TAU (SECONDS) 
VALUE = A*SCALE + 13 , A  = lC*+-1 B= 0. 
~~DEIENDENT vAR 1 ABLE -----NORMALIZED AUTOCORRELATION FUYCTIDY 
VALUE = A*SCALE + B  ,. A  = lC** C B = -7. 400tE-?Z. 
0. 0.230 0.400 0.6OC 0.800 1.000 1.2?c7 1.453 1.600 1.8,: 2.’ 
44~*+4~+44*44444444444*+4*4**44+*4***44444**4*444+44++**+4+4t4*4*4*******4*4***44+*+4+*44++*4++*+++44 
0. -4XXXXXXKXXlXXXXKXXXXZXXXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4XXXXXXXXX5XXXXXXXXX6XXXXXXXXXX 
l XXXXXXXXXiXt iXXXXXXX2XXXXXXX3XXXX3XXXkX 4 5 L 7 
l XXKXXXXXXlKXXKXX 2 3 4 5 6 7 - -.-__ _ - 
.. 4XXXXXXK 1 2 .-3 4 5 6 7 
4XXXXXXKXXlXXXX 2 3 4 5 6 7 ------- 
l .OQ-4xXxxXXXxXixXXXXXXKXX 3 4 5 6 7 
E  l XXxXXXXXX1XXXXXXXXK2 3 4 5 6 7 
I l xXiXXXXXi lXXXXXXXX.K2t iKXXX -3 4 5 6. 7 K  l XXKXXXKXXlXXXXX 2 3 4 5 6 7 
l XXKXXXXXXlXXXkXkXXKixxxxxxx 3. 4 5 ‘6- 7 
L.OO-•XKXXXIXXXlXXXX 2 3 4 5 6 7 ----.-- -. 
4XKXXXXXXXlXX 2 3 4 5 6 7 
l XXKXXXKXXlKXXXKXXXXX 3 4 5 6 7 
+XXKXXXK%XlXXXXXXXXK2XXXikXXXX3 4 5 6 7 
.XXXXXXXXXlXXXXKXXXX2XKXXXXXXX3 4 5 6 7 --. ..--.-- _... 
LOO-•XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXX 2 3 4 “5 6 7 
4XXKXXXX 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4XXKiXX l-- 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4XXKXXXXXXlXXX 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4XXXXXXKKX-1XXXXiX 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.00-4XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXX 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4XXXXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXXZXKXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXXk 5 6 7 
+XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4XXXXXXXXX5 6 7 
l XKXXXiXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXX 3 4 5 6 7 
l XXKXXXXXXlXXX 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 9 
8 9 
8 9 
8 3 
a 9 
8 9 
R 9 
8 9 
8 9 
8 9 
9 9 
8 9 
0 9 
8 9 
9 9 
0 9 
0 9 
8 9 
R Q 
0 0 
0 9 
0 9 
8 9 
8 9 
8 9 
+- 
* 
l 
l 
l 
l - 
l 
l 
l 
l 
*- 
* 
4 
l 
4 
*- 
* 
l 
4 
l 
l - 
l 
l 
4 
. 
FIGURE 41 
RUN CASE BP-12 
~i%ijiE’i%~ idi -I% 0.. K  G . TEST NUMBER l-48 ~i--~ii&--kiW~R 
..- - _ .- ..- _..._. - .- 
810-07. -NOV. 11,1964 PAGE 
COMQUtATIONS FROM lO.fHOURSIv 911.003(SECONDS) TO 19.tHOURS1, 912.C70(SECONDS) AT EVERY 12 FRAMES.  
NtJHBER OF FRAMES = 16. NUMBER OF LAGS = 8. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = G.063059. .----_-.--_.-. ._-._ _. __. 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION TIME RESOLUTION = 3.36:. FROM 2. (SEC1 TO 0.48StSECl. 
~-.m-L_E_l~~~LAG AUTOCORRELATION = 0.28875643E 05 ~__. 
MU AUTBCOR TAU AUTOCDR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR - ..-._ -.. _ ..- 
-0t 1.00000 0.0601 -0.365094 O.lZOi -0.207497 C.1802 0.22265'5 d-.24:2 -3.271076 
0.3009 / 0.370429 0.3604 -0.859447 0.4204 1.163488 ~--- .- .-- _ .._ 
FIGURE 42 
RUN CASE 23 
_-_- . .--. _ --. _. 
&WUti i@cATICJN~b~ 0 K  G . TEST N-UMBER l-48 F. TAPE NUMRER f3tO-38. 
_ _ -..- 
NOV. llr1964 PAGE 
____..-. . - _ 
CLiMPUTATfONS FROM 13.1HOURS)r 9i l .DaBTSECONDS) TO 13. (HOURS), 912.30CfSECONDS) AT FVERY 2 FSAPES.  
NWMBER OF FRAMES = 65. NUMBER OF LAGS = 32. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = ;.?20525. 
AMTOCORRELATION FuNCT.ION ~1% R~SCILC~~ION = O.DZO. FROM C. (SEC) TO S.641(SEC). 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCDRRELATION = 0.13070867E 06 -~.. --... .~ _ ._. 
JAW AUTIXOR TAU AUTOCClR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTGCOR TAU AUTfXOR -. -_-. - .-. .._ 
-0. 1.080000 0.0200 D.678407 c :04cic 0.027263 D.D601 -2.353322 O.i?El?l -0.264751 
0.155214 3.1401 0.138044 G.16C2 o.c59c15 0.1892 -0.021277 
D.320176 .0.2402 0.162208 10.2m”;2m677 G.2833 (J ; J-fjBiAra 0.200 m-b 
-0.111811 D.5@?5 
Q. 6006 -0.205026 0.6206 -0.258733 
0.55@772 _,_ 0.58!36 -8.Ci27571 
FIGURE 43 
RUN CASE BP-23 
INDEPENDENT VARiABLE---TAU ISECONDS) 
VALUE = AsSCALE + B  , A  = l@+a-1 B= 0. 
DEIENDENT VARIABLE----- NORMALIZED AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION 
VALUE = A*SCALE + B  , A  = lC** 2 B  = -0.6JOOE 50. 
0. 0.200 0.400 0.600 0.800 l .COG 1.233 1 . 4 3 r, 1.622 1.83: 2.5 
4~4b+*+C~+****++++~+~~4~*~*~********~****~**~~**~****~*~**********~~**+**~***~****~*~*~~*~~~*****~*** 
-~ 0:. - .~Xr iXXKXKXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4XXXXXXXXXSXXXXXXXXX6XXXXXXXXX7XXXXXXXXXX 3 *- 
~XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXK2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4XXXXXXXXXSXXXXXXXXX6XXXX 7 8 9 l 
l XKKXKXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3X 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
l XKKXXXxXXlxX 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
l XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXX 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
. l_ ,Oib- f iXKKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXXX ..- ._ _ 4 5 6 7 8 9 l - 
l XXKXXXKXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3KXXXXXXX 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
l XXKXXXXXXLXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXX 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
E +XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XKXXXXXXX3XXX 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
l XKKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3 4 5 6 7 8 9 4 I 
s 2.00-•XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXX 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 *- 
l XKKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3X 4 5 6 7 8 9 4 
l XXKXXXXXXl%XXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXX 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
l XXXXXXKXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3KXXXXXXXX4X 5 6 7 8 9 l 
l XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXX 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
t+ .OOy*XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXKX2XXXX 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 *- 
l XXKXXXKXXlXXXXXX 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
+XXKXXXXXXlXXXX 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
l XXKXXXKXXlKXXXX 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
l XXKKXXXXXlXXXXXXXXK2XX 3 4 5 6 7 B  9 l 
i:00-•iXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4 5 6 7 8 9 .- 
~XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3KXXXXXXXX4XXXXXXXXX5XXXXXXX 6 7 8 9 l 
~XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXXzXXXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4XXXXXXXXXSXXXXXXXXX6XX 7 P  9 l 
rXXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4XXXXXX 5 6 7 8 9 l 
l XKKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2X 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 4 
S.OO-•XXKXXX 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B  9 c- 
.XXKXXXKXXX 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
l xxxxxxxxxlxxxxXxxxx2xxxx 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
l XXXKXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXX 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
.XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
6.OL-*XXKXXXxXX1XXXXxxxxxx 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 +- 
l xKxxxxxxxlxxxxxxx 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
FIGURE 44 
RUN CASE BP-24 
~iJ~OCiORRELATlElN OF 0 K  G . TEST N-UMBER i-4a-F, fi iPE NUH%it---IO-:----- 
-_ -.. 
NOV.llr1964 
-. 
-. -’ -- PAGE 
--...-_ __- ._ .--~ .-. 
GOMPUTATfONS FROM iO.(HOURS)r 4ii.C08(SEC0NDSI TO lJ.tHDURS), 912 . ;CG(SECONDS) AT EVERY 2 FQARES. 
NUWBER OF FRAMES = 50. NUMBER OF LAGS = 25. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = S.C20i\2C. --_.-. .---._. _ 
AUTOGORRELATiDN FtjNCTIDN TIME RESoLUTfDN = 0.023. FROM c. (SEC) TO 3.503(sEc1. 
ZERB-LAG AUTOCORRELATION = 0.12218028E 06 
H aru AUTlDCOR TAU AUTOCDR TAU AUTOCDR TAU AUTDCDR TAU AUTOCOR 
H -0. 1.080000 0.0200 3.650069 3.0400 --6.-cnx99 
____ --- __.. - 
0.0601 -0.4i6443 0.3801 ‘~-3.3ciii1’5 
& o- 1001 -0 018312 0.1201 0.098562 0.1431 0.048907 0.1602 -0.022999 J.1802 -0.O70234 0 c.-- ..__ -2- ____. 0.2202 _.. __ _ _ _ 
oi2002 -0.090162 -0.039536 
0.2402.. __-- 
0.086822 
mm3-0.16-m 
3.2803 0.1jt6479 ----- 
0.3003 -0.121302 0.3203 -0.284987 0.3403 -0.353888 0.3634 -0.333595 0.3804 -0.170434 
----. 
- ~*90*.. -~~.i-Bs137‘ .~;42 .4 - d. 561464 -_~ .~ 
-10.4304 
0.4534--c.2-ais3-~ 6.. 4805 ” -0.249443 ..- ___.-_ 
FIGURE 45 
RUN CASE BP-24 
1MQEUOENT VARIABLE---TAU lSECONDS) 
VALUE =. A*SCALE + B , A = 10*+-l 8= 0. 
DEDENOENT VARIABLE----- NORMALIZED AUTOCORRELATION FUYCTIDN 
VALUE = A*SCALE + B , A = l?** C B = -0.600OE 30. 
Pt 0.200 0.4cc 0.600 0.800 1.000 1.203 1.4b@ 1.600 1.8S? 2 . r. 
**+***,*****t****+***********************************************************************~~~*~*~***** 
0. -*XXKXXXXXX1KXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4XXXXXXXXX5XXXXXXXXX6XXXXXXXXX7XXXXXXXXXX 9 l - .__. -^_- ._._. 
~XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XKXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4XXXXXXXXXSXXXXXXXXX6XXX 7 8 9 4 
l X~KXXXXXXXlXXXXKXXKK2XXXXXXXX 3 4 5 h 7 8 9 4 ._ - 
l XKKXXXXXXl 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 4 
l XKKXXXKXXlKXXXX 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 4 
i.OO-iXKiKXXXXXlXXXXXXXKX2XXXXXXXXi3~ 4 5 6 7 8 9 l - 
__ --+XXXXXKXXXJXXXXXXXXXZXXXXXXXXXX3XXXXX 4 5 6 7 8 9 4 - -- ._. 
l XKKXXNXXXlXXXXXXXXXZXXXXXXXXXX3XX 4 5 6 7 8 9 4 
_._ .M~.KX,XXX~lXXXXXXXxxzxKxxxxxxx3 4 5 6 7 8 9 4 
l XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXX 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 4 
.2~cJlI-.,XK~K~xx~~~xxxxxxxXx2xxxxx 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 l - l XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXX‘ 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 4 
l XKXXXXKXXlXXXXXXXflX2XXX~XXXXX3XXXX 4 ___ --_-_ .-_.--. -..- .._ _-. 
+XKKKXXKXX1XXXXXXXKX2XKXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXX 4 
6 
6 
l XKKXXXXXICJXXXXK~XXX2XKX~XXXX.X3XXXX .. 4 5 6 ----- _ 
LOB-•XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXX 3 -4 5 6 
l XXNKX?KXXlXXXXXX 2 3 4 5 6 
l XXKXXXXXXlXX 2 3 4 5 6 
l .KXKXXXKXXlXXX 2 3 4 5 6 
l XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2X 3 4 5 6 
4,00-•XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4 5 6 
*XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXX~XXXX4XXXXXXXXXSXXXXXXXX 6 
*XXKKXXX~XlXXXXXXXXK2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4XXXXXXXXX5XXXXXXXXX6X 
l XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4XXX 5 6 
l XKKKXXXXXlXXXXXXXX 2 3 4 5 6 
7 ._. 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
8 
B 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
B 
9 4 .-.. 
9 4 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
4 
l - 
4 
4 
4 
4 
l - 
4 
4 
4 
4 
FIGURE 46 
RUN CASE BP-28 
AUJClGORRELAfCON OF 0 K  G . TEST NUHEIER l-48 F. TAPE NUMBER BIlj-C~8. NOV. 11.1964 PAGE 
COHPlJ~Ai~O~S FROM l(‘J.(HOURS),. 91:.008(SECONDS) TO lO.lHOURS)t 912.5?:(SECONDS) AT EVERY 4 FRAMES.  
NUMBER OF FRAMES = 25. NUMCIR OF LAGS = 12. DATA TIMF RFSDLUTION = 3.345Cl39. _ ..- ._. - 
AUTOOORRELATION FUNCTION TIME RESOLUTION = O.lj4C. FROM 6. (SEC) TO C.48”ISEC). 
ZERO-LA6 AUTOCORRELATION = 0.55126327E 05 
‘PAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTPCOR TAU AUTOCO? .-~- .--i.ocooob 
-0. 0.04UG il.044714 *j . 12 8 0 1 -0.328708 C.lZCl 2; i42655 0.16’2 3.?59628 -----__ 
OLZOOL -0.078253 0.2402 0.021168 @28(33 0.222603 I 3.32i3 -C.179498 C.36Z4 -5.414596 -_-.--.-. .-. 
0.4004 0.187944 [ 0.4404 0.653827 1 
-mm-- 
FIGURE 49 
RUN CASE BP-28 
. l l l (DEPEIDENT VARIABLE---TAU iSECONDS 
VALUE =. A*SCALE + B  , A  = 1014-l B  = 0. 
DEREWEUT VAR I ABLE----- NORMALIZED AUTOCORREL-iTION FUNCTION 
^ 
VALUE = ~SCALE + B  , A-= ibi*‘.r B  =-;0.6i)ooE cm . 
H -- -. 1.400 1.633 .o. 200 0.466 0.600 0.800 1.000 1.295 1.8JC 2 5 . 
H ***4*****++****b*************4**********************+**********************4******4**4*************** &J io .~~~~~iXxX~x~lxXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXxXXXXXX4XXi tXXXXXX5XXXXXXXXX6XXXXXXXXX7XXXXXXXXXX 9 .- 
ul l XXKXXKKXXlKXXX~X~XXl t~XX~XXXXXX3XX 4 5 6 7 8 9 l __---__---._. ..__ 
-- I l XKKKXXKKXlXXXX 2 3. 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
l XKKXKXKXXLXXXKXXXXXZXXXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXX 4 5 6 7 8 9 l __---. ._ _. l XXKXXXXXXlKXXfKXiXUCiiExxxfxxxjKxx 4 5 6’ 7 8 9 ...* 
2.08-r_XeJt#KXXWt&JXXXXKXXXX2XXXXXX 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l - 
l XKKKXKXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3X 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
~_~*&lJKKXXKX$XXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4X 5 6 7’ 8 9 l 
l XXKXXXKXXlXXXXKXXi fX iX 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
l XXKXlGHJXl 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
4.00-•XKKKXXXXXlXXXi iXXXX2XXXXXXXXX%XXXXXXXXX4 5 6 7 8 9 l - 
~%KKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4XXXXXXXXX5XXXXXXXXX6XXX 7 8 9 . 
FIGURE 50 
RUN CASE BP-29 
i~78ij0~~~t~i.i~~ OF 0 K  G . rEsT NUMBER 1-48 F. TAPE NUHbE’R BfO-08: NOV. 1111964 PAGE 
COMPUTATIONS FROM 10. (HOURS), 911.008(SECONDS) TO 13. (HOURS), 912.3?C(SECONDS.l AT EVERY 5 FRAMES.  
NMH0ER OF FRAMES = 26. NUMBER OF LAGS = 13. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = C~.O50~49. -----.-- ..__. ..-__ 
AuTOCORRELATI-ON FUNCTION TIME RE’SDLUTIOM = c-050. FROM r. ISEC) TO c.6511SEC). 
ZERO-LAB AUTOCORRELATION = 0.37683857E 05 
B  AU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUT OCOR TAU AUTOCOR 
0.0500. O.b81409 O-.-l031 
- _-.-.-._ 
:: -0.239645 3.1551 7.285602 9.2cri2 -3.:29276 
J 0.3003 -0.908570 0.3503 -0.639096 0.43c4 3.431073 [ 0.4524 5.485327 
m  -0.382777 0.5505 -C.257445 0.6006 -0.110826 
FIGURE 51 
RUN CASE BP-31 
AUiObDRR~~ON OF- O- K  G . TEST NUMBER --I-4B F. TAPE NUMBER -ErlT-5-E.’ WV; 11-i 1g64 PAGE 
--.-- 
COHFUTA91l3NS FROM lO.(HOURS)s. 911.008(SECONDS) TO IQ. (HOURS), 912.300LSECONOS) AT EVERY 7 FRAMES.  
NUMBER OF FRAMES= 18. NUMBER OF LAGS = 9. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = 3.373068. --- -.-_.. -_-_. 
AUTOGORREL+irION FUNCTION TIME RESOLUTION = 0.073. FROM 3. (SEC) TO 3.631TSEC). 
._ ZERO-LA6 AUTOCORRELATION = 0.43558576E 05 
PI 
A  
rlAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR 
4 -0L 1.00~0d0 0.0701 -c).528602’ -- --- --.-. -.---- J.1401 l$;19s349 3.2102 0.G31913 ‘-‘o-i2-8t!3. i 3.269623 
0.3sp_ -0.551601 0.4204 0.636425 0.4905 -0.517367 0.5605 0.089853 .._-_ 
FIGURE 52 
RUN CASE BP-32 
AIdTlXORRELATION OF OKG. TESii- N-iJHBEk l-48 F. TAPE NUMBER- Bf-O-08. NOV. 11.1964 PAX 
GOi4Pt#TA%iONS FROM lO.(HOURS)r 911.03R(SECONDS) TO 13.(HOURS)r 912 .O.Z3(SEtONDS) AT EVERY 7 FSAMES.  
NUMBER OF FRAMES = 14. NUMBER OF LAGS = 7. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = :.C7C:68. . 
AUTOOORliELATION FUNCTION TIME RESOLUTION = 2.670. FROM ?. ISFC) TO ?.49P(SEC). 
ZERO-LAG AUTOCORRELATIDN = 0.40786717E 05 
TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR __.. -. ^ ..- - .._ -.. . ..-...... 
‘;1 -0. 1.000b00 
O.G701 -0.595DD5 a-i401 0.246072 0.2102 -0. id2449 m273--- - --- 3.38.3493 
A4 
J3603 -0.583596 0.4204 9.635263 
-w--- 
___._.. --. __ . 
a 
FIGURE 53 
RUN CASE BP-32 
IWEPENDENT VARI ABLE---TAU (SECONDS) 
VALUE = A*SCALE + 8 , A  = lo**-1 8 = 0. 
DEPENDENT VARIAfJLE----- NORMALIZED AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION 
VALUE = A.SCALE + 8 , A  = IO** 0 8 = -0.630ClE 00. 
- .‘_ 0. 0.200 0.400 0.600 0.800 l .ObS 1. ib3 i.490 1.600 1.833 2.3 
l 
t*****i**+***+t****+*~***********************+******************************************************* .---- - - -... 
&  0. ~~XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX-3XXXXXXXXX4XXXXXXXXX5XXXXXXXXX6X~XXXXXX~7~XXXXXXXXX 9 
l 
1 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
l *- 
\D l XXXXXXhiXlXXXXKXXXX2XXXXXXXX3XXi(X 5 6 7 8 9 l 
l XxXxXXXXX1XXXXxXXXX2xxxxx 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
-~XXXXXXXXXlXXXXKXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3KXXXXXXXX4XXXXXXXXX5 6 7 8 9 l 
3,60-*X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 *- 
4XXXXXWXXXlXXXXXXXKX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4XXXXXXXXX5XXXXXXXXX6XX 7 8 9 l 
FIGURE 54 
RUN CASE BP-33 
AMEIWMRE~A~ION OF d K G . .-TEST NUMBER 1-48 F, TAPE rJUhii3~X Bro-08. NOV. 11,1964 .- 
. 
PAGE 
-tibnPYTmfeH% -i%aii 16.. ( HOURS 1, ~lf;~~-~~Sl!t~bilZjiLj to. 10. (HoURSI, 912.30gfSECONDSJ AT EVERY 10 FRAMES. 
RWBER OF FRAMES = 13. NUMBER OF LAGS = 6. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = G.lOOC98. --- _._ ----__ _. _ . 
AUTBGORRELAT I ON FuNCT ION TI’ME‘~~RESOLU~~ ON. =- -5;fQb; FROM 0;. (SECI- TO- 3ibZl(SEC). 
ZERO-LAG AWTOCORRELATION = 0.14270367E 05 ---.-- ~-. _._ _ _. _ - .- 
m&l AMTlilCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR -.---.--. _ ___. 
-Bi 1.000000 O.lUd-1 0.013506 0.2002 -0.316529 0.283195 
8,5005- 2&%!II?~~ ._... 
FIGURE55 
RUN CASE BP-33 
1 WEPENdEbiT V6R I ii8L E---TAU I SECONDS 1 
VALUE = AtSCALE + B , A = lo** 0 B= 0. 
OERENOENT VAkIABLE----NORMALIZED AlJTDCORRELATION FUNCTION 
VALUE = AtSCALE + 8 ,. A = 13** 0 8 = -0.4030E-00. 
0. 0.. 20@ 0.400 0.600 0.800 1.0?3 1.203 1.433 1.630 1.8% 2.C 
***+***+********+*******************************************************.**************~**** **+C*,*** f 0. c*XXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXXZXKXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4XXXXXXXXX5XXXXXXXXX6XXXXXXXXXX 8 3 l - 
tXXKXXXXXXlXXXXXXXXX2X 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 4 -.._ l XkXX 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 4 
+XXiXXXKKXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4X 5 6 7 8 9 4) 
l XKKXXKKXXlXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXX 4 5 6 7 8 9 4 
0. IO-*xX 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t- 
FIGURE 56 
RUN CASE BP-34 
- _.~ 
AW~fXXJRRELATION OF 0 K  G . -- TEST NUMBER 1-48-r;. TXPE--NIJ~~BER.- Bm=SIs;--.-. 
-- - -Nap -T1 ..,..= sa- . ---. 
P’ACF- 
GBMPWCATiONS FROM lO.(HOURS)r 911.0081SEC~NDS) TO I’L. (HOURS), 912.;OC(SECONDS) AT EVERY l!l FRAMES.  
NUMBER OF FRAMES = 10. NUMBER OF LAGS = 5. DATA TIME RESOLUTION = ‘3.133098. __ --..- .__.__ -.-__ .^. 
AWTOGORRELATION FUiJCiiON TIME RE-$iOLUTION = 3.1.00. FROM 0. (SEC) TO C.500lSEC). 
ZERO-LAB AUTOCORRELATION = 0.10755005E 05 
3&U MITOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR TAU AUTOCOR 
ioo1 
.- .-.-..- -_-_ ..-__-.-. .- 
‘_ - -- -- -ei 1.000000 0. -0.185501 0.2002 -0.590520 mm--- 0.2787112_1 [ 0.4304 ---- ;.288.8E!O 
FIGURE 57 
RUN CASE BP-34 
fIf#f’Ej#ENT VARIABLE--TAU (SECONDS1 _. 
.ifALUfi = AeSCALE + 6 , A  = 10s~ 3 B  q 0. 
-DERENDEIT VARIABLE----- NORMALIZED AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION 
VALUE =. A*SCALE + I3 ,. A  = lo** 0 -B = -0.6330E 00. 
I 
& ._ _.-. 0. 0.200 0.400 G.600 0. BOO 1.000 1.200 1.423 1.600 1.833 2.c 
4~~~~~,*t+~~+*+*+*,**~~*+**~+*+~******************~****~****+***~*******~**~**~~*~*********~***~***** _-. - _._ . 
0. - rXXXXXX~XXLXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4XXXXXXXXX5%XXXXXXXX6X%XXX~XXX7XXXXXXXXXX 9 *- 
l l XXXXXXKXXlXXXXXXXXX2X ..’ ‘-. 3 8 4 5 6 7 9 l 
l 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 
l XKKKXXXXXlKXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4XXXX 5 6 7 B  9 l 
l XXKKXXKXXiXXXXXXXXX2XXXXXXXXX3XXXXXXXXX4XXXX 5 6 7 a 9 l 
FIGURE 58 
SYNTHETIC E C G - X-15 FLIGHT - RUN OCTOBER 23 ,- 1964 , TAPE BID-22. 
DESCRfR~titRS FOR .SfGNAL SEGMENT 13. .._ .sAMP&IN.G RATE = 5GD.90 SAMPLES/SECOND. 
NUMBER QF CYCLES = 66. 
BASE MART RATE = 120.0 BEA7S/b!INUTE. 
LINEAR RATE VARlAT,IDN COEFFICIENT = Q. BEATS/MINUTE/SECOND. 
SfIIU’LOfBAL RATE VARIATfDN AHPLfTUDE = !?. BEATS/MINUTE. 
SfWSOf&AL..RAtL .Wlp!&~I$lN F+tE.QU.~N~.~-.~. .O.~.~CY!LE~/SW’W- 
WAVE B-eSE AMP. LINEAR AMP. VARLATIDN SINUSOIDAL AMP. VARIATION 
SEQHENI ‘( H fCRWDL?S 1 CDEFF ICIENT (MICRDVDLTS/SECk COEFFICIENT IMICRDVDLTS) 
1 -..o. ~. 0, C. 
2 0. 0. f-l 
.3 _ ~-.Bum.. ..- ._ _. !$- ____ --_ .~_._ 0 - --I.- 
4 0. 
5 __-- -0. .g:.. .__ _ _ 
0. 
0. 
6 -2Q.000 0. 0. 
7. _ -_ _ .bpe.opo _- 0. --. 0. 
I3 -125*000 0. 0. 
9 0. . .-.. ~ __-_. -.. 0. 
EO 
..--- ____ Zk - - 
-- ?o~:ooo 
0. 0. 
El 0.. 0. 
SIIUSO#QAL AMP. VARIATION FREQUENCY = 0. CYCLES/SECOND. 
I EXCEPTION CYCLES THIS SIGNAL SEGMENT... 
FIGURE 82a (Page 1 of 2) 
SYNTHETIC ECG - X-15 FLIGHT - RUN OCTOBER 23, 1964, TAPE BlO-02 
CYCLE HR. TAU(MS)/ 2 
BPM AMF'(MV) 
23 120.00 75.0 54.0 
0. 0. 
24 120.00 75.0 54.0 
0. 0. 
25 120.00 75.0 54.0 
0. 0. 
26 120.00 75.0 54.0 
0. 0. 
27 120.00 75.0 54.0 
0. 0. 
28 120.00 75.0 54.0 
0. 0. 
29 120.00 75.0 54.0 
0. 0. 
30 120.00 75.0 54.0 
0. 0. 
31 120.00 75.0 54.0 
0. 0. 
EXCEPTION 7 5.0 54.0 
0. 0. 
32 120.00 75.0 54.0 
0. 0. 
33 120.00 75.0 54.0 
0. 0. 
34 120.00 75.0 54.0 
0. 0. 
35 120.00 75.0 54.0 
0. 0. 
3 
37.0 
150.0 
37.0 
150.0 
37.0 
150.0 
37.0 
150.0 
37.0 
150.0 
37.0 
150.0 
37.0 
150.0 
37.0 
150.0 
37.0 
150.0 
37.0 
0. 
37.0 
150.0 
37.0 
150.0 
37.0 
150.0 
37.0 
150.0 
4 5 6 7 8 
36.0 
0. 
14.0 27.0 
0. -20.0 
14.0 27.0 
0. -20.0 
14.0 27.0 
0. -20.0 
14.0 27.0 
0. -20.0 
14.0 27.0 
0. -20.0 
14.0 27.0 
0. -20.0 
14.0 27.0 
0. -20.0 
14.0 27.0 
0. -20.0 
14.0 27.0 
0: -20.0 
14.0 27.0 
0. -20.0 
14.0 27.0 
0. -20.0 
14.0 27.0 
0. -20.0 
14.0 27.0 
0. -20.0 
14.0 27.0 
0. -20.0 
27.0 8.0 
600.0 -125.0 
36.0 
0. 
36.0 
0. 
36.0 
0. 
36.0 
0. 
36.0 
0. 
36.0 
0. 
36.0 
0. 
36.0 
0. 
36.0 
0. 
36.0 
0. 
36.0 
0. 
36.0 
0. 
36.0 
0. 
27.0 8.0 
600.0 -125.0 
27.0 8.0 
600.0 -125.0 
27.0 8.0 
600.0 -125.0 
27.0 8.0 
600.0 -125.0 
27.0 8.0 
600.0 -125.0 
27.0 8.0 
600.0 -125.0 
27.0 8.0 
600.0 -125.0 
27.0 8.0 
600.0 -125.0 
27.0 8.0 
600.0 -125.0 
27.0 8.0 
600.0 -125.0 
27.0 8.0 
600.0 -125.0 
27.0 8.0 
600.0 -125.0 
27.0 8.0 
600.0 -125.0 
9 
15.0 
0. 
15.0 
0. 
15.0 
0. 
15.0 
0. 
15.0 
0. 
15.0 
0. 
15.0 
0. 
15.0 
0. 
15.0 
0. 
15.0 
0. 
15.0 
0. 
15.0 
0. 
15.0 
0. 
15.0 
0. 
10 
138.0 69.0 
0. 200.0 
138.0 69.0 
0. 200.0 
138.0 69.0 
0. 200.0 
138.0 69.0 
0. 200.0 
138.0 69.0 
0. 200.0 
138.0 69.0 
0. 200.0 
138.0 69.0 
0. 200.0 
138.0 69.0 
0. 200.0 
138.0 69.0 
0. 200.0 
138.0 69.0 
0. 200.0 
138.0 69.0 
0. 200.0 
138.0 69.0 
0. 200.0 
138.0 69.0 
0. 200.0 
138.0 69.0 
0. 200.0 
11 TIME 
(SEC.) 
246.130 
246.646 
247.162 
247.678 
248.192 
248.708 
249.224 
249.740 
250.256 
250.772 
251.288 
251.804 
iS2.318 
FIGURE 82b (Page 2 of 2) 
11/19/64 PAGE 3 
-aKirISfJICAL ANALYSti OF NORMALLY DISTRIB , FROM 0.45005E 04 TO O.B5000E 04, TOTAL POINTS - 8000. 
--__ 
CLASS CLAW DCCU- COliP, RiLATiVE RELATIVE LUMPED 
---. - . -- L!.HUS. _ PAN.CY NORMAL OCCUPANCY NORMAL OCCUPANCY 
BE~OU 0. 
1 -0.6000E 01 8 0”: 8: 0. 
2 -0.548OE 01 0 .o.op 0. 
3 -0.496QE 01-.----o- 0.04 0. 
4 -0.44-E 01 -.0--e_ 
5 -0.3920E 01 0 
--"zd;. 
. 
;= 
. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
:‘: 
12 
H 13 
-0..34006 01 -__ IO... _ 13.58 
-0.2880E 01 61 58.31 
-0.236OE 01 192 192%3.2_ 
-0d840E 01 503 487.48 
._9.9.7- _ 94_9.65 -O..132OE 01 
-0.KOOOE 00 1398 1421.98 
..YQ.?eoo-eoo ..E32- 1636.73 .- 
0.24OOE-00 1485 1448.17 
H 
c 
14 0.1600E a0 
(3\ 15 Oi128OE 01 
-I6 O.tBoQE 01 ____ -- 
17 Oi232OE 01 
18 OiP84OE 01 
19 O.‘336OE 01 
20 O.BbB@E 01 
21 0~WOOE 01 
15 Oi492OE ..5440  01 
___- 
1000 
553 
-.. ._984,96-- 
514.92 
Q.0012500 
0.0076250 
J.MmK!QOQ 
0.0628750 
0..1246250 
0.1747500 
0.1915000 
Il. 1856250 
.~&u5000_0 
0.0691250 
Q.C)247500 
0.0068750 
0,0024000 
0. 
-0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0.0000004 
0.0000045 
0.0000418 
o.oob3037 
0.0016975 
0.0072884 
0.0240401 
0.0609344 
0.1187061 
0.1777474 
0.2045907 
0.1810212 
-!&I_231194 
0.0643645 
0.0258614 
0.0079852 
0.0018941 
0.0003451 
_ g,0gKJwe4 
0.0000052 
0.~cj00004 
0. OOOODOO 
-19B. .?W,C 
55 &3.88 
.M 15.15 
0 2.76 
0 --L&X- 
0 0.04 
0 -.-- .O,W 
0 0.00 
.-a. O~w!wx!!l 0 0. 0. 0. 
25 0.648QE 01 0 0. 0. 0. 
AIBVE O.rOOOE 01 Q 0. 0. 0. 
SAHPLE rl_E_bl. 7-m :P.l9609E-02 SAMPLE STAN DEV = 0.10026E 01 ~- - 
SAMPLE EtX4*21 * 0.10050E 01 SAMPLE VARIANCE = 0.10051E 01 
.$&WL_E_ 5 I x,*31 ‘. +.1412tE-01 SAMPLE SKEWNESS = -0.81519E-02 
SANPLE EfK**4l = 0.28486E 01 SAMPLE KURTDSIS = 0.28195E 01 
TOtaL Of; 0 BAD POINTS 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
10.0 
61.0 
192.0 
503.0 
997.0 
1398.0 
1532.0 
1485.0 
lQQO.0 
553.0 
198.0 
55.0 
16.0 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
:: 
0. 
LUMPED 
NORMAL 
PROB. 
DENSITY 
0. 0. 
0. 0. 
0. 0. 
0. c. 
0. 0. 
0. 0. 
13.6 0.0012503 
58.3 0.0088750 
192.3 0.0328750 
487.5 0.0957500 
949.6 0.2203750 
1422.0 0.3951250 
1636.7 0.5866250 
1448.2 0.7722500 
985.0 0.8972500 
514.9 0.9663750 
206.9 0.9911250 
63.9 0.9980000 
15.2 1.0000000 
0. 1.0000000 
0. 1.000000Q 
0. 1 .OOODOOO 
0. 1.0000003 
0. 1 .ooooooo 
0. 1.0000000 
0. 1.0000000 
0. l.OOOOOQQ 
NOiiIiL 
DENSITY 
0. 
0.. 
q.g,0poo34 
0.0000049 
0.0000467 -_---_ 
0.0003504 
a,a!mt79 
0.0093362 
Q -0333743 
0.0943107 
0.2136_)69 
0.3907643 
0.5953550 
0.7763762 
0.8994956 ----_. ___ _ 
0.9638600 
0.9897214 
0.9977066 
0,?996Q08 
0.9999459 
0 .!49?9943 
0.9999995 
I .OOOOQ!?O 
1.0000000 
1.0000003 
1.0000000 
l.OQQQOOD 
MINIMUM = -0.30690E 01 
OCCURRED AT TIME = 0.56195OOOE 04 
MAXIMUM = 0.32035E 01 
OCCURRED AT TIME = 0.54135OOOE 04 
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9Ci%IhiCAL ANALYSIS OF NORMALLY DISTRIB , FROM 5.45035E 04 TO 0.85000E G4, TOTAL POINTS = 800:. 
NlLCELLANEOUS STATISTICAL TESTS 
ilY@OTHESIS THAT THIS DATA IS NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED IS ACCEPTED AT THE 95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE LEVEL, 
tWGcILOE .+O~lae28, BANDWIDTH ASSUMED = 100.00 PERCENT, COMPUTED CHI-SQUARE = 16.68, 
AND 10 DEGREES OF FREEDOM. 
HYPOTHEbIS THAT THIS DATA IS RANDOM BY RUN TEST METHOD IS ACCEPTED AT THE 95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE LEVEL* 
W#TH 3971 RUNS, LEVEL = O.lOOOE-?8r 4327 POINTS ABOVE LEVEL, 3993 POINTS BELOll, MU SUB-R = C.400ZE 04, 
AND SIGMA SUB-R = 0.4472E 02. 
FIGURE I35 
